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Principal’s
Desk
Dear Parents and Students,
It gives me immense pleasure to write
to you on this 15th year of Deccan
International School. The school
started in the year 2003 with 105
students housed in a single building
with one floor, 6 class rooms and 8
teachers. Today it is home to 1400
students in two buildings supported
by 125 teachers. This has been
possible due to our parent community
which has understood, appreciated
and stood by our vision of the School.
The vision of the school management
has been to offer an environment that
fosters all round development of the
children enabling them to excel in an
ever-changing world.
The vision of the school has been
brought to life through certain wellcrafted programs and policies which
lay equal emphasis on academics as
well as co-curricular activities. The
facilities and infrastructure have
developed over the years to provide
spaces in the form of playgrounds
for football, basketball, athletics,
volleyball and swimming, affording
space for students to cherish a love for
sports and a strong foundation for a
healthy lifestyle.
With “Ed Tech” being recognized as a
powerful way to get students to learn,
the school added interactive boards
with digital content in the classrooms.
While the computer lab aims at
imparting basic computing skills for

students, the IT Resource Room for
Grades 11 and 12 is a computer lab
specifically for students to conduct
subject- specific research.
The Music Enrichment Program was
started in 2008 for Grades 6 and 7 to
inculcate in children, the love and
appreciation for music and performing
arts. What started with four musical
instruments has grown to an array of
eight different musical instruments,
Carnatic vocal, two dance forms and
theatre. The result of the yearlong
training of students in Grades 4 to 8
is showcased through a melodious
performance by an ensemble of
55 to 60 students playing musical
instruments and vocals in Hindustani,
Carnatic and Western genres.
In order to offer diverse curricular
choices to the students and cater to
their varied learning styles and subject
requirement, the school started the
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Cambridge International Program for
Grades 9 and 10 from 2011. Today the
International curriculum is offered
to students from Grades 7 to 12 with
choices in fifteen different subjects.
Our endeavour has always been to
provide opportunities, exposure and
experiences to our students in order to
prepare them to be resilient and face
the unknown future with confidence.
They will surely succeed in charting
out their path as leaders, armed with
their knowledge and passion, rather
than blindly following the muchtrodden route.
Wishing all our students the best for a
bright and successful future ahead!
Mrs. Anuradha Anekal
Principal
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Editorial
My warm greetings to all the readers!!!
A school magazine is not just a
chronicle of all the events, celebrations
and achievements of a school, it is
also a true representation of a school’s
ethos, character and culture which
manifest themselves in the attitudes
and aspirations of all the students and
teacher community. Essentially, it
reflects what the school stands for.
Keeping this in mind, the Editorial
team of Gen Z has put in a lot of effort
to showcase the varied hues of our
student’s activities and teacher’s
work in the year gone by. The pride
of our school, “Gen Z” consists of an
eclectic mix of articles, poems, puzzles,
artwork, subhashitas (good sayings),
opinions, reports and experiences of
students on a wide range of topics.
This year’s school magazine also
consists of a “self-help” section where
students themselves have come out
with solutions for their commonly
faced problems.
In sync with the strong belief of DIS
that reflective teachers are effective
teachers, there is a section from the
teacher community where they
ruminate about their experiences
as class teachers. Such reflections
help them to constantly reinvent
themselves. Apart from this, there is
yet another section where subjectteachers speak about the best practices
they have adopted in their classrooms
and what changes they have brought
in their classrooms or what outcomes
have they witnessed in their students.
A teacher can build a thoughtful
learning community only when she

Sitting Row (Left to Right): Mrs. Deepika Jayagopal, Mrs. Roopa Nagaraja Rao,
Mrs. Usha Rani V V, Mrs. Harikrupa B
Standing Row (Left to Right): Mitravrinda, Mrs. Veena Raj, Rashi Goel
keeps herself abreast with the latest
changes happening in her field. A few
teachers of DIS have made an effort to
highlight the changes that they have
observed in their field of expertise.
Gen Z has always been a great
platform for student authors to display
their talent and skills giving a small
peepview into their thought process.
I would like to thank all the budding
authors and artists who responded
to our call and penned their ideas for
our school magazine. I would also like
to thank our Principal, Ms. Anuradha
Anekal who believed in me and
entrusted me with this task of putting
everything together for the magazine.
This herculean task would not have
been possible without the guidance
and vision of our Editor-in-chief, Ms.
Deepika Jayagopal, who stood steadfast
despite many challenges that we
encountered.
Gen Z has acquired its sheen
and sparkle only because of the
photographs and pictures provided by
our Beyond Curriculum Co-ordinator,
Ms. Niti Dhami. I would also like to
5

express my deep gratitude to Early
Years Co-ordinator, Ms. Veena Raj, the
veteran of magazine work with her
timely and handy inputs. The wholehearted support from student- editors,
Ms. Mitravrinda and Ms. Rashi
Goel is something which cannot be
missed. Last but not the least, I would
like to thank our English HOD, Ms.
Harikrupa Badrinath and the other
English Teachers, Class Teachers for
their constant support in sorting out
student’s work, selecting and editing
them for our magazine.
Extracting contributions, ideas and
discovering hidden talents in children
is a difficult task but it was made
possible by the combined effort of
everyone in the school including the
admin staff.
I apologise for any shortcomings if
there are any. Hope you will cherish
reading it...
Happy reading!!!
Mrs. Roopa Nagaraja Rao
Teacher-Editor
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Safety First
Always!

Safety Committee Meeting with the Stakeholders
A safe environment is everyone’s right. At DIS we strive to provide:
• a conducive, child sensitive and safe learning environment where we engage with children to ensure their protection
when in our care
• zero tolerance to child safety violations and child abuse in any form

6
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The Child Protection Policy of DIS lists measures taken by the school to ensure
students’ physical and emotional safety. The policy is binding on all persons
providing service to DIS, which includes:
• teaching and non-teaching staff, working full time or part time, on the school
premises or its extension areas including transport;
• staff or contract staff providing services including club service providers and
tour operators;
• members of the board, volunteers, contractors, counselors and others who
engage with students at DIS;
• guests and visitors who come in contact with students.
The SURAKSHA committee comprising of the Principal, teachers, students and
parents meets twice a year to discuss safety issues. Cyber safety, healthy eating,
managing parking and traffic around school during entry and dispersal are some
of the concerns discussed in the past by the committee.
The guidelines put in place in our school ensure a safe and sensitive school
where learning happens.

Vision
Statement:
To provide an empowering
learning environment that
nurtures empathy and inquiry in
students, enabling them to excel
in an ever-changing world.

Our more specific goals are:
To nurture the desire for lifelong learning and augment the
innate curiosity in each child.

To inspire in children a love
for nature, art, sports and
culture.

To curate the passions of each
child, helping them flourish in
their unique and creative ways.

To offer a diverse and agile
curriculum that will enable
children to meaningfully
contribute to society.

To enable the child to face
academic challenges and excel
without pressure.

7
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School Infrastructure
and Campus
Plants and greenery outside
complement the airy and well-lit
classrooms to create a tranquil
yet invigorating atmosphere.

Deccan International School is a co-educational school,
centrally located in South Bengaluru. Designed with a view of
providing a host of facilities, both academic and co-curricular
under one roof, our school’s buildings and open spaces extend
over multi levels through an expansive 10 acre campus.
A spacious lobby at the entrance adjoins the Office and the
Principal’s Chamber. A level up from the main school building

DIS Main Building
Tomorrow Inside

Nature at DIS

Nettakallappa Aquatic Centre

DIS Campus-Blessed with Nature

Swimming Pool at DIS- Make a Splash!!!
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Football Ground

AMPHITHEATRE

@ DIS where children refuse to lose

is an open ground with a large stage
where the morning-prayer sessions
and assemblies are conducted.
School events and functions are also
held here with a large parking area
for private vehicles located at Gate-3.
The Early Years wing has a central
lawn, garden and a large sand pit
with ample room for children of
one class to play in at a time. Every
classroom from Grade 1 onwards
is equipped with the Educomp
SmartClass for effective audio-visual
learning while an Audio-Visual
Room is available for larger groups.
We have well-equipped Science,
Computer and Math laboratories and
a vast library, which is a treasure
trove of a rich collection of reference
and story books for all ages. The
Yoga Room is a serene, spacious

Education can happen everywhere

room in which our students practise Yoga. The Activity Room supports
explorative learning through the use of learning aids and is also a venue for
competitions and lectures. Our campus includes a football ground, basketball
and volleyball courts and swimming pool facilities at the Nettakallappa
Aquatic Centre.

Early Years Building

Learn. Share. Laugh. Grow

STAGE

Setting the stage for success
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Feathers in our Cap - Academic Achievers of DIS

Hearty Congratulations
to our students for securing 100% results in ICSE, ISC, IGCSE & A Levels

ISC

TOPPERS - ICSE

Sanjana A Hoskote
95.8%

Aniruddha Halebid
94.3%

Sameer P Rao
93%

Ella Vignesh B Rao
79.6%

A-Level

TOPPERS - IGCSE

Pavan R K
7A* & 1B
Math-100
Economics-98

Yasasvini Bodda
6A* &2A
Physics-94
Chemistry-93

Roshini Tribhuvan
82.25%

Vaidehi Bulusu
7A* & 1A
Physics-94
Chemistry-93

Gurusankar
Kasivinayagam
Physics -92
Chemistry-91

IGCSE (2016-17)

Bhoomika Vinod,
Outstanding Cambridge Learner Awards
(Global Perspecves & Computer Science)
Affiliated to Council for the Indian School Cer ficate Examina ons, New Delhi and Cambridge Interna onal, UK
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Akshat Rao
Accounng -93
Business - 91
Economics - 82
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COUNCIL FOR THE INDIAN SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS

ICSE RESULTS - March 2018
SUBJECT TOPPERS
SL.NO

Name

1

SUNIDHI ARAKERE

2

MANASA

3

NAVYA JAIDEEP

4

SANJANA A HOSKOTE

5

SRISHTI RATHOD

6

RAKSHITH V SHETTY

7

ADHARSH V

8

SANJANA A HOSKOTE

Subject
ENGLISH

Marks
95
97

KANNADA

97
97

HINDI

98

FRENCH

83

HISTORY / CIVICS / Geography

100
99

9

SAMEER P RAO

10

RAKSHITH V SHETTY

MATHS

99

11

BHOOMIKA CHEGU VINAY

94

12

SANJANA A HOSKOTE

SCIENCE

99

94

13

SAMEER P RAO

14

ANIRUDDHA HALEBID

15

STHAMAN KAMATH

ECONOMIC APPLICATION

96

COMPUTER APPLICATION

98

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

99

ENVIRONMENT APPLICATION

100

COMMERCIAL APPLICATION

99

ART

100

YOGA

91

16

ANIRUDH H

17

RAHUL SHAJI

18

SANJANA A HOSKOTE

19

SAIKRUTHI GS

20

VEDANTH P ATHREYAS

21

MRUNALINI K GOWDA

22

KAVANA BADRINATH

23

VIKHYATHRAJ V SHETTY

94
94

99

99

SCHOOL TOPPERS
SL.NO

Name of the Student

Percent

1

SANJANA A HOSKOTE

95.80

2

ANIRUDDHA H ALEBID

94.30

3

SAMEER P RAO

93.00

4

ADHARSH V

92.60

5

BHOOMIKA CHEGU VINAY

92.60
92.60

6

STHAMAN KAMATH

7

MAANASA SATISH KARNAGSHETTRU

92.50

8

ADITI DESAI

92.00

9

SRISHTI RATHOD

91.00

10

BHUVANA R

90.80

11

RAHUL SHAJI

90.80

12

RAKSHITH V SHETTY

90.80
90.60

13

VIKHYATHRAJ SHETTY K

14

MRUNALINI KARIGOWDA

90.50

15

NAVYA JAIDEEP

90.30
90.30

16

NIHAL RANJAN GOWDA

17

YASHAS M

90.30

18

SUNIDHI ARAKERE

90.00
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CAMBRIDGE ASSESSMENT INTERN ATIONAL EDUCATION
IGCSE RESULTS - March 2018
SUBJECT TOPPERS
SL.NO

Name

Subject

Marks

1

YASASVINI BODDA

ENGLISH

90

2

PAVAN R KASHYAP

96

3

VAIDEHI BULUSU

94

4

YASASVINI BODDA

94

5

AVANTIKA ANANTHAKRISHNAN

91

6

VISHNU GUPTA

90

7

PANKHURI TAYAL

90

8

PAVAN R KASHYAP

96

9

VAIDEHI BULUSU

94

10

PANKHURI TAYAL

91

11

YASASVINI BODDA

90

12

PAVAN R KASHYAP

100

13

PANKHURI TAYAL

14

VAIDEHI BULUSU

90

15

PAVAN R KASHYAP

96

16

VAIDEHI BULUSU

17

YASASVINI BODDA

PHYSICS

CHEMISTRY

MATHS

BIOLOGY

95

93
93
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Chronicles
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Crescendo 2017

A cultural extravaganza

At DIS, Crescendo has always been a platform for showcasing talent, artistry and skills. It is also a day for loads of
fun, celebration and felicitation of children for their achievements. The annual day functions were presided over by
our Chairman Mr. Tilak Kumar and Director Ms. Sujata Tilak Kumar, Dean Ms. Bharati Krishnamoorthy, Principal
Ms. Anuradha Anekal. The programme commenced with the lighting of the ceremonial lamp which was followed by
a cultural extravaganza of some riveting performances by students ranging from Junior School to Senior School.
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Assembly at DIS
Assembly is really interesting
With all those singing & dancing
There is lot of acting
Which is eye catching
Lots of numbers
Hard to remember
With lots of information
Urge to achieve passion
Acting & singing together
Makes none bother
Its so good, so nice
Feels like floating in cold ice
ADITI CHANDRA
Grade 7 B

Displaying talent - Junior School Assembly

Different hues of Assembly @ DIS
21
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Report of French
Workshop for students

International French Spell Bee workshop was
conducted at Deccan International School on 11th
August for 5th- 10th standard. The workshop
was facilitated by renowned Mr. Haru Mehra,
Director of Frehindi organization. The workshop
was based on below themes –
• How spoken and listening skills in French, will
help you in your career after 10+2?
• How to be more fluent in French language
by acquiring right vocabulary and correct
pronunciation?
The session started with introduction and ice
breaking activities. Students showed great
enthusiasm and participation in the workshop.
Total duration of workshop was around 2.5
hours. Main highlights include language games,
phonetics and career outlook in French language expert, after 10+2.
Towards the end of workshop, students got an overview that in this changing competitive education system, it is very
important to be more creative and an active participant of such workshops/competitions. These avenues will not only
help them in learning French language but it will also lead to their scholastic and holistic development.
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Les activités inter scolaires
Cette année, notre école a participé aux compétitions scolaires
entre les écoles. Ces concours développent leurs habiletés et
assimilent de nouvelles connaissances avec le sourire. Nous
sommes heureux de partager les expériences de nos étudiants
au niveau des compétitions internationales:

C’était une nouvelle expérience.
Nous sommes allés à Oakridge
International School pour la fête «
Bonjour India ». Chaque participant
a présenté le thème dans leurs
manières. Nous avons beaucoup
appris. Nous avons même goûté la
spécialité française. Nous avons
aussi eu un jeu de chasse au trésor
grâce auquel nous pouvions
interagir avec les élèves d’autre
école. Je voudrais y retourner.

I had so much of fun at the festival
and I am glad our school won. I
made friends with the 9th graders
and I was the only 8th grader
which made me unique. It was
fun as it was a new experience for
me. I feel honored that our school
provided the French students this
opportunity.
Priya Rao
Grade 8 C

À Oakridge International School,
C’était en effet une expérience
incroyable. Je suis fier que notre
école était différente des autres.
J’ai beaucoup aimé et appris. La
nourriture y était fantastique
et j’ai pu profiter beaucoup de
nouveaux plats français. Je
remercie l’école de m’avoir offert
cette merveilleuse opportunité.
Vishnu Vigneshwar
Grade 9 B

Gauri Sharma Purohit
Grade 7 A

Recently, my classmates and I have gone to Oakridge
International School to attend a festival showcasing the
beauty of both the French and Indian cultures. What
made it wonderful: was how each school has portrayed
their perspective on how French and Indian cultures or
ideas correlate and intertwine with each other. We got the
opportunity to perform a short film and fusion of French and
Indian songs which to our contentment was well received by
the audience. The presentation of each school was well, all
showcasing how French as a country has placed its mark on
India and how we see similarities in both of them in respect of
daily life, architecture and the rich history. It was a wonderful
experience filled with learning and I am grateful to be given an
opportunity to attend a festival dedicated to unveil the beauty
of cultures.
Anitej Raghavan
Grade 9 B
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Le 10 février 2018, les étudiants français
ont participé à ‹‹Bonjour India››, un festival
français organisé à l’école internationale
oakridge. Le thème du festival était ‹‹France
en Inde et inde en France››. Deux équipes
sont allées de notre école. Une équipe a fait
un court film. c’était très agréable et drôle.
Mon équipe a joué un mashup de la chanson
française «un deux trois» et de la chanson
kannada «santhoshakke». Il y avait aussi
un jeu de chasse au trésor et la nourriture
française. Je me suis beaucoup amusée à
jouer au festival. Merci.
Mallika Vellat
Grade 9 IGCSE
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Relevance of
Children’s Day in my life

We can see beauty in this world if we
see through the eyes of children. We
now live in a world where darkness
threatens to overwhelm us and every
dawn brings in new atrocities to light.
Children’s Day celebrates the pure
love and untouched potential that
resides in the hearts of the unfolding
buds- children. It is a day that reminds
me that the good in the world still can
take humanity back to nobler times
where smiles and happiness were
symbolic of a child’s life.
My optimism that the same joyous
childhood still remains for all of us in
this world makes it a special day for
me.
Shibani Santosh
Grade 9 IGCSE

Children’s Day is celebrated on Pandit
Jawalal Nehru’s birthday. He was
a great leader and the first prime
minister of independent India. No
sooner did he become the Prime
Minister than he made schemes about
free and compulsory education for the
children of India. His love for children
astonishes me to this day. Children’s
Day is all about the memories little
ones make on Chacha’s birthday. I
have many memories of celebrating
this day with both my friends and
parents. Even though I do not hold
the same excitement towards this day
as I did before, there will forever be a
part of me eagerly waiting for this day
throughout my life.

"Three things remain with us from
paradise: Stars, Flowers and Children"
said Dante about children. Children
unknowingly teach everyone three
things: to always be happy, to be
inquisitive and to fight tirelessly for
something. This indomitable spirit of
children is celebrated every year on
November 14th in India as ‘Children’s
Day’ to commemorate the birthday of
our ‘Chacha’ Jawaharlal Nehru. Every
Children’s Day, to me, is not only a
reminder to celebrate and cherish
my childhood but also a reminder
that no matter how old I grow, I
shouldn’t let that child in me perish
who is an embodiment of innocence,
playfulness and curiosity.

Ananya P Koushik
Grade 9

Shraddha S Pai
Grade 9

24
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Sarayu Swaminathan Award
Sarayu Swaminathan
Award- an award
instituted by one
of our Senior
Teachers, Ms. Radha
Swaminathan to
encourage deserving
children

Independence Day
Celebrations

25
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Community Service by DIS Students:

You are what you do, not what you say will do!!!
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Every ending has a new
beginning!!!

The Dean, Ms. Bharati
Krishnamoorthy announced her
retirement in December 2017. She
joined the school in 2011 and was
a part of DIS family for 6 years.
This tenure of 6 years witnessed a
number of productive initiatives
taken by her. It was a rewarding
transition phase for the school.
The school passed through many
changes, first of which was the
branding exercise, which gave
a new identity and vigour to
the school. This was followed
by construction of the 3rd floor,
improvement of infrastructure,
introduction of the IGCSE
curriculum, increase in student
and staff strength, etc. Besides
these, the Dean also introduced
many new measures like SASS,
Safety measures and compliance

of the school to the POCSO Act.
The Dean understood the need
for building consensus among all
the teachers and introduced team
building exercises. As a part of
reskilling the teaching community
and to enhance their performance,
she was instrumental in starting
professional development
workshops for teachers. The
Dean had a holistic approach to
everything and had also organised
social awareness drive like
Cleanathon in the school.
However, as they say nothing
lasts forever, our beloved Dean,
Ms. Bharati Krishnamoorthy has
moved on and with this DIS has
witnessed a change of guard. Ms.
Anuradha Anekal, who had been
hitherto serving as Headmistress

27

at DIS has taken up the mantle
of school administration. Ms.
Anuradha Anekal has been chosen
as the new Principal of DIS. She
has been serving DIS for the last
13 years loyally. She has been a
strong contributor to the growth
of DIS. She is known to be a person
who nurtures supportive and
collaborative spirit, which is highly
essential for the successful running
of any organization. Under her able
hands, we expect DIS to achieve
the next levels of glory and success.
From the Gen Z team, we extend
her a warm and hearty welcome...
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Fun Fiesta & Grab it!!

So many flavours at one place.. Where food is religion...

Fun Fiesta and Grab It are the school carnival days where children get to showcase their culinary talent. These are
the days when children get to experiment, explore and uncover their culinary skills in a fun atmosphere. This year’s
carnival had some mouth watering menus dished out by high school and senior school students gleefully. The school
also managed to collect a decent sum of money for its outreach programmes.

Vakratunda Mahakaya
Suryakoti Samaprabha

Happy Ganesh Chaturthi the eco-friendly way!!!

28
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¸ÀºÁAiÀÄPÀgÀ ¢£ÁZÀgÀuÉ

ºÀ¤ ºÀ¤UÀÆrzÀgÉ ºÀ¼Àî, vÉ£É vÉ£ÉUÀÆrzÀgÉ §¼Àî
JA§ UÁzÉAiÀÄAvÉ MAzÀÄ ¸ÀA¸ÉÜAiÀÄÄ AiÀÄ±À¹éAiÀiÁV
PÁAiÀÄð¤ªÀð»¸À¨ÉÃPÁzÀgÉ ¥ÀæwAiÉÆ§âgÀ ±ÀæªÀÄªÀÇ
CwÃ ªÀÄÄRå.
£ÀªÀÄä ±Á¯ÉAiÀÄÄ ‘¸ºÁAiÀÄPÀgÀ ¢£À‘ JA§ ¢£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß
DZÀj¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ ¤dPÀÆÌ ºÉªÉÄäAiÀiÁVzÉ. EzÀjAzÀ
ªÀÄPÀÌ¼ÀÆ ¸ÀºÀ ¥ÀæwAiÉÆ§âjUÀÆ UËgÀªÀªÀ£ÀÄß PÉÆqÀÄªÀ
ªÀÄ£ÉÆÃ¨sÁªÀªÀ£ÀÄß PÀ°AiÀÄÄvÁÛgÉ. ªÀμÀð¥ÀÆwð
ªÀÄPÀÌ¼À£ÀÄß, ²PÀëPÀgÀ£ÀÆß ¸ÀÄgÀQëvÀªÁV ±Á¯ÉUÉ
PÀgÉvÀgÀÄªÀ ZÁ®PÀgÀÄ, ±Á¯ÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸ÀéZÀÑªÀiÁr
ªÀÄPÀÌ½UÉ, ²PÀëPÀjUÉ, ±Á¯ÉAiÀÄ PÁAiÀiÁð®AiÀÄPÉÌ
««zsÀ jÃwAiÀÄ°è ¸ÀºÁAiÀÄ ªÀiÁqÀÄvÁÛ F ±Á¯ÉAiÀÄÄ
ªÀåªÀ¹ÜvÀªÁV £ÀqÉAiÀÄ®Ä ¤ÃªÉ¯Áè vÀÄA¨Á ¸ÀºÀPÀj¸ÀÄw¢ÝÃj.
¤ªÀÄUÉ¯Áè ¸ÀA¸ÉÜAiÀÄ ªÀÄÄRå¸ÀÜgÀÄ, ²PÀëPÀgÀÄ,
«zÁåyðUÀ¼ÀÄ, PÁAiÀiÁð®AiÀÄzÀ ¹§âA¢
ªÀUÀðzÀªÀgÉ®ègÀ ¥ÀgÀªÁV PÀÈvÀdÕvÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸À°è¸ÀÄvÉÛÃ£É.
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House Reports
At the outset, I thank Dean Ms Bharati
Krishnamoorthy and all the coordinators for giving me
another opportunity to become the Lord Mountbatten
House Adviser. I extend my sincere thanks for
introducing the badges for the House Advisers which
made the learners across the grades to recognise the
teacher in charges.

House is made of bricks, but a home is made of hearts. In
a School the House System creates an atmosphere of a
“Home away from home”. It implies that the children are
(to be) provided a homely atmosphere where they feel a
sense of belongingness.

From the Investiture ceremony till sports day, more
and more memories are made with different batches.
I admire the efforts taken by Rohitha Chowdry and
Sunidhi Arakere for taking huge responsibilities in
bringing and encouraging students to perform.

The colour blue stands for prosperity and progress.
The colour blue carries a message of hope and positive
thinking and with this in mind; students of Mahatma
Gandhi House were determined to succeed. The academic
session 2017-2018 was a year of all round excellence for
the Mahatma Gandhi House. It was a very exciting year
for Mahatma Gandhi House as we could win the trophy
after so many years. It all started with the investiture
ceremony when Dean ma’am and Principal ma’am
handed over the responsibility to me as the house adviser.
The house flag was handed over to the newly elected
House Captain Bhoomika Chegu Vinay and Vice Captain
Yashas M. It was a proud moment for me as this was
going to be my first experience ever as house adviser. The
House excelled in almost all spheres and the students
with the support of their House teachers put in their
maximum efforts in bringing trophy to the House. My
children have always made the House Flag flutter with
pride and I am proud of them.
“Set your standards high you deserve the best,
Try for what you want even if you settle for a little less”

“Strength does not come from what you can do, it comes from
overcoming the things you once thought you couldn’t.”

I thank and appreciate all teachers of Lord
Mountbatten House for being there for every event
and all practice sessions and bringing them under one
umbrella.
Shanthi Raman
House Adviser

Amit Anand
House Adviser

Donning the mantle of responsibility-Lord Mountbatten House

Donning the mantle of responsibility-Mahatma Gandhi House
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“It’s not about the reward ; it’s not about winning or
losing. It’s about what you find in the end; it’s about the
trials you face to get to where you are”.

It was a great honour to be the house mistress of the
Rani Laxmi Bai House. It was a fantastic year to head
the house. The house worked as a team and remained
united and each member in the group contributed to
the best of their ability. This made the house retain
a good position among the four houses. The house
took part in various activities both in sports and
co-curricular. The children won many prizes in cocurricular intra school competitions. It was a proud
moment when Rani Laxmi Bai House won the first
place in co-curricular activities and lifted the cup.

Ironically, the united strength of Deccan International
School could only be solidified by dividing it into four
units. Throughout the academic year,the four houses
compete against each other relentlessly and in doing
so, collectively uphold Deccan’s might. The Tipu Sultan
House took off to a great start with Aniruddha Halebid
and Sakshi Sathvik being elected as Captain and Vicecaptain respectively. Many colourful competitions kept
the house fully charged throughout the year. To begin
with, the inter house quiz competition and the one act
play were aced by the Tipu Sultan House followed by the
debate and NADA in which it acquired the second place.
The Tipu Sultan House stood second in the overall trophy
given in the sports category. It also swept through most
of the honours in Su-du-ko, Science and Math seminar in
addition to winning many of the competitions conducted
at the middle school level. Having experienced a very
eventful year, the Tipu Sultan House with the essence of
a sportive fighting spirit, proved in words and action, the
qualities which it stood for.

Gayathri Anandan
House Adviser

Malathi J
House Adviser

Donning the mantle of responsibility-Rani Laxmi Bai House

Donning the mantle of responsibility-Tipu Sultan House

The House Advisers-All braced to lead
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KIDS FOR TIGERS
Creating awareness in children to safeguard the
natural habitat of Tiger

Nature walk
We had a nature walk to Lalbagh.
It was a trip organised by ‘KIDS
FOR TIGER’. We went in the early
morning at 7:30. It was an inter
-school trip where each school
had sent two students as their
brand ambassadors. We had an
introduction time where all the
teachers and the students introduced
themselves to others. Then, we
started to walk with the teachers
and the naturalist shared the history
about Lalbagh, like how it was
established, why it was established
and when the glasshouse was built

etc....,. We saw and learned about
plants like morning glory, mango
tree, Barbados cherry and etc......They
explained about the mountain which
was formed due to volcanic eruption.
We saw 3-4 snakes while walking.
We saw and learned about different
types of insects and birds like myna,
black kite, rock pigeon and etc.....
We had light snacks followed by
the questionnaire. They gave us a
certificate and a sticker. Then we
had photo shoot and returned home.
We enjoyed a lot and it was very
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informative. We learned that Lalbagh
is the largest park in Bangalore and
we got to know why Bangalore
is known as the Garden City. We
had inter school bulletin board
competition on the topic ---OUR
LIVING PLANET. Everyone from
grade 5 contributed and structured
the bulletin board beautifully.
DIS Ambassadors
Deeksha M and Raghav K
Grade 5
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Music Enrichment @ DIS
Music plays an important part of
life at Deccan International School.
At DIS, music enrichment is an
integral part of the curriculum
and we strive for excellence
in every part of music making.
The children attending music
enrichment classes feel that it is a
refreshing subject where they are
given an opportunity to uncover
the talent they have and express
their emotions melodiously.

A musical camaraderie between Ms. Mala and Mr. Gurumurthy

Ms. Deepa Bhat narrating a story to Music
Enrichment children through her dance

A symphony of vocal and instrumental music- Vocal by Ms. Shobha Sharma and
Mridungam by Mr. Gurumurthy

Music Enrichment from student’s
point of view

The Sound Pipers of DIS: Sitting (L to R): Ms. Mala, Ms. Sarvamanagala, Ms. Shobha Sharma, Ms. Bharathi Krishnamoorthy
(Dean), Ms. Deepa Bhat, Ms. Namitha, Ms. Archana
Standing (L to R): Mr. Prahlad Prasad, Mr. Sachin, Mr. Kiran Godkhindi, Mr. Giridhar
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Expanding knowledge...
Phoenix Public School, Belgaum visited our school with the intention of
interacting with our teachers and students. There was a fruitful sharing
of information and perspectives as well as opportunity to understand the
similarities and differences between different curriculum.

Ratha Sapthami at DIS
On the pleasant morning of 24th January, 2018, many students of grades
6, 7, and 9, along with few teachers and parents assembled in the DIS
football ground to celebrate the auspicious day of Ratha Sapthami.
After an interesting and informative briefing about the significance of
Ratha Sapthami, we started off with the opening prayer and loosening
exercises. That was followed by 11 rounds of Surya Namaskara or sun
salutation, wherein each round of 12 steps began with the chanting of
one of the several names of the Sun God. The session concluded with
‘Nadi Shodhana’ Pranayama, meditation and a closing prayer, all of
which were extremely refreshing. It was an enchanting experience and I
look forward to participate in more such events in the coming year!
Shraddha S Pai
Grade 9 A
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safe and sensitive school
DIS has been making constant and relentless efforts to make the school campus safe and sensitive. As a part of
its student wellness policy, the school has tied up with “The Teacher Foundation” to adopt, follow and implement
policies which take care of physical, emotional, social and academic well being of each and every child on its
campus. We are proud to announce that DIS is now a certified safe and sensitive school in terms of policies, spaces
and interactions.

School Band

Merrily we roll along!!!
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Student Council
Elections 2018-2019
Election Committee Report
• The elections for the Student
Council House Captains and
Vice Captains for the year
2018-2019 was conducted
on 24th January, 2018 in the
computer lab from 12.30 pm
onwards for grades 5 and above.
• Student nominations were
collected and finalised on
certain behaviour criteria,
academic performance and
co-curricular performance.
In all, there were five final
nominees representing each of
the Houses.

with the active participation
and involvement of student
volunteers and teacher
volunteers. Out of a total of 628
students, 588 students voted
making it a 94% turn out for the
elections.
• Please refer to page number 39
for further details regarding
captains and vice-captains.

Election Committee:
Ms. Kavya Rani
Ms. Sarayu Ramachandran

• The election process was
completed in a span of one hour
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Oath taking ceremony-Upholding the vision and mission of DIS

Investiture Ceremony

Leadership and
learning begins here…”
The coveted badges of honour and
responsibility

Ready to take on the new responsibilities..

Students welcoming the Dean and Head
Mistress
37
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Valedictory Ceremony

A responsible boy who is always
willing to give a helping hand. The
Deputy Sports Captain of the school
also has a passion for music. He
wishes to take teaching Science and
Mathematics as a profession.
Gurusankar Kasivinayagam

We are proud to have an international
table tennis player as our Sports
Captain. The rigorous practice sessions
have not affected her academic
performance.
Kushi enjoys studying Psychology and
Economics and is a strong believer of
equality and feminism.

The Deputy School Captain is smart
and industrious. He dreams of an
adventurous and thrilling life in
flying. A 9 – 5 desk job is not for him.
An idealistic, Vignesh wants to be a
voice for all those who are unheard,
oppressed and who cannot stand up
for themselves.
Vignesh

We have a budding author,
Neehaarika, amidst us. She is already
in the process of finishing a book
which will be launched in a few
months.
She wants to pursue a career in
Criminal Psychology. She wants to
understand the mindset of criminals,
especially in the cyber field so that
websites are more secure and safer to
use.

Kushi Vishwanath

Affable Akshat wants to travel all
over the world and work as a rural
development manager to help India
develop faster. He wants to become
a Management consultant – to work
with people and provide solutions.
Akshat Rao

Pleasant natured, ever ready to help,
Nishanth wants to be a Psychologist
or plan B – to serve in the navy.
He is an enthusiastic guitar player
who has composed music during
many intra school competitions.
Nishanth loves to play football and
cricket.
Nishanth

Neehaarika
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Roshini- busy bee, Roshini is
passionate about economics along
with her interests in music, reading
novels etc. She is looking forward to
doing an MBA and wants to take up a
job which require managerial skills.
Roshini

School Captain, a very creative
person who loves books and music.
According to her, words are weapons
and she deems it important to have
an extensive arsenal of the same.
Showing a penchant to be a writer of
songs or stories, she discovers more of
herself in her writing. She steadfastly
believes that it is important to be a
good listener in order to be a good
human being.

Calm and composed Aadya
loves books and music. She loves
travelling and shows the world her
way of seeing nature through a
photographer’s lens. Plenty of dreams
surround her and her career choices
are in plenty. Beyond doubt, Aadya is
sure to be an excellent person.

Samana Hullemane

School Captain Harisankar, three
times MUNner, has received
recognition for presenting a
commendable position paper. He
would like to research the ways of
helping individuals maximise their
potential and use that to help and
groom leaders of tomorrow. A lot of
dreams await the dawn of success..

An achiever in the sports field, Amogh
is the Sports Captain of DIS. He is
a national level badminton player,
winner of the KISA nationals in
2014 and runner up at the state level
tournaments in 2016. He aspires
to become a Sports Psychologist.
Amogh has plan B too- to become a
mechanical engineer.
Amogh R Gupta

Aadya Chidananda

Harishankar K

Captaincy of Rani Lakshmi Bai House,
Co Curricular Activities and music keep
Nitin busy. He enjoys playing drums
and tabla. Nitin aspires for a career
in the field of aerospace in order to
study the universe. NASA is his dream
destination. Integrating his hobbies, he
hopes to give musical performance in
space, on-board a spaceship.
Nitin R Shankar
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An intrepid traveler, who wants
to explore the world. He aspires to
become a software developer as he
wants to make a mark in the field
of Artificial Intelligence. He desires
for a symphony between man and
machine.
Udit Bagdai

Deputy School Captain, polite and
sensitive, Vennela loves music.She
shows her wisdom in sharing her
views with her friends who are
always eager to listen to and value her
insights. Vivacious Vennela is keeping
the cards of her career choices close to
her heart.
Vennela G S

With stars in his eyes and feet firmly
grounded, he aims to become an
entrepreneur after he graduates as
an engineer. Raunak believes that
he can help the country develop into
a superpower by creating a healthy
start-up ecosystem to support and
encourage budding entrepreneurs
across the nation.
Raunak Sharma
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Congratulations and Celebrations...
We are very proud of our students’ achievements
All round performance award is conferred on students who have performed
excellently in academics, on the sports field and have participated in literary and
cultural activities.

ALL ROUND PERFORMANCE
Aniruddha Halebid
Sanjana Hosakote
Bhoomika Chegu Vinay
Gurusankar Kasivinayagam

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
Adharsh V
Sthaman Kamath
Sameer P Rao
Rakshith Shetty
Vikhyath Raj K Shetty
Pavan R Kashyap
Vaidehi Bulusu
Pankhuri Tayal
Akshat Rao
Yasasvini Bodda
Avantika Ananthakrishnan
Vishnu Gupta
Roshini Tribhuvan

OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP
Amogh R Gupta

Spirit of Service
Sidhaantha Arvind

Commendable Sportsperson
Rohita P Chowdry
Chahel P Chopra

Exemplary Conduct
Vikhyath Raj K Shetty
Aadya Chidanand
Pankhuri Tayal
Rakshit Shetty

Young Achievers Award
• Sunidhi Arakere is a national
topper. She secured 1st rank
in the Unified International
English Olympiad 2017.

Commendable Progress
Vedanth P Athreyas
Sanjana V Binoj
Harisankar K

• Avantika Ananthakrishnan
Always battting for
conservation of our fragile
environment. Her essay on
sustainable environmental
practices won her recognition
from UNEPP

100 % Attendance
Fateen G
Nihal R Gowda
RushabhPareet Ramesh
Bhuvana R
Sanjana Hosakote
Anish Shrinivas Navali
Pavan R Kashyap
Sanjana V Binoj
Nitin R Shankar
Haripreeth Dwarakanath Avarur
Sidhaantha Arvind
Srishti Rathod
Adharsh V

• **Pramatha
Balasubramanyan is
passionate about music. His
high frequency hearing
loss has not deterred him
from pursuing and excelling
in percussion. For this we
recognize Pramatha as a
Young Achiever.

Excellence in General
Knowledge
Lakshya Rathod
Aniruddha Halebid
Sthaman Kamath
Sameer P Rao
AdarshV

• Kushi V ia national level
table tennis player who has
represented the country in
international tournaments.

Good Conduct
Vaishnavi S
Udit Bagdai
Leena B S
Eshaana Raichur
Srishti Rathod
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EXCELLENCE IN SPORTS
Anirudh Tupsakri
Rahul Shaji
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Subject Proficiency

Excellence in Arts
Navya Jaideep

Mathematics, Kannada

Yashas M

Computer Application, Biology

Varuni Tripathi

Biology ,EVA

Pal Sanghvi-

Mathematics

Maanasa K

Mathematics

Sujay Karanth

Kannada

Tabla
Aakarsh

Prajna Praveen

EVA

Arbiya Shariff

EVA

		
		

Samhitha Sanjay

EVA

Sunidhi Arakere

English, History & Civics, Hindi, EVA

Rohita P Chowdry

EVA

Sakshi Sathvik

Computer Science, Chemistry, English, Art, Hindi

Eshaana Raichur

English, EVA

Srishti Rathod

English , EVA

Vaishnavi S

Sub proficiency in English

Kalayan Konidala

History & Civics

Haripreeth
Dwarakanath Avarur

Computer Science

Bhuvana R

History &Civics, Geography, EVA

Nihal R Gowda

Physical Education.

Rahul Shaji

Physical Education, Biology

Anish Shrinivas Navali

Chemistry, Economics, Computer Science, French

Aakarsh

Computer Science

Siddhanta Aravind

French

Saikruthi GS

Commercial Application

Raghavendra Pai

Computer Science

Art
Kavana Badrinath
Sakshi Sathvik
Samhita Dwarakanath Mitta
		
		

		
		

Veena
Sunidhi Arakere

Guitar
Keshav Varna
Anish Shrinivas Navali
Nishanth
Gurusankar Kasivinayagam

Drum
Ujwal S C
Nitin R Shankar
		
		

Photography
Deepak P
Bhavish M
Vikhyath Raj K Shetty

Dance
Mrunalini K Gowda
		
	Yoga
Sai Kruthi G S
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Valedictory speech
Good evening esteemed chief guests,
parents, teachers and my dear friends.
Dr. Abdul Kalam once said “All of us
do not have equal talent. But all of us
have an equal opportunity to develop
our talents.”
This remarkable quote makes me say
that I loved it here in DIS because this
is where I found my niche. We all did.
Our profound gratitude to our school
and the faculty, thank you so very
much.
Graduating class of 2017-18. We did
it! We’re finally graduating. Having
survived our tests, assignments,
projects, pre boards and our teenage,
I think we should be proud to
have made it here in one piece. In
all seriousness though, today is a
milestone for each and every one of
us and our families and it is to our
teachers whom we owe our deepest
thanks. We couldn’t have made it
to this moment alone. None of us
would have gotten here without our
teachers, friends and family. They
made sure we got to this day. And I
think that we’re all very fortunate
to have had teachers so supportive
and encouraging. To have studied in a
school which focused as much on self
improvement as it did on learning.
Today we leave the comfort and
protection of our school, the
community of our friends and
teachers to find and forge new
communities of our own. Today,
after a journey of 13 years in a place
that felt like a second home, I’m
graduating.
I entered DIS as a kindergarten
student, demanding that my mother
do my homework. I think I speak for
most of us when I say that school

went by faster than we could have
ever imagined. All of the things we
learnt not only from our teachers
but from our friends as well. All of
the friendships we began, ended and
mended. All of the wonderful and
terrible experiences that come with
high school… All of those have led
up to this day that we never thought
would come so fast.
It’s been a great run, amigos. I’m just
beginning to realise just how much
I’ve enjoyed the past few years. Not
collectively, of course. I won’t miss the
drowsy early mornings or the long
lectures. I’ll miss the lunch hours, the
chatter in the corridors, the once-in-ablue-moon free period and of course...
the people. I’ll miss my friends. We all
will, because they changed our lives
and made us better human beings. All
of the great memories we have of high
school are great because of the people.
School trips, sports day, winning
competitions so that we could cheer
till our throats hurt and dance till our
limbs were dead. They all wouldn’t
have meant anything if we hadn’t
had the people to share them with.
So thank you, for giving me so much
to be nostalgic about, for giving me
moments of laughter and fondness.
Before I end this speech of mine, I’d
like to wish each and everyone of
you success in whatever endeavors
you wish to pursue. I hope you will
see things that startle you. I hope you
will meet new people with refreshing
perspectives. I hope you’ll live a
life you’re proud of. And if you find
that you’re not, I hope you have the
courage to start all over again. We
may meet again, we may not, but
remember this:
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Behind you, are all your memories
Before you, all your dreams
Around you, all who love you
And within you, all you need.
I always knew looking back on the
tears would make me laugh. But I
never knew looking back on the
laughs would make me cry. We’re all
going to miss this. We’re all going to
want this back. We’re going to wish
these days hadn’t gone by so fast. You
get a strange feeling when you’re
about to leave a place, like you’ll not
only miss the people you love, but also
miss the person you are at this time
and place because you will never be
this person again. So remember this
day, because today is when you move
on to the next chapter of your life.
There is a universal truth that we all
have to face, whether we want to or
not. Everything eventually comes
to an end. As much as I’ve looked
forward to this day, I’ve always
disliked endings. The last day of
summer, the final chapter of a great
book, parting ways with a close
friend. But endings are inevitable.
Leaves fall, you close the book and
you say goodbye. Today is one of
those days for us. But as Winnie the
Pooh said “How lucky am I to have
something that makes saying goodbye
so hard.”
My friends, let’s be brave. Let’s not
accept that the sky is the limit. Let’s
not follow the paths that were made
but pave the paths for ourselves.
Our journey does not start at the
beginning. It begins at the end.
Aadya C
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Beyond
Curriculum
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Vibrance 2017

Co-curricular activities @ DIS

All the world is a stage-men and women are only the players-One Act Play

Believe in moves-Chess for the 1st time in CCA

Bringing harmony to the world -Nada

Learn French-Learn another cultureFrench Recitation

Crunching the numbers through Sudoku

Maths is FUNctional- Maths seminar

Looking on with undivided attention - Judges of CCA
44

Drawing your dream-Art competition
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The art and science of asking questionsScience seminar

Pick n Speak

Passion for Quiz
Writing comes easily if you have something
to say- Creative writing competition

To have great artists,
there must be great audiences too

Its better to debate a question before
settling it than settling a question before
debating - English debate

Waiting with bated breath for the results of Dance Competition -CCA
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The whole world is a
stage- High School Dance
Competition

If history repeats-Fancy Dress Comptetition

Ready for the Show

Nothing is waste, if you use things wiselyBest out of Waste

Concluding Ceremony of CCA 2017-18
46
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Learning need not be in the
classrooms alone

Free voice- Free mind @ DIS

Cognitive development through origami

Building vocabulary through word wall

Grow your garden- Grow your health

Peek-a-boo with friends

Colour and pick the difference

Blending complementary strengths

Use of imagination through story telling

Understanding distance, direction and
scale
Speaking his mind-Junior School
47

Festivals- Understanding the rich heritage
of India
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Winners of CCA

Winners of Inter School Competition
Winners take it all

The School Enterprise Challenge
The School Enterprise Challenge is
a global business Start-up Awards
Programme run by the educational
charity "Teach A Man To Fish". It aims
to create globally aware and socially
responsible young entrepreneurs.
The Awards Programme is FREE

and helps students to plan and set up
school businesses that:
• Generate real profits to help
support their educational activities.
• Gain hands-on experience of
running a real school business.
• Grow and develop each year.
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The School Enterprise Challenge runs
all year round. It is divided into three
Awards levels of increasing intensity:
Bronze, Silver and Gold. Schools pick
the level to enter based on their
experience in running a school
business.
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Stall Setups
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Early Years PTM
Annual Day
Annual Sports Day
Orientation Day
School-Related Programmes

Logo, title and motto

Club Activities @ DIS
Robotics
I was really happy to be a part of
this ROBOTICS club. The days were
great and informative. I enjoyed
programming and was very excited
to build the models. We built more
than twelve to fourteen models. We
even got an opportunity to take an
amazing model home which had an
obstruction sensor and would change
its direction automatically if there was
an obstruction. At last I would like to
thank my parents, teachers and the
school for giving me an opportunity
for experiencing the journey of
ROBOTICS.
Maahe A Bysani
Grade 8 C
Robotics Club-Tech Wizards @ Work
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Music Club
The experience at this year’s music
club was a part of our all- round
development. While learning
the basics of music, we also used
instruments, built teamwork and
learnt how to harmonize and work
together. We were given several
opportunities to explore and discover
our talents- be it singing, songwriting,
composing or planning an instrument.
On the whole, it was an extremely
enjoyable experience to look back on.
Rhea T Rachel
8A

The Mozarts of DIS

Strumming away the stress

Aeromodelling club

Giving wings to passion
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Design to Solve
We think that the "Design to Solve" classes were very useful as we can explore about many problems in the world and
try to solve them. We have made three products to solve the problem of water wastage. We got a lot of praise and we
felt proud that we were able to do something to save water. We have already started encouraging such methods. Now
we can happily say that we are problem solvers and have made our efforts to minimize water wastage. All of this was
possible only with Reap Benefit team. Thank you Pradnya and others.
Khushi G, Aditi C, Sanskriti Rao and Nisha Jain
Grade 7 B

French class

Fireless cooking

One of the most culturally significant languages in the world

Showcasing their French Recitation Skills

No pain but still gain
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Grace club

Expressing through dance

Quiz Club

An intellectual exercise

AquaTIC WORLD

MATH CLUB

Building an Aquarium

Learning fractions through slicing and dicing
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D-MUN: The making of the Global Citizens
The MUN or the Model United
Nations conference in Deccan
International school has always
been an interesting experience.
The now popular Deccan MUN or
the D-MUN has seen and created
a community of ambitious and
talented delegates from the 9th
graders to the 12 graders, for the
past couple of years. It is an extracurricular activity in which students
typically role play as delegates of
different countries to the United
Nations and debate on the given
agenda. The junior grade 8 being the
audience, picks up the finer nuances
of the proceedings which would add
to their preparation for the coming
years.
Preparation, participation and the
experience of D-MUN introduces
our students to the issues of the
world and thereby transforms them
to passionate global citizens who
feel responsible and confident to
mould the world into a better place.
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It infuses in our students the art of
diplomacy; skills in research, public
speaking, debating, negotiations,
critical thinking, team work in
making resolutions and leadership
qualities which complete the DMUN.
This student-initiated debate has
the students as the all-important
presiding officers who conduct the
conference, give their views for
the topic challenged. The day gets
highlighted with a fiery and crisp
debate; opposing views and finally
creating a comprehensive resolution.
The star performers and interested
students from here represent the
school in various MUN Conferences
held in other schools and the
students of DIS have always made a
difference.
Mrs. Shaefali Shetty
Mrs. Radha Swaminathan
Mrs. Sarayu Ramachandran
Mrs. Usha Rani V V
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B-MUN: A glimpse into the world out there
Year on year, the students of DIS
have been participating in the
B-MUN Convention-(Bangalore
Model United Nations) at
Vidyaniketan School and have
contributed and excelled by their
dynamic engagement in the
proceedings. MUN- is an activity
where the students role-play
delegates to the United Nations and
simulate the UN committees-DISEC,
ECOFIN, UNHRC, UNCOPUOS,
RS, UNSC, IPC. The preparations
usually start with the school being
allotted countries that our students
would represent, this time being
-Cuba, Pakistan, and Denmark.
Our students prepared with gusto
once the agenda of the year was
known, and were clear which one
of the UN Committee each would
represent. They exhibited their
grit by standing their ground,
especially exemplified in one of
the many instances such as the
way Sthaman Kamath being a
delegate of Pakistan for Security
Council defended his stand and
successfully volleyed all the
missiles of accusations hurled
at him. This went on to win him
the ‘Commendable Delegate
Award’. Yashas M Kiran was also
given a special mention for his
contribution. Making resolutions;
debating in the Rajya sabha;
proposing a motion; handling crisis
were all great takeaway for our
students, during this memorable
journey.
Mrs. Shaefali Shetty
Mrs. Radha Swaminathan
Mrs. Sarayu Ramachandran
Mrs. Usha Rani V V
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Experiential LearningField trips of DIS
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A visit to
Netkallappa Aquatic Centre

K1

K1 students were taken to Netkallappa aquatic centre
as a field trip in August. The little ones were very
excited. We all lined up and started walking towards
the swimming pool. On arrival, the pool manager
welcomed us all. The students walked around the
pool. One of the coaches dived into the pool and
demonstrated few swimming strokes. The students
watched it with great enthusiasm. They were also
briefed about the safety in water and asked not to go
near any water bodies without parents/adults.

A visit to the
Planetarium

K2 - G2

It was just another day for me at school. This turned a very
special day, with a surprise. We were shown a Planetarium!
After the long break, we were taken to the main building hall.
There the hall was setup with a dome shaped screen theatre.
It also had a projector inside it. The same day it was my
friend’s birthday. So we started with a birthday wish video.
Later in the show, we were shown a lot about our universe.
We also saw how dinosaurs got extinct and other details of
the changes in our planet earth. We saw wonderful images
and visuals about the universe. The whole solar system
in which our earth is one of the eight planets, was shown.
From the show we also understood that the sun is a big ball
of fire and hot gases. The moon is a natural satellite of earth.

knowledge about astronomy. We hope our school brings us
many more fun programmes like this.
Manasi P
Grade 2 A

The planetarium experience was very informative and
interesting. It had taken us to a very enthusiastic world of
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Planetarium Cosmos Show
It was a wonderful initiative by
Deccan International School to
ignite the curiosity and creativity
with authentic science show for
kindergarteners. The show was
organized on 18/08/2017 for students
of K2 to Grade 2. It was a holistic and
scalable concept that connected the
students with the night sky. It was
based on the pedagogical efficacy of a
full dome digital planetarium system.
Once they entered, the dome was
darkened and the students saw the
night sky, they were engrossed in

experiential learning about the solar
system. They journeyed through
space exploring in close detail the
black holes, planets, the sun, and the
moon.
The tiny tots not only got to explore
space within the campus but also
were taken through the Jurassic
World which was unimaginable. It
was designed to implement astronomy
in the Indian school system through
ready-made, scaleable, class
appropriate content which improved
the understanding of students. It
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was an interactive visit, our students
keenly shared knowledge in class and
asked questions.
The show helped children to use their
critical thinking skills and acquire
knowledge through this fun-based
experiential learning programme. It
was a mixed experience for children
with varied feelings.
Ms Namratha M and
Ms Shwetha Harinath
Faculty- Early Years
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A visit to
Enchanting Acres
On the morning of December 21st
2017, we the students of 1st grade,
went on a trip to a resort called
Enchanting Acres, along with our
teachers. We all were very excited
about the things that we were going
to do.
After reaching there, we were
warmly welcomed by the staff and
served breakfast. Then, we got down
to making greeting cards with spray
paint. We also made small pots with
clay. We were immensely happy
when we came to know that we were

G1

allowed to take our pots home! Later
we went horse-riding in the resort.
Everyone was given a chance to ride
the horse for a few minutes. I was
thrilled to ride the horse.
Soon, it was lunch time. After lunch,
we planted seeds in a pot of mud.
The resort staff told us to water the
pot daily so that we could watch the
plants grow! There were farm animals
in the resort. We were taken to see
cows, goats, rabbits, dogs, cats, pigs,
lambs, sheep etc. Some young ones
were very cute. I got to pet a goat! It
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was so soft and adorable! It looked at
me with a lot of kindness.
It was already time to go. We all
hopped into our buses and said
goodbye to the staff. We thanked
them a lot, for the lovely time. We
took our clay pot, greeting card and
the potted seeds back home! I came
home with wonderful memories and
shared it with my family.
Maanya V Pai
Grade 1 B
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A visit to Woods Resort

G2

I woke up early morning on 20th December 2017 with a
lot of excitement as it was our trip-day. I reached school
on time and our teacher took all of us to the big bus which
was waiting for us near Gate 3. We all boarded the bus
and headed towards Woods Resort on Kanakapura Road.
Music system was turned on once the bus started. We had
lots of fun in the bus by sharing jokes, unlocking riddles
and singing songs.
Once we reached the resort, we had tasty breakfast. After
that, we had a dance competition with the disco lights
on. My friends won many prizes!! Post lunch, we had the
wonderful rain dance. Later,as evening approached, we left
the resort. I was really tired when I reached home. I visited
the resort again, with my friends, teachers and aunties in
my dream that night!
Jnanada Bhat
Grade 2 C

A visit to Guhantara Resort
I had a dream of visiting Guhantara
resort. The dream came true when we
visited Guhantara on my school trip.
I jumped with joy when my teacher
announced that we are going to
Guhantara on school trip.
I made my preparation for the school
trip well in advance. I packed my
bag with yummy snacks,water
bottle,extra pair of dress and shoes. I
was very excited for my school trip. I
was so excited that I could not sleep in

the night. I woke up next day morning
took bath,wore uniform and went to
school.
I reached the school when my friends
had already come. At 8.00 am sharp
we boarded a big and royal bus. I
had never imagined that I will board
a big and royal bus. The journey to
Guhantara in the bus with my friends
was excellent. We had sumptuous
breakfast .The scenery was very
nice inside the cave and we enjoyed
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G3

many interesting games. After we had
played the games we went to watch
rain dance. I enjoyed rain dance very
much. The lunch organised was very
delicious. After eating we played in
the park and boarded the bus back to
school. I was very sad when we left
Guhantara. The trip to Guhantara was
indeed a memorable one.
A A Sankarshan
Grade 3 C
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A visit to
Rangashankara

G3 - G5

I loved the trip. It was
amazing, I loved it.
Thank you teachers..
-Thanushree
IV C

Mullah Nasruddin’s
act was very nice.
I enjoyed a lot, its
a great story. He is
popular in the whole
world. We came to
know more about him.
The play was funny.
-Vaibavee Girish
IV C

It was a different
type of story. We
all had lots of fun. It
helped us in learning
the same lesson in
English. My favorite
story is ‘The Royal
Banquet.
- Sakshi G
IV C

We went to Rangashankara by bus, as soon as we came to know about the
play we became excited. It was a comedy drama called “Mullah Nasruddin “.
Meanwhile we couldn’t listen properly as our juniors were screaming because
they were very excited... The actors were changing their costumes very quickly
which was very interesting. They were very co-operative and interacted with
all of us .There was a good coordination between them. They were bold enough
to act in front of so many people. Their costumes were very simple. Most of all,
after watching a play we can make out the difference between a live show and a
movie. Overall our visit to Rangashankara was a nice experience.
Saketh Athreya
Grade 5 A
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Rangashankara
Rangashankara Rangashankara
It’s a nice place to visit
I had a lot of fun
Watching the drama
Mullah Naseeruddin- The wise fool
It was very cool.
The play was awesome
This was the best play
I have ever seen
This was the best place
I have ever visited
Rohhana. T
Grade 5 B

A visit to Nehru Planetarium

A day trip to The Nehru Planetarium
was a captivating trip for the students
of class 6 and 7. We experienced fresh
air after two weeks of continuous
examination. We were filled with
great enthusiasm and excitement.
At first, the large dome at the
planetarium grabbed all of our
attention. It reflected the bright
sunlight and it was truly fascinating.
Later, we walked through the aisle of
a universe gallery where they had put
up pictures of celestial bodies in space
and had given information about it.
We all learnt that there are so many

things in space which are much bigger
than the Earth and we all are just tiny
creatures in the eyes of universe.
Then we watched the show ‘Exploring
the universe’. We reclined our seats
and sat back to enjoy the show. When
the show began, we all were surprised
to see Galileo Galilei. A man who
pretended to be Galileo spoke about
his discoveries and how he was put
on trial and sentenced to death for
going against the words of God that
were recorded in the Bible. We learnt
that there has been a change since,
people used to believe in the words
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G 6 - G7

of God and now they have developed
liberal thinking. We learnt about the
difference between scholasticism and
science by which we can witness the
truth of The Big Bang Theory.
Later, we clicked class photos in front
of the planetarium and got back to our
vans to return home. Then we shared
our experience with our family and
friends. I will always remember this
trip.
Khushi G Achinth
Grade 7B
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A visit to Vishveshvaraya
Industrial & Technological Museum
Last Friday, on 10th November 2017,
we went to Vishveshvaraya Museum.
At 8.30 in the morning, we rode off to
the museum. When we reached, firstly
we went to the ground floor. The first
most eye-catching moment was the
moving machine Dinosaur, then we
saw ‘The Flyer’ and information about
its discovery. As we moved further,
we saw simple machines, gears, their
working and movements. In the
basement we saw a beautifully and
logically designed game of moving
balls. It was an amazing thought! We
learnt a lot about engines, their parts,
their inventors and their complicated
looks! After clicking on some memories
with friends we went to the next
floor – the Electro Technic Gallery
and saw some really unknown and
wonderful electronic gadgets. Tried
few things, and understood how
nicely it works and is created. We

then came back to the ground floor
and entered the ‘Earth in a sphere’
auditorium. It was really great to see
the replica of planets and satellites
in front of us. Learning about them
with a fun explanatory visuals was
even more thrilling. We learnt a lot of
unfamiliar, strange and surprising stuff
about planets, our galaxy and the Sun.
As we finished that session we next
went to the ‘Fun Science Gallery’ we
came across many really interesting
things to do, like whispering wheel,
the ghost in the room, the tornadoes,
the wheels and many more. The
most fun part of them all was that,
we got to do things ourselves and see
how it worked! Moving to the next
floor related to biology and science
we saw many things, solved quizzes,
learnt information about genes, we
also walked into a cell!. We further
proceeded to another area/gallery and
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G8

saw many artificial scientists in their
labs, there were sections where we got
to tell the weather report live on TV
and had friends taking snapshots of
ours.
Finally, we went to the top most floor,
had yummy lunch and then headed
back to school, having immense fun
in the bus with friends. In short this
educational trip was a really worth
one. We enjoyed a lot!. I would like to
thank all my teachers who arranged
this memorable trip for us.
DHARANI SHRIDHAR
Grade 8 B
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A visit to C Bangalore A Local TV Channel
The students of 8 IGCSE went on an
educational trip to a local TV network station,
located in JP Nagar Bengaluru, on 10th
November, 2017. The students went to this
trip as we were really interested to know
how TV networks work. We learnt how a
green mat room works as it was shown by
our guide. We learnt that a difference in tone
and lighting could cause a drastic accident;
therefore make up is necessary. We saw
and experienced animation and how TV
programmes are made. They have collarmikes which record and recreate the sound
when telecast. From the studio we travelled to
the server room, where we understood how
local networks operate. To conclude, this was
one of our most profitable trips in terms of
learning.

G8

Sudhanva Sankarshan
Grade 8 IGCSE

An unforgettable
visit to the orphanage
For the average middle-class fourteenyear-old, the idea of an orphanage
brings up the image of a dull and
dreary setting, a few tired children in
tattered clothes, an endless sleepover
of sorts, but without the thrill of a
midnight snack, or the satisfaction
of displeasing one’s guardians.
There exists an innate sense of pity
ingrained within our heads. We feel
privileged, as though it were blessing
to be born within this bubble of safety
and security. Everything beyond that
bubble seems dark and desolate and
pitiful, a world of crime, unrest and
injustice, of parentless, directionless
souls, who could only be brought into
the good world by our help.
When we visited the orphanage, our
‘bubble’ suddenly popped. There,
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G9
our efforts to communicate in pure
Kannada was met with people quite
as multilingual as the rest of us. Our
ideas of a group of little children who
knew little of the world outside their
own was met with teenagers who
enjoyed a good Jason Derulo song as
much as the next person. We were
shocked and ashamed. But we felt
warmth in knowing that our world
grew a little bigger, a little warmer,
having met these independent,
iridescent and shining souls.
Our visit to the orphanage was truly
an unforgettable one.
Sammita S. Hullemane
Grade 9 IGCSE
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A visit to APD - A lesson to
cherish
When we hear the word ‘disabled’,
most of us immediately think about
people who are physically unequal in
the society. But disability is a matter
of perception. It depends on how
we understand ability and disability.
N.S.Hema who was 17 and was
herself affected by polio, stood out
and started an NGO - Association of
people with Disability (APD) for the
betterment of the disabled. We tenth
graders from Deccan International
School were lucky enough to visit
them as a part of our SUPW!
After a long bus journey we reached
the place. Firstly we met one of the
staff members who took us through
the horticulture garden which was
looked after by the disabled people.
There were variety of herbaceous
plants, floral plants, medicinal plants,
cactuses and much more. It was a
very informative and inspiring walk
through the gardens. When we
become self-absorbed people, we
often tend to lose the respect and
regard for other people of the society
and that is when selflessness knocks
the door and draws us back to remind
us of our values.

We then were given the opportunity to talk and interact with the disabled
people. They were all from different parts of Karnataka and they shared their
personal life experiences which touched our hearts and enlightened us about
the purpose of living and our goals in life. They didn’t consider disability as an
obstruction but they rather perceived it as a hurdle with a determined intention
to cross over it and make them stronger beings. It was then our turn to give
them back something and make that day memorable for them.
Music and dance is always a way to express our gratitude and that is what we
did. We danced and sung which indeed brought a smile on their face. We made
them play games which did entertain them. Few of them also sang and danced
along with us. We could all see the fulfilled joy and entertained faces.
When we walked out, we came out as different people. We realized to become
more receptive and have a stronger heart. Our mindsets resonated with the
willingness to serve the society. Etiquette is what we were going to carry along
with us throughout our lives from that day!
Sanjana A Hoskote
Grade 10 B

A visit to Chitrakala Parishad
They say pictures are worth a
thousand words.
What is one to make of a thousand
pictures?
An artist could dedicate his entire life
to recording tradition and history,
questioning belief and exploring
emotion, or just angrily scarring
canvases with dye.

G10

Unfortunately for us, the witnesses,
there is no singular correct answer
to what one can insinuate from a
painting or sculpture. The purpose
of an artist's creation is vague. The
reason it is encouraged is unknown. If
one man’s trash is another’s treasure,
why does one person’s blood, sweat
and tears have to mean anything at
all?
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G11-G12

Art is an increasingly complex
rhetoric. Something no words can
explain.
Samana S H
Grade A level
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A View
From Within
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Early Years Class Photographs
K1 A

K1 B
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K2 A

K2 B
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K2 C

K3 A
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K3 B

K3 C
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Class teacher reflections
Mrs. Chandrika Dixit
Class Teacher: K1A
Being a kindergarten teacher is an
absolutely blissful feeling for me.
It is more of learning from the little
ones than teaching. Teaching comes
naturally to me.

Mrs. Sowmya Rao B S
Class Teacher: K1B
I became a teacher by choice and not
by chance. Now, after many years of
being in this profession, I am sure..
this is what I always wanted. There
is not a single day which is dull with
my tiny tots. A typical day in my
classroom is full of activities and fun.
Every day there is lots to learn from
them. I look forward to spending
productive time in school with my
kids.

Mrs. Shwetha Harinath
Class Teacher: K2A
An amazing batch, active, bubbling
with enthusiasm, I enjoyed the
occasional doodles and notes that
brightened me up on some gloomy
mornings. I shall cherish the
contagious smiles, innocent lovely
wishes that greeted me each day. I can
say that a sense of accomplishment,
with a satisfactory smile comes only
by teaching children.

Mrs. Ruchira Kale
Class Teacher: K2B
There’s not another job that I would
love more than positively impacting
the life of a child! This year I have
enjoyed watching my little ones as
they have learned new concepts and
progressed both academically and
socially. It is amazing to know that my
teaching is the foundation for their
entire educational experience.

Mrs. Rajani Namburi
Class Teacher: K2C
As I sit here reflecting on this school
year, I can’t help but think about the
many hats I wear as a teacher. It is
most satisfying when the matter is
related to teaching special children.
It gives me immense joy to see how
these children emerge and fight it out
despite the numerous challenges they
face. It is gratifying to hear parent’s
feedback especially when they say
I have had a major impact on their
progress. To me, teaching has been a
very rewarding profession!!

Mrs. Namratha Madhu
Class Teacher: K3 A
They say being and growing with kids
is an opportunity to unlearn yourself
and learn afresh. I had this unique
opportunity of being the class teacher
of K3 and it helped me to give my best.
My students could move on with their
smiles, charm, wit and innocence. I
would like to congratulate and wish
them good luck for their bright future.
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Mrs. Kala H.B
Class Teacher: K3 B
Teaching is my passion. I am proud
to be a kindergarten teacher which
always keeps me on my toes. No two
days are the same. Each day brings a
new challenge for me and a different
outcome. Many a times the activities
are tailor made to reach each and
every child in a fun and enjoyable
environment. Over the years, I have
developed an innovative approach for
teaching.

Mrs. Tara D
Class Teacher: K3C
It is a proud moment, when I am
recognised as a kindergarten teacher
at DIS. I cherish every moment with
the tiny tots as every child is different.
Here each day adds a new learning to
my account. Awaiting my new batch
next academic year!!
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Rang Barase @ EY
The colours of the rainbow pour down on the Early Years. Tiny tots dress up in vibrant hues on the first day of every
month. This enables them to learn the months of the year better. Each month is dedicated to a theme and a colour to go
with it. Children look forward to this day and it’s a fun way to introduce months, colours and themes.

January - Green (K3)

February - White (K1)

June - Pink (K3)
July - Brown (K2)

August - Orange (K3)
September - Blue (K2)

December - Metallic (K1)

October - Red (K2)
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Count ME IN
The competitions are planned to cater to all round development. Children gear up to take on new challenges. These include
physical, creative, artistic, social, linguistic and numeric attributes.
As they grow through Early Years, every student would have participated in about thirty different competitions. The first
lessons of celebrating victory and accepting that one has more chances are learnt here. Generally books are awarded as
prizes to get into the reading mode.
Bead O Mania-K1

Dahi Handi - K2

Clay Modelling-K3

Endurance (Ball Bouncing)-K3

Water Pouring - K1

Fancy Dress - K2

Fun Party Game (Musical Chairs) - K3

Show and Tell (My Favourite Toy) - K1

Treasure in the water - K2
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Here I go doodle dooo….
The doodling which began at K1 transformed to forming letters at K2 and
progressed to writing independently in K3. Sample some of the best pieces….
K1- Here I learn to count number 2!!!!

K1-A piece of the shining moon…….

K1-As I stepped into K1……

K1-Mastering the skill of colouring

K1-Creations crafted !!

K1-Colourful masterpiece!!

K2- Colour ‘in’

Writing it right!!

K3- Hours spent heARTily …….

K2- Chiselled shapes
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K3 - Weaves and waves

K3 - Art attack

K 3- Students wrote about their picnic

Best Birthday Gift!!

My first visit to our school library

creyola
Kids Konstellation
crEYola… the star event of the year, was a
great success. The amphitheatre was packed
with a cheerful audience. This year we saw
some scintillating performances to the theme
“CHANGE”.
“Bahubali” was K3 students' unanimous
choice to perform to. The Three Little Pigs was
CHANGED a little to accommodate this song….
just so as not to let students down. K1 students
performed the story of the Ugly Duckling which
CHANGED into a beautiful swan. While K2
portrayed CHANGING trends over the years
through a fashion show.
crEYola gets bigger and better every year and
crEYola 2018 certainly didn’t disappoint!
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Early Years…... the beginning…....
The first step into kindergarten is
a moment of mixed emotions for
both students and parents alike. It
should not be treated as something
traumatic but as a natural transition
towards knowledge, socialising
and independence. At Deccan
International, we strive to make
this mile stone in a little one’s life
something to cherish for a life time.
The Early Years learning program
is conceptualised using the best
methods for explorative and retentive
learning so that student’s natural
curiosity is appreciated and they enjoy
the learning process. We understand
that language develops in children
through listening, speaking, reading
and writing. We urge parents to take
time out to talk to their children and
make sure that you expose them to
new words and situations. Mastering
the meaning and use of words makes
learning easier and children more
confident while communicating.

Regular QCTs, stories and every
activity be it indoors or outdoors, pass
on a value to shape character. Each
of these are micro planned to deliver
the best outcomes. Teachers are ever
willing to go that extra mile to make
observations and enhance skills.
The theme for crEYola 2018 was
CHANGE. The effort of both students
and teachers made it one of the best
stage shows we have put up.
The Annual Sports Day saw the tiny
tots at their competitive best. Each
was a proud winner of a medal. A
weekly Judo class was introduced this
year. The stretches and strengthening
exercise gave students adequate
workout.
Enchanting Acres beckoned K2 and
K3. The fun times there has been
summed up on another page of this
magazine. K1 walked all the way to
the NAC swimming pool. We had
a COSMOS show for the K2 and

K3. An inflated dome set up in the
lobby, served as the night sky and we
zoomed off in a rocket to far space.
The virtual experience was most
realistic.
Our Relish English program for K3
continued this year with more parents
volunteering. I take this opportunity
to thank them for their valuable time
and effort.
At Step Up, the graduation ceremony
of the Early Years, the little graduates
are wished as they enter their next
phase of formal education in Junior
School.
On the whole, the months rolled off
quite too soon and like every year it
has been a roller coaster ride where
the thrill lingers onnnnnn……
Mrs. Veena Raj
Early Years Coordinator

Active Indoors!!!
The first term ended with celebrations. In K2, the festive
mood of Dasara set in early and they all came together to
decorate their class rooms with glittery torans.

The tiny tots of K1 had an assessment through hands on
activity wherein they stuck pictures related to a given
letter.

Celebrations at Grade I A

Choose the right answer and stick
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Enrichment of vocabulary for K3 through word building
exercises.

We had doctors visit our classroom during the month
of July. It was fun to see the students of K3 enact as
community helpers.

Role Play

Word Building

Parent volunteers make conversations better through
interactive sessions for K3 in the Relish English
Programme.

Catching up with technology, our tiny ones of K2 learn
through smart class interactive boards.

Smart class session

Relish English

“Daagachhahai!”.… K1 getting their hands dirty to make a
beautiful piece of art.

K2’s circle of Friendship… palm printing activity.

Finger painting

Me @ dis hand wreath
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Crabby Trails… K2
painted water animals.

Waterworld

Nurturing in the Early Years
Report on Dr. Meena Jain’s
workshop

to a child’s social development skills.
Key points of the workshop:

DIS had organized a workshop for
parents of children who are about
to join Early Years. Such workshops
are fantastic opportunities for
parents to know that nurturing is
vital to children’s development. It
is a secret ingredient that enables
children to grow physically,
mentally, socially, emotionally,
culturally and spiritually.

1) Establishing phases of safety,
perceptual skill development,
creating a positive environment
for children and how to handle
early stress in the age group of
3-6 years.
2) Safety can be introduced
through words like “safe” and
“unsafe”.
3) Guidelines to make the child
‘school ready’ by forming a daily
routine.
4) Regular ENT and vision checkup for children as the generation
is hooked to gadgets.

The workshop started with a small
activity “Meeting up 5 parents in a
given time”. This activity was an ice
breaker which was later correlated
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5) Stressed on “Acknowledging
desirable and ignoring
undesirable behaviour”.
6) Stressed to say “No” to electronic
devices till the age of 13 and
encourage more physical games
instead.
7) Not to develop fear in children
and educate them about
personal information.
Ms. Shwetha H
Ms. Ruchira Kale
Faculty: Early Years
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Out in the garden….what do I learn?

K1: Fossil matching- students
matched the objects with the
impressions made on clay.

K1: To plant a seed is to believe in
tomorrow- hands on activity about
gardening.

K1: Pre-math skill- students got to
compare different objects to learn
the concept of heavy and light.

K1: A tale to tell….

K2: Plush DIS garden!!

K2: It ain’t raining …., its pouring ….

Alarm bells are ringing- a mock fire drill

K2: Soapy water…. wet then dry ….
that’s the way we wash our hands…

K2: Warming up session for judo… on a cold morning…
K1: Sun salutations on Rathasaptami.
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K3: Performing @ the morning
assembly …

K3: Count your step on the stump!!

K3: Measuring heights

K3: In descending order

K3: What’s beyond??? Cosmos
show...

Picnic to Enchanting Acres
Grades: K2 and K3
Our school organized a picnic for the
tiny tots on 24th Jan 2018. The yellow
school buses, packed with students and
teachers headed for Enchanting Acres,
Kanakapura Road. The students were
extremely excited and kept singing
songs till we reached the destination.
We were welcomed by the farm staff.
After entering the gate, children were
excited to see the fountains, lush green
lawns, stone animals and a peep into
the fish pond was the icing on the
cake. Its huge landscaped gardens
are a heavenly delight. Post breakfast,
children were divided into 4 groups.
The farm staff took each group and
engaged children in different activities
like, pottery, leaf printing, treasure
hunt in the fruit orchid, playing games,
interacting with animals, feeding the
birds, planting a seedling and other

farm related activities. Each of us got to
ride a pony!
After a tiring and fun packed morning,
we all headed for lunch. The dining
hall, filled with the fragrance of food
triggered our hunger and we all
relished multi-cuisine food. Later the
students were allowed to play in the
park and were served yummy ice
cream.
Children collected their gifts (greeting
card, pottery and sapling). The school
buses began the homeward journey
at about 2:00pm. Children were so
exhausted and enjoyed a peaceful
nap on our way back. Exactly at 2:45
pm the buses entered the school
campus. The parents had already
been waiting for their children.
Everyone had a big smile on their
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face indicating they had great fun.
It was a wonderful opportunity for
the children to learn and discover the
importance of farming, experience the
wonder of planting and growing food.
The visit provided interactive activities
that emphasize all the five senses while
learning through experience.
Mrs. Kala H B
Mrs. Rajani Namburi
(Faculty- Early Years)
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Early Years Sports Day

K1A: SHAPES AND SMILES - Each child placed a different
shape to make a human figure.

K1B: PRECIOUS PENGUINS -The precious little penguins
balanced their meal under their chins.

K2A: SET LUNCH - A relay where a dining table was laid
out for a meal with spoons, forks, napkins etc.

K2B: BEACH SANDS- Overcoming obstacles to collect sand
on the beach

K2C: CLOCK MAKERS – An assembly line for making
accurate clocks

K3A: SPLASH AND POUR– Art of fetching water with
minimum wastage

K3B: BUNNY’S BRUNCH- Feeding carrots to bunnies, their
favourite meal

K3C: HOOPY TRAIL- Passing hoops through entire group
to complete the trail
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Congratulations K3….
You are ready to STEP U

P!

STEPUP, the Graduation Ceremony of K3 was held on Friday, 16/03/18 in the amphitheatre of the school. It is an event held
before concluding yet another academic year. The little graduates were excited to be the centre of attraction on this day.
The students of K2 performed a high energy Invocation Dance for their seniors. A sapling was planted to mark the
occasion and this will be tended to in the school garden. Parents shared their ward’s experiences in the Early Years.
Dressed their ceremonial best, the
students were awarded certificates by
the Principal, Ms Anuradha Anekal. This
included her message with a portrait of
the student, early tutors and buddies in
class too.

K3 A

We will surely miss them running
around the lawns but are happy that
they are ready to STEP UP into Junior
School.

K3 B

K1: Planting a Sapling!

K3 C
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Grade 1 Class Photographs
G1 A

G1 B
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G1 C

Class teacher reflections
Ms. Shobha Amarnath
Grade 1 A

Ms. Shubha Jagadeesh
Grade 1 B

Ms. Rita Girish
Grade 1 C

An enthusiastic batch to deal
with! We helped each other gather
memorable moments during our
journey. All in all we enjoyed
growing together.

An empathetic batch to work with!
It was good to see the understanding
amongst the children and they were
co-operative with each other.

A highly interactive and curious
batch! Children were encouraged
to be open and receptive in order to
satisfy their inquisitive nature.

WATER

Water is important to us. We use water for many
activities like bathing, drinking and cooking. We get
water from pond, river, lake and rain. We water plants
for it to grow. We use water to bathe to keep us clean.
We use water to cook food. Water keeps us alive for
many days. Rain is the main source of water. We use
water to build houses. We drink water by boiling it. It is
not safe to drink other water. Water is helpful.
Aapti G B
Grade 1 A
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My Pet
My pet is cute. It is a dog. It is
fun to have a pet. It is also like
having a friend with us all the
time.
Do you know that a pet is like
having a brother or sister? Pets
are very funny. A pet is by our
side when we are sad. It is a
great thing to have a pet.
Adhya
Grade 1 ‘C’
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Grade 2 Class Photographs
G2 A

G2 B
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G2 C

Class teacher reflections
Ms. Poornima Pote
Grade 2 A

Ms. Rajani Gururaj
Grade 2 B

As the class teacher of 2A, I was very happy with
the children as they were interactive and energetic
throughout. I could bring in the discipline and
improvement very easily as it was my second year with
the same set of children. The activities conducted during
this year made me realise the potential in them. Working
with children, as always, is a goodlearning experience.

Children of 2B class were very affectionate and
fun loving, always bubbling with great zeal and
enthusiasm. Many children possessed excellent
spoken English. Their participation in all the co curricular activities were highly appreciable. It was
indeed a great pleasure teaching them.

First time you lose me,
second time I get replaced for free.
And third time you lose me,
Doctor charges money for me,
Who am I?

I have mouth,
I can’t eat.
I have tongue,
I can’t talk.
Who am I?

Ans: Teeth

Ans: Bell

Jnanada Bhat
Grade 2 C
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Why I Like My School ?
My name is Siddhi Goel and I have joined DIS this year. Earlier, I was
studying in Achieve School of Education. When I came to this school I felt
very nice because there are many activities in this school like Judo, Grace,
Library, dance, music etc. and here the teachers teach very well. But I miss
my friends from my previous school. Some of my friends are really kind and
some are rude. Here at DIS, there are many special weeks celebrated and out
of that I liked Creativity Week the most. In our class, every day we would
have one activity. Here, there are many sections along with amphitheatre,
stage, assembly and more things. We made so many charts, cards and
stuck them on the bulletin board. We have a big playground also. Teachers
decorate classrooms & keep them neat. There is a pre-school building also
where my brother studies. In my previous school, there were no sections.
We have folk dance and western dance too. In QCT, we get a chance to
sit with our teacher and get to speak. Every Tuesday, Junior School has
assembly and when it is our chance to perform, each one of us get a chance.

Conversation with
my favourite Toy
My toy doll is very cute. It has a colourful
dress, and has blonde hair. It has black
eyes. I like it very much. It loves to speak
with me. I love to speak with it too! I love
to play with my doll. Its name is Aurora.
It loves to eat sweets and chocolates just
like me. We have parties together. I take
her with me when I go on trips. It loves
flowers and butterflies because they are
so colourful and cute. We have ice-creams
together. When we have an ice-cream, I
always act like she is eating and we are
having a picnic together.

Siddhi Goel
Grade 2 A

Siri Sharada T V
Grade 2 B

Grade 3 Class Photographs
G3 A
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G3 B

G3 C
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Class teacher reflections
Ms. Lata Kate
Class Teacher: Grade 3 A

Ms. Behara Latha
Class Teacher: Grade 3 B

Ms. Shobha Sharma
Associate Teacher: Grade 3 C

The batch of 3 A were very good
at hands-on maths and science
activities. Being their class teacher
was continually challenging as I
needed to update my knowledge to
meet their growing needs. Finally,
I believe I succeeded in helping
them with their progress at the
same time added new skills to my
teaching repertoire.

The academic year 2017-18 was a
memorable experience for me as a
class teacher. The batch was very
enthusiastic and energetic. To make
the class room orderly, yet enabling
was a different learning experience.
I had quality time to engage the
children in different activities like
portfolio, QCT sessions, school events
wherein they showed intrinsic
motivation.

When I look back at my work at
DIS, I feel truly happy and blessed.
The students of Grade 3 C were fun
to work with, they enjoyed playing
games in the QCT session, loved
all kinds of activity assignments
carried out on special themes. They
also had a blast finishing their
colourful portfolio!!!

±ÀÄ¨sÀ£ÀÄr £À£ÀUÉ ¨ÉÃPÁzÀÄzÀÄ
PÀ©âtzÀ ¸ÁßAiÀÄÄUÀ¼ÀÄ, GQÌ£À £ÀgÀUÀ¼ÀÄ
ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¹r°£ÀAxÀ ªÀÄ£À¸ÀÄìUÀ¼ÀÄ CAvÀ
PÉ®ªÉÃ vÀgÀÄtjAzÀ zÉÃ±ÀzÀ ¨sÀ«μÀåªÀ£ÉßÃ
§zÀ¯Á¬Ä¸À§¯Éè.

¸Á¤é JA. 3J

MUÀlÄ

ºÀvÀÄÛ vÀ¯É GAlÄ gÁªÀt£À®è
QjÃl GAlÄ gÁd£À®è
¨Á® GAlÄ ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£À®è
ºÁUÁzÀgÉ £Á£ÀÄ AiÀiÁgÀÄ?
GvÀÛgÀ : »ÃgÉPÁ¬Ä

MUÀlÄUÀ¼ÀÄ

ªÀiÁrzÀAvÉ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÉ £ÉÆÃrzÀAvÉ £ÉÆÃqÀÄªÉ £Á£ÁågÀÄ?
G - PÀ£Àßr
aPÀÌ ªÀÄ£ÉÃ° ZÀPÉÌ vÀÄA©zÉ £Á£ÁågÀÄ?
G- ºÀ®Äè
»r »rzÀgÉ »r vÀÄA§ ©lÖgÉ ªÀÄ£É vÀÄA¨Á £Á£ÁågÀÄ?
G- ¢Ã¥À
CgÀ¼ÀvÉÛ ºÀÆªÀ®è ©¹°UÉ ¨ÁqÀÄªÀÅ¢®è £Á£ÁågÀÄ?
G- bÀwæ
RÄ¶ J£ï. 3J

C£À£Àå J£ï PÉ 3J

£À£ÀUÉ EμÀÖªÁzÀ ªÀiÁ«£À ºÀtÄÚ

£À£ÀUÉ ªÀiÁ«£À ºÀtÄÚ EμÀÖ, ¨ÉÃ¹UÉ PÁ®zÀ°è
£Á£ÀÄ ªÀiÁ«£À ºÀtÄÚ w£ÀÄßvÉÛÃ£É, ªÀiÁ«£À ºÀtÄÚ
PÉÃ¸Àj §tÚzÀ°è EgÀÄvÀÛzÉ. ªÀiÁ«£À ºÀtÂÚ£À°è
vÀÄA¨Á vÀgÀºÀ«zÉ, ªÀiÁ«£À ºÀtÄÚ gÁμÀÖçzÀ ºÀtÄÚ,
CzÀÄ £À£ÀUÉ vÀÄA¨Á EμÀÖ, ªÀiÁ«£À ºÀtÂÚ£À°è gÀÄa
EgÀÄvÀÛzÉ. £À£ÀUÉ CzÀÄ vÀÄA¨Á EμÀÖ AiÀiÁPÉAzÀgÉ
CzÀgÀ°è vÀÄA¨Á gÀÄa EzÉ. £À£Àß zÉÃ±ÀªÀ£ÀÄß £Á£ÀÄ
vÀÄA¨Á ¦æÃw¸ÀÄvÉÛÃ£É.

£ÀªÀÄä zÉÃ±À

£ÀªÀÄä zÉÃ±À ¨sÁgÀvÀ, £Á£ÀÄ M§â ¨sÁgÀwÃAiÀÄ, £À£ÀUÉ
£ÀªÀÄä zÉÃ±À vÀÄA¨Á EμÀÖ, £Á£ÀÄ zÉÆqÀØªÀ¼ÁzÀ ªÉÄÃ¯É
£Á£ÀÄ £ÀªÀÄä zÉÃ±ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀéZÀÒªÁVqÀ®Ä K£ÁzÀgÀÆ
ªÀiÁqÀÄvÉÛÃ£É, £ÀªÀÄä zÉÃ±ÀPÉÌ £ÁªÀÅ UËgÀªÀ ¤ÃqÀ¨ÉÃPÀÄ,
zÉÃ±À-zÉÃ±ÀUÀ¼À £ÀqÀÄªÉ dUÀ¼À ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ £À£ÀUÉ
EμÀÖªÁUÀÄªÀÅ¢®è, £Á£ÀÄ D²¸ÀÄvÉÛÃ£É zÉÃ±À-zÉÃ±ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ
¥ÀgÀ¸ÀàgÀ QvÁÛqÀÄªÀÅ¢®è, £ÀªÀÄä zÉÃ±ÀPÁÌV ¸ÉÊ¤PÀgÀÄ
CªÀgÀ fÃªÀ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¤ÃrzÁÝgÉ, CªÀjUÀÆ £ÁªÀÅ
UËgÀªÀ ¤ÃqÀ¨ÉÃPÀÄ.
£À£Àß zÉÃ±ÀªÀ£ÀÄß £Á£ÀÄ vÀÄA¨Á ¦æÃw¸ÀÄvÉÛÃ£É.
¸ÀÆàwð ºÉUÀqÉ 3£ÉÃ ¹ «¨sÁUÀ

¹j ªÀÇAlPÀ¯ï 3£ÉÃ ¹ «¨sÁUÀ

Bees

Honey Bee Honey Bee
give us honey
Honey Bee Honey Bee
stealing honey from the flower
Honey Bee Honey Bee
sipping honey
Honey Bee Honey Bee
give us nectar
Honey Bee Honey Bee
you are indeed
Honey Bee Honey Bee
don’t bite us
Honey Bee Honey Bee
don’t fight us
Honey Bee Honey Bee
you are friendly
Honey Bee Honey Bee
you are indeed
Honey Bee Honey Bee
give us honey
Honey… Honey… Honey…
Sinchana P B
Grade 3 A
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FLOWERS
The sky is high and the land is low,
That is where the flowers grow.
Buds come before and flowers come after,
If you take care of them, they bloom faster.
Blooming flowers look up and withering flowers look down,
Flowers always spread happiness around.

Talking Trees
One day, early in the morning I was
walking to school. I reached the school
entrance and walked towards my
classroom. I realized that I was the first
one to reach my classroom as the door
was still closed. I pushed open the door
and stepped in.

If you don’t water them they will feel sad,
If you take care of them they will feel glad.
A desert blossoms less and a garden blossoms more,
We can move around, but flowers can’t stop or go.
Oh! How I wish that flower could walk or run
My dear friends! Wouldn’t that be fun?
Anoushka Rao
Grade 3 B

What I want to become ?
I dream of becoming so many things. I dream of becoming an artist, architect,
doctor and so on. If you want to know where I see myself after 10 years…
1) Doctor - I want to be a doctor because it is my dream
2) Teacher - I want to be a teacher because I like the way my teachers teaches me
3) Architect - I want to be an architect because I have dreams to build a huge
mansion
4) Tourist - I want to become a tourist as I love travelling and explore places
to build good memories
5) Social worker - I want to become a social worker because I want to make
the Earth a better place to live in
6) Artist - I want to become an artist because I love arts
7) Fashion Designer - I want to become a fashion designer because I like
designing stuff and I foresee my designer clothes on the ramp walk of Paris
8) Politician - I want to become a politician because I want to become as great
as Modi
Now, that you know what I want to become, what do you want to do?
Spoorthi Hegde
Grade 3 C

I was surprised to see a forest in place
of my classroom. Suddenly, I heard
someone greeting me “HELLO”. I looked
around and was surprised to see trees
approaching me and greeting me.
I was more excited than being afraid.
I greeted them back. The trees asked
me “What are you doing in the forest?”
I replied, “I should have been in the
classroom but not sure how I reached
here.” The trees said, “Don’t be afraid,
we will help you reach your home
safely.” Meanwhile, you can have these
fruits and play with these rabbits
and deer.” I ate the fruits and enjoyed
playing with the rabbits and deer.
Later, the trees told me to close my
eyes. Suddenly, when I opened my
eyes, I was home. Then, I realized
that it was a great dream I had in the
morning.
Saranya Dalavai
Grade 3 B

Team Work is Great!
We learnt about the ‘Big Bang Theory’ which was very
interesting. Some of the other activities that we did
were snow balling activities, report writing activities,
flora and fauna activities, out of which my favourite
is snow balling activity, because we did this in groups.

Team work is the best way to learn as we enjoy as well
as respect each other’s ideas and views.
Zaid M S
Grade 3 B
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Grade 4 Class Photographs
G4 A

G4 B
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G4 C

Class teacher reflections
Ms. Meeta Mehta
Class Teacher: Grade 4 A

Ms. Renu B Rao
Class Teacher: Grade 4 B

Ms. Sumana Rao
Class Teacher: Grade 4 C

As the class teacher of 4A, I felt
my class was just like a MIXED
FRUIT JAM, where the different
flavours blend nicely with the
sugar syrup. I could get to see all
types of students in the class and
who very easily blended with the
requirement of the teachers and
the school. I found my class very
interactive and receptive. They
actively participated in all the
theme activities, whether it was
related to sports, creativity, art,
debate, recitation, dance, music,
theatre etc.

As the leader of the assorted pack of
grade 4 B,
I enjoy the company, colour and
fragrance of every chocolate,
Trying to guide them, correct them,
giving value and care to every taste.
Bringing to you all the best, tastiest,
complete and creative assorted pack
of students in a cubical box as a gift
for the next.

In the teaching profession we have
an opportunity to play the role of a
mother, friend, mentor etc… in turn
we get overwhelming love and
respect from our students. Every
year we have different experiences
in class! A child whose handwriting
was illegible was the first one
to answer application based
questions, a child who disliked
writing or listening was fascinated
to watching videos related to the
subject, a slow writer did extremely
well when it came to picture
presentation, a child unable to
express himself on paper was very
good with verbal communicationeach child is different and special!
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Women
Empowerment
I chose this topic because I saw this
girl who was very intelligent but was
not selected further because of her
dark complexion. Instead a boy who
was not so intelligent but had white
complexion was. Do you think this
is right? Our society is an intelligent
society, but for such acts. We throw
acid on girls, is this act right? We
use bad touch to girls which is not
correct. We should respect ladies
and girls. Remember, a woman gives
birth to a child. Women work twenty
four hours for us but what we give
them back is discrimination and
insult. This is what our society has
become. So, I request the people of
this country to take an oath that we
should respect women and should
not discriminate against them.
A girl or a woman should not be
discriminated for her complexion or
education.
Veer Chopra
Grade 4A

WHO
IS
SHE
Who is she? Who is she?
Who is the first Indian Woman and
Fifth in the world to climb Mount
Everest?
Who is she? Who is she?
Who is brave hearted and
Made our country proud?
Who is she? who is she?
She is Bachendri
Who won PADMASHREE

Art and Culture
A A friend in need is a friend indeed.
R REENA and URMI were two best friends.
T They were always ready to help each other.
A Around the street they would roam together.
N Nothing for them other than this would be better.
D Dancing, playing, and drawing they always prefer.
C
U
L
T
U
R
E

Can you imagine one fine day
Urmi slipped in a lake and went far away
Loud cried Urmi,”Help! Help!”
There comes Reena and gives a hand of help
Urmi held the hand tightly
Reena pulled Urmi up safely
End of the story is a friend together makes life better.
MISHTI JAIN
Grade 4A

A bsolute happiness lies
R eally in the heart
T o follow and appreciate our culture
C
U
L
T
U
R
E

ulture in India is very diverse
nity in diversity is the strength of Indian culture
earning all the cultures isn’t easy!
ime spent with family and friends during festivals is one of our cultures
nderstand your culture
espect all the cultures
very culture has a different way to celebrate.
Neha Rao
Grade 4B

A Ants walk in a line,
r Respect me,
t The leader says to them,
a
n
d

Ants walk in a line,
No! You cannot break the line,
Do what I say,

c
u
l
t
u
r
e

Cute and small ants should come in the front,
Useful ants should be at the back,
Light ants should be with a partner,
Toddler ants should be in the middle,
U-turn in the yellow sand,
Respect me,
Eat only leaves.
Utsav Deshpande
Grade 4A

Tanay S.Ambekar
Grade 4C
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eÉoÉ LMü ÌSlÉ AcÉÉlÉMü.....
LMü ÌSlÉ qÉæÇ AmÉlÉå mÉËUuÉÉU Måü xÉÉjÉ uÉlÉ ÌuÉWûÉU
MüUlÉå ÌlÉMüsÉÉ| eÉoÉ WûqÉ sÉÉåaÉ uÉlÉ mÉWÒðûcÉå, WûqÉlÉå
ÌmÉiÉÉeÉÏ Måü SÉåxiÉ MüÐ aÉÉQûÏ sÉÏ AÉæU uÉlÉ ÌuÉWûÉU
MüUlÉå cÉsÉå| ÌTüU ÎeÉxÉ eÉaÉWû qÉæÇ oÉæPûÉ jÉÉ uÉWûÉð MüÉ
SUuÉÉÄeÉÉ AcÉÉlÉMü xÉå ZÉÑsÉ aÉrÉÉ AÉæU qÉæÇ lÉÏcÉå ÌaÉU
aÉrÉÉ| ExÉ xÉqÉrÉ qÉåUå mÉËUuÉÉU MüÉå qÉåUå xÉÉjÉ WÒûD
bÉOûlÉÉ MüÉ mÉiÉÉ lÉWûÏÇ cÉsÉÉ| qÉæ eÉÇaÉsÉ qÉåÇ ZÉÉå cÉÑMüÉ
jÉÉ AÉæU AMåüsÉÉÉ mÉÄQ aÉrÉÉ jÉÉ| iÉpÉÏ qÉælÉå qÉåUå eÉåoÉ
xÉå ÌSzÉÉ ÌSZÉÉlÉåuÉÉsÉÉ rÉÇ§É ÌlÉMüÉsÉÉ AÉæU UÉxiÉå MüÐ
ZÉÉåeÉ MüUlÉå sÉaÉÉ sÉåÌMülÉ qÉÑfÉå qÉåUÉ mÉËUuÉÉU lÉWûÏÇ
ÍqÉsÉÉ| qÉælÉå ÌTüU SÕxÉUÉ EmÉÉrÉ xÉÉåcÉÉ ÌMü qÉæÇ mÉåQû MüÐ
QûÉsÉ mÉU oÉæPûMüU AmÉlÉå mÉËUuÉÉU MüÉå ZÉÉåeÉÔð sÉåÌMülÉ
rÉWû EmÉÉrÉ pÉÏ MüÉqÉ lÉWûÏÇ AÉrÉÉ| ÌTüU qÉÑfÉå LMü
oÉWÒûiÉ AcNûÉ EmÉÉrÉ xÉÔfÉÉ ÌMü CxÉ uÉlÉ qÉåÇ MüÐcÉQû
Wæû AÉæU MüÐcÉQû qÉåÇ qÉåUÏ aÉÉQûÏ Måü ÌlÉzÉÉlÉ WûÉåÇaÉå
CxÉxÉå qÉæÇ AmÉlÉå mÉËUuÉÉU iÉMü mÉWÒðûcÉ xÉMüiÉÉ WÕðû| rÉWû
EmÉÉrÉ CxiÉåqÉÉsÉ MüUlÉå Måü oÉÉS qÉæÇ qÉåUå mÉËUuÉÉU Måü
mÉÉxÉ mÉWÒðûcÉ aÉrÉÉ AÉæU ExÉMåü oÉÉS qÉæÇlÉå AÉæU qÉåUå
mÉËUuÉÉU lÉå xÉÑZÉ xÉå uÉlÉ MüÐ rÉÉ§ÉÉ MüÐ|
lÉÉqÉ : uÉÏU cÉÉåmÉQûÉ
Mü¤ÉÉ: 4

C.C.A: Adventure and imagination

£ÀªÀÄä PÁqÀÄ

ªÀÄ£ÀÄμÀå£À fÃªÀ£ÀzÀ°è PÁqÀÄ ¥ÀæªÀÄÄR ¥ÁvÀæ ªÀ»¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. ¥Àj¸ÀgÀ
¸ÀªÀÄvÉÆÃ®£ÀPÉÌ PÁqÀÄUÀ¼ÀÄ ¥ÀæªÀÄÄR PÉÆqÀÄUÉ PÉÆqÀÄvÀÛzÉ. ¨sÁgÀvÀzÀ°è PÁqÀÄUÀ¼À
«¹ÛÃtð ¢£À¢AzÀ ¢£ÀPÉÌ PÀrªÉÄAiÀiÁUÀÄwÛzÉ.
PÀ£ÁðlPÀzÀ°è ¸ÀºÁå¢æ ¥ÀªÀðvÀ ±ÉæÃtÂAiÀÄ°è GvÀÛªÀÄªÁzÀ ¸ÀA¥ÀzÀãjvÀªÁzÀ
PÁqÀÄ PÁt¹UÀÄvÀÛzÉ. F PÁqÀÄUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ªÀÄ¼É PÁqÀÄ JAzÀÄ PÀgÉAiÀÄÄvÁÛgÉ.
PÉ®ªÀÅ PÁr£À°è ¹UÀÄªÀ GvÀà£ÀßUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ªÀiÁgÁl ªÀiÁqÀ®ÁUÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ. PÁr£À°è
UÀAzsÀzÀªÀÄgÀ, vÉÃUÀzÀªÀÄgÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ºÀ®ªÀÅ §UÉAiÀÄ ªÀÄgÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ¹UÀÄvÀÛzÉ. DzÀgÉ
ªÀÄ£ÀÄμÀågÀ CwD¸É¬ÄAzÀ F ªÀÄgÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ¢£À¢AzÀ ¢£ÀPÉÌ PÀrªÉÄ DUÀÄwÛzÉ.
§ºÀÄªÀÄÄRå «μÀAiÀÄªÉÃ£ÉAzÀgÉ PÁqÀÄ ¥ÁætÂUÀ¼À£ÀÄß CvÀåAvÀ eÁUÀgÀÆPÀvÉ¬ÄAzÀ
G½¹PÉÆ¼Àî¨ÉÃPÀÄ. ªÀÄ£ÀÄμÀå£À Cw D¸É¬ÄAzÀ PÁqÀÄ ¥ÁætÂUÀ¼À ¸ÀASÉå PÀrªÉÄ
DUÀÄwÛzÉ. PÁqÀ£ÀÄß G½¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¨É¼É¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ £ÀªÉÄä®ègÀ PÀvÀðªÀåªÁVzÉ.
PÁqÀ£ÀÄß ¨É¼À¹, ¥Àj¸ÀgÀ G½¹ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ £ÁqÀ£ÀÄß G½¹ ºÀ¹gÉÃ G¹gÀÄ.
¸Á£À« 4¹

£Á£ÀÄ §gÉzÀ ºÁqÀÄ

ªÀiÁåvÉìÃ §gÀ°, ¸ÉÊ£ÉìÃ §gÀ° NzÀ®Ä ¤®èzÀÄ,
JμÀÄÖ N¢zÀÆæ ¸Á®zÀÄ, ¥ÀA, ¥ÀA, ¥ÀA.
ªÀiÁPÀÄìð MªÉÄä §gÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ £ÀªÀÄUÉ,
C¥Àà CªÀÄä ¨ÉêvÁgÉ £ÀªÀÄUÉ lA,lA,lA,
¢£ÀPÉÌ JAlÄ ¸À§ÓPïÖ N¢
vÀ¯É PÉqÉ¹PÉÆ¼ÉÆîÃzÀÄ
C¥Àà ºÉÃ¼ÀÄvÁÛgÉ ¤Ã£ÀÄ ¥Á¸ÁUÀ®è
lA, lA, lA.

£Á£ÀÄ vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆArgÀÄªÀ «μÀAiÀÄ;
£ÁªÀÅ (Trekking) ZÁgÀt ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀ ¸ÀªÀÄAiÀÄzÀ°è
£À£Àß zÁj vÀ¦à ºÉÆÃ¬ÄvÀÄ DUÀ___.
£Á£ÀÄ ’ZÁgÀt’ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀ ¸ÀªÀÄAiÀÄzÀ°è £À£Àß zÁj vÀ¦à £Á£ÀÄ PÁr£À°è ¹QÌPÉÆArzÉÝ.
DUÀ ¨sÀAiÀÄ¢AzÀ £Á£ÀÄ PÁr¤AzÀ ¥ÁgÁUÀ®Ä zÁj ºÀÄqÀÄPÀÄwÛzÉÝ. DzÀgÉ £Á£ÀÄ
JμÉÖÃ ºÀÄqÀÄQzÀgÀÆ £À£ÀUÉ zÁj ¹UÀ¯ÉÃ¬Ä®è. DzÀÝjAzÀ £Á£ÀÄ ZÁgÀtzÀ°è
mÉAmïªÀiÁrPÉÆ¼Àî®Ä vÀA¢zÀÝ ¸ÁªÀiÁ£ÀÄUÀ¼À£ÀÄß §¼À¹ £Á£ÀÄ
mÉAmï ªÀiÁrPÉÆAqÉ, ¸Àé®à ¸ÀªÀÄAiÀÄzÀ £ÀAvÀgÀ £Á£ÀÄ ªÀÄvÉÛ PÁr¤AzÀ ¥ÁgÁUÀ®Ä
zÁj ºÀÄqÀÄPÀÄwÛzÁÝUÀ £À£Àß ªÀÄÄAzÉ MAzÀÄ zÉÆqÀØ PÀgÀr §A¢vÀÄÛ. DUÀ £Á£ÀÄ
¨sÀAiÀÄ¢AzÀ MAzÀÄ G¥ÁAiÀÄ ªÀiÁrzÉ. DUÀ £Á£ÀÄ £À£Àß »AzÉ EzÀÝ aPÀÌ ¨ÉlÖªÀ£ÀÄß
ºÀwÛ ©¹°£À°è ¤AvÀÄPÉÆAqÀÄ £Á£ÀÄ £À£Àß ¨É£Àß ªÉÄÃ¯É vÀUÀ®Ä ºÁQPÉÆArgÀÄªÀ
¨ÁåUÀ£ÀÄß PÉ¼ÀUÉ ElÄÖ CzÀgÀ ªÉÄÃ¯É ¤AvÀÄPÉÆAqÀÄ PÉ®ªÀÅ ±À§ÝUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ªÀiÁrzÉ.
DUÀ D PÀgÀrUÉ ¨sÀAiÀÄªÁV ºÉÆgÀlÄ ºÉÆÃ¬ÄvÀÄ. KPÉAzÀgÉ PÀgÀrUÀ½UÉ zÉÆqÀØ
ªÀÄ£ÀÄμÀågÀ£ÀÄß £ÉÆÃrzÀgÉ vÀÄA¨Á ¨sÀAiÀÄªÁUÀÄvÀÛzÉ. DzÀÝjAzÀ £Á£ÀÄ F
G¥ÁAiÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß ªÀiÁrzÉ ºÁUÉAiÉÄÃ £Á£ÀÄ D ¨ÉlÖ¢AzÉAiÉÄÃ ¸ÀÄvÀÛ-ªÀÄÄvÀÛ £ÉÆÃrzÉ.
DUÀ £À£ÀUÉ zÁj ¹QÌvÀÄ. DUÀ £Á£ÀÄ ¸ÀAvÉÆÃμÀ¢AzÀ mÉAmï ªÀiÁrPÉÆArzÀÝ ¸ÀÜ¼ÀPÉÌ
ºÉÆÃV £Á£ÀÄ vÀAiÀiÁj¹zÀÝ mÉAl£ÀÄß vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆAqÀÄ £À£ÀUÉ ¹QÌzÀÝ zÁjAiÀÄ°è ºÉÆÃV
DZÉ £ÉÆÃrzÁUÀ £Á£ÀÄ PÁr¤AzÀ ºÉÆgÀUÉ §A¢zÉÝ. DUÀ £Á£ÀÄ RÄ¶¬ÄAzÀ £À£Àß
ªÀÄ£ÉUÉ ºÉÆÃV £À£Àß CªÀÄä¤UÉ £ÀqÉzÀ J®è «μÀAiÀÄUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ºÉÃ½zÉ. DUÀ £À£Àß CªÀÄä
“C¨Áâ! ¤Ã£ÀÄ PÁr¤AzÀ DZÉ §AzÉAiÀÄ¯Áè CμÀÄÖ ¸ÁPÀÄ £À£ÀUÉ JAzÀÄ ºÉÃ½zÀ¼ÀÄ.”

©. AiÀÄ±À¹é¤
4 £ÉÃ vÀgÀUÀw © «¨sÁUÀ

¸ÀÄªÀÄÄR 4£ÉÃ © «¨sÁUÀ
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Moving
Mountains
She is a mountaineer,
And has a big gear.
She never stops,
She always starts.
She has a spot in her heart,
For mountains which makes her
heart
Beat and blot.
She takes risks
Like no other,
She chooses difficult trails
Like no other,
Who is she ?
She is BACHENDRI PAL !
Daksh Meharwade
Grade 4A

My little
brother

He is a smarty like me and he is scared of a buzzing bee.
He can colour the pictures neatly but not as neat as me.
He sleeps like a bear and he has silky hair.
He acts like a smart boy and it is true!
He does all his homework on time and he can identify all objects
Rohan R
Grade 4B

Adventure Camp at
Deccan International School
It is January 6 th 2018, the day I am waiting for since a month. I got up in
the morning at 5:45 a.m and finished my daily routines so…. Quick like
the Hare. My parents are surprised! I push my parent to get ready, so that
they can drop me at school for the camp as soon as possible. Yesterday
they both had sat for a long time packing my bag for the camp with all
the things as told by the teacher. My parent is tensed as this is the first
time I am going to stay away from them the night of the camp. It is seen
on their face but I am so… happy.
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Finally it was January 6th, 2018 the day I was waiting for
since a month. I got up early in the morning and got ready
for the camp. I reach my school with my parents. I liked
the camp very much because we were asked to do many
activities like the zoomering, zip line, rope walk, making our
own binocular, pitching the tent, camp fire and the much
awaited sleeping with our friends in our tents.
EESHAN M POOJARI
Grade 4B

After all the lectures on safety by
my parent on the way to school I
reached my school with my luggage.
We assembled in the AV room.
After marking the attendance we
were taken to the Nursery building
where I dumped my luggage in the
boys' room. We started the camp by
hoisting the DIS flag.

chess and some with Pokemon cards.
There were students sleeping on the
lawn reading books. We had good
lunch with ice-cream.
Post lunch we did the zoomring, a

The first activity was the zip line. It
is a thrilling experience doing this
except for the long wait. Then we
were made to walk on a rope whose
both ends were tied to two tree
trunks. We enjoyed it thoroughly.
It is now 2: 00 p.m. All of us are
very tired. Due to hunger we sat
and played board games which we
carried with us. Some of us played
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little scary. We were tied to a rope
and pulled up the tree and slowly
pulled down. We drank milk and
then were put into groups of 4 to
pitch tents. Such a thrilling learning
experience as we had to pitch up our
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I enjoyed shopping for the
Adventure Camp from a week
before the camp. I bought a fancy
torch, pillow, sleeping bag, a small
pouch to keep my things in, a tiny
note book to maintain a detailed
account of the activities in the
camp. I enjoyed dancing around
the camp fire. I tried to read the
story books with my friends in the
tent but could not succeed as we
had a non stop chat!
Saanvi Sathvik
Grade 4B

We got dressed for the next activity of the day- The Camp Fire. We
surrounded the camp fire and danced till we were tired. We were so… tired
that we didn’t know what we ate and how much we ate for dinner. The high
light of the day was when we entered our tents with our warm clothing and
our best friends to sleep. It is my first experience to sleep without my parents
beside me which I will remember throughout my life.
Next morning we woke up at 6:00 a.m We finished all our daily routine and
were taken to watch a movie in the Activity room related to Wild Life. Then
we had our breakfast. It was time to go back home. We all dispersed home
with sweet memories to cherish throughout our lives.
EESHAN M POOJARI
Grade 4B

own tents in which we slept that
night. We pitched up all our tents,
named them and to say more about it
-adored them.
Later part of the day we were taken to
the activity room for doing our own
Binoculars. Our art teacher came there
to help us do the activity which we
thoroughly got involved in, as that was
a "take back item home" the next day.
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Grade 5 Class Photographs

G5 A

G5 B
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G5 C

Class teacher reflections
Ms. Keerthana
Class teacher: Grade 5 A

Ms. LeelaP
Class Teacher: Grade 5 B

Ms. Anitha S R
Class Teacher: Grade 5 C

There’s nothing as fulfilling
as teaching. You get to see the
progress of the class as a whole as
well as individual progress, not
just in terms of academics but also
personal progress of many in class.
To me personally, those personal
progress are the more interesting
journeys to witness. I have taken
away as much learning from them,
as they from me.I am grateful for
this delightful year.

As a class teacher I feel my students
are very adaptable, ambitious,
creative, diligent and sensible which
allowed them to focus on their
responsibility, completing work on
time and able to differentiate what
is correct and what is wrong. My
students learned to see their positive
attributes over the negative ones,
started to respect everyone around
them.

The year 2017 – 18 went off very
smoothly. The children were
very enthusiastic. They were
actively participating in classroom
discussions, QCT, activities, sports
or any other cultural events. They
also enjoyed working in groups.
The children were well disciplined
and were able to help each other
mutually.
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Being Me……

The Naughty Boy
Tom had gone to visit his cousin
Peter’s house in Seattle from Canada.
Peter’s house was in a quiet hillside
area outside Seattle.
One day the boys were playing
‘catch’ with Peter’s baseball. Tom
accidentally threw the ball into a
nearby house. The window was
broken into pieces.
“Oh no!” cried Peter. “You threw the
ball into Mr. Sanders’ house?” “Who
is Mr. Sanders?” asked Tom. “Mr.
Sanders is my neighbour,” explained
Peter. “He is feared by all the kids in
the neighbourhood. He hates being
woken up when he sleeps. I think he
is…SLEEPING?!”

house, “WHAT? WHO BROKE MY
WINDOW? I WILL TEACH THEM A
LESSON.”
The boys feet started trembling. Mr.
Sanders was storming up to them
with a long, wooden stick. “Why you
insolent kids! I will tell your parents,
you Peter Jefferson and your cousin!”
“Run away Tom!” cried Peter.
Mr. Sanders threw the stick towards
them but missed, only to break the
window of a car. The driver angrily
took the stick and chased Mr. Sanders,
while Tom and Peter had a good laugh.
Swojas
Grade 5 B

In my dream,
I was a bird,
Who is flying high,
Soaring the seas and the sky.
In my dream,
I was a banyan tree,
Whose roots are strong,
With little birdies chirping all day long.
In my dream,
I was a bee,
Buzzing and collecting nectar from
flowers,
Living in a hive and not in a tower.
But now when I wake up,
I realize,
I don’t want to be a bird, a tree, or a bee,
Because, I just love, “ Being Me”.
Amrutha Krisshnakumar
Grade 5C

Suddenly, they heard a loud,
grumbling shout from Mr. Sanders’

Short story of a CELL
I always wonder how one cell
has the strength to make 10
religions. I have discovered this
phenomenon with my own
story. Once a cell is born, it starts
reproducing 1000’s of cells every
day and by the end of a year, that
one cell would have produced
1 million cells. And, those cells
start classifying themselves as
Hindu, Muslim, Jain etc. With
different identities and various
cultures, they begin fighting with
one another and start living in different houses
and worshipping their own GODS. Then they start
reproducing and finally it came to the present state
of “NO Unity”. I would like to say only one thing –
WE ALL BELONG TO our own grandfather cell who
reproduced us and we are all brothers and sisters
together with UNITY and PROSPERITY.
Prakyath P Kashyap
Grade 5 A
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Synergy
We the students of grade 5 were
waiting for a day which was filled
with joy, then the day finally came

On November 11, all the 5 graders
woke up with refreshed minds and
assembled near the school in the
early dawn and began our journey
with activeness and smiling faces.
In the bus meanwhile we had a lot
of fun, we sang songs and crack
jokes and finally when we arrived at
HIDDEN campsite, we had a delicious
breakfast which was waiting for us.
Then the real fun came into
action; we played the shivering
Burma Bridge, the patience testing
bullring, the swift zipline. After
these enjoyable games we had our
sumptuous lunch and then came the
enthusiastic rain dance in which the
teachers danced along.
Then at 6.15 pm we left the camp and
reached our school at 8.45 pm.
Aryan Lakshmikanth
Grade 5 B
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Grade 6 Class Photographs

G6 A

G6 B
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G6 C

Class teacher reflections
Ms. Swetha Kannan
Class Teacher: Grade 6A

Ms. Jyothi Krishnan
Class Teacher: Grade 6B

Ms. Umme Hani
Class Teacher: Grade 6 C

As the class teacher of 6 A the
experience was sublime. I felt
buoyant teaching a bunch of
exuberant children.

Had a good and successful batch
of enthusiastic students who took
part in all classroom and on the field
activities without any hesitation.
They shared their thoughts in QCT
and bubble time. Learning and
communicating happened smoothly.
Everyone in the class contributed
to the upkeep of the values that
were shared in the beginning of the
session, making it a memorable year.

As a class teacher my journey
with my class 6C is one of the most
unforgettable parts of my life. I still
remember that first interaction
with my class where I was doubtful
about justifying my role as a class
teacher...but as the days passed my
day would start with them and
end with them. They were a very
active bunch.On my last day there
were tears ,hugs n hopes, which
was the best send off gift I could
have ever hoped for. I realised that
being patient and available to
these little ones in their need was
the most important part of my role.
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Pollution-free
environment
is everybody’s
responsibility
Pollution free environment is the very
basic necessity of all living beings on
planet Earth. Environmental pollution
has adverse health hazards on human
beings and animals. Innumerable
respiratory problems, skin diseases are
some of the examples. Human beings
have exploited the natural resources
( air, water) greedily and this has
adversely affected the environment.
It is high time human beings stop
the exploitation of natural resources
and contribute significantly in order
to compensate for the harm done to
mother Earth.
“Go Green” should be our motto for
each and everyone of us as a measure
to be taken to become environmental
friendly. Reduce, Reuse and Recycle
practices must also be adapted and
we must plant as many trees as
possible. We should make it a habit to
“conserve energy” and start using ecofriendly vehicles(electric) and car-pool
and also adopt the methods of saving
water like’ Rain water harvesting’.
We should save water as it is the most
valuable natural resource. Without
water there is no life on Earth.
Finally, we should never forget that
if we keep polluting and making our
natural resource extinct and dirty,
our future generations would face
many more uncorrectable serious
problems and shortage of basic life
supporting entities on planet Earth!!!

CASSINI MISSION
Cassini, the spacecraft was launched in 1997 as a
collaborative effort between NASA, the European
Space Agency and the Italian Space Agency. This
spacecraft was sent to explore the planet Saturn, its
rings and its satellites. It reached Saturn’s orbit in 2004.
The spacecraft was 6.8m high and 4m wide.
The spacecraft discovered many things like moons
of Saturn and a massive storm in Saturn’s Northern
Hemisphere. This helped scientists learn that Saturn’s
atmosphere has water vapour. NASA used the pictures
and other data from Cassini to learn about the storm.
Cassini also gathered information on Saturn’s moon,
‘Enceladus’ and discovered that it is covered with ice.
The spacecraft on 15th September, 2017 completed its final mission. While
diving into the planet Saturn, the spacecraft burned up and became a part of the
planet it explored. Cassini’s original mission was suppose to last for 4 years but
it orbited Saturn for more than 13 years.
Amogh K Vasisht
Grade 6 B

Music
I love music, how about you?
Music is pure magic and it is a wonderful
gift to humanity! Music moves us and
soothes us. It makes us dance and sing.
Music makes us feel happy. It influences
our mood in infinite ways! It takes us to
a different world, beyond self and ego. It
is a place of emotion. Music touches the
soul!
Music is a universal language. Animals
too respond to music. Music helps in
healing ailments. There is no doubt
listening to your favourite music can instantly keep you in good mood.
Listening to music relaxes your body, both physically and mentally. It is an
expression of feeling, as well as stress buster. Music is a perfect treat, be it a
lullaby, classical, pop or rock. It is the purest form of art. Music is eternal.
.
Anirudha M
Grade 6B

Keep the environment clean and
pollution free and be healthy!!
Atul Bharadwaj
Grade 6C
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Natya Veda

the natya veda. Lord Brahma thought it should not only be
for men and created 25 apsaras and taught them too.

THE ORIGIN OF NATYA
During the end of thretha yuga, there was a lot of misery
and suffering as people had started to disobey the laws
of nature. There were constant conflicts between devas
and asuras. Lord Indra, the king of devathas, pleaded
lord Brahma, the creator, to create a new veda which
would be interesting for a common man, regardless
of their caste and creed. Lord Brahma went
into deep meditation to reflect all four vedas
and created the fifth veda, Natya Veda, an
essence of the four vedas.

The Natya veda is divided into many other types of
classical dance forms according to their language,
geography, culture and tradition.
WHAT MADE ME LIKE NATYA ?
I enjoy practising Bharathanatyam.
It creates peace and happiness
within me. It gives me goals
to achieve in life. Abhinaya
[expressions] is my most favorite
part of dancing. Bharathanatyam
is the most beautiful thing I have
ever seen and done in my life.

It is believed that Lord Brahma took sahithya
[lyrics] from Rig veda, Abhinaya [expressions] from
Yajur veda, Geetham [music] from Sama veda and Rasa
[emotions] from Atharva veda and created the fifth
veda, Natya Veda.

PALGUNI BHAT
Grade 6 B

The devathas felt incapable of learning and enacting this
veda, therefore, he called Bharatha muni and taught him

Do Aliens exist?
Are we alone in this universe? Or
not? Is a mind boggling question we’re
facing. Well scientists are in a huge
dilemma whether or not we’re alone.
“Alien” is just a word used for
extraterrestrial beings in the universe,
on the other planets which have the
correct environment to live, orbiting
stars like our sun. Whether or not
they are friendly and help humanity
like they do in movies which we have
watched, such as ‘HOME ‘or will settle
in our planet like in ‘battle ship ‘is,
totally another question. Knowing that
only rocky planets can hold life with
water as an essential product for simple
life and its evolution to complex and
intelligent or advanced life, weather
the planet holds advanced life is a big
question. Sending Arecibo messages in
to space and hearing for other messages
is all humanity can do right now in

this quest to search life on other rocky
planets.
Searching for intelligent life in the
universe is pretty hard as it is so
humongous. According to a survey,
our host –The Milky Way Galaxy
itself hosts more than 300 million
stars. The universe has so many
galaxies, in which most of them are
larger than ours. Imagine stars being
orbited by billions of planets . This
is uncountable, as the distance is so
large. The details of our nearest galaxy
can’t be seen by our most powerful
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telescopes because of this distance.
While we humans imagine aliens as
gruesome creatures with different
body features and qualities we still
don’t know whether they exist.
Taking account of this, I just blindly
hope that we are not alone and can
make allies with aliens if and whether
we find them, also I hope that our
young rocky planet, the Earth is not
alone and the only one to host life.
Shivani B S
Grade 6B
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Stepping Stones….
It is said that success comes before
work only in the dictionary. I realized
this when I got first rank in national
level English Olympiad. It also fetched
me my first tablet pc. I am working
hard to achieve these small goals
in life. What I believe is that these
small goals will lead me to achieve
something big in life.
I took the exam for the first time for
fun and I enjoyed a lot. I never take
exams as burden and I enjoy writing
exaMs. The Olympiad exams aid
us in school exams as well as future
exams like JEE-IIT, NEET etc. They
don’t directly influence your school
exams but somewhere they will help
you. It increases our logical thinking,

aptitude, reasoning, mental ability,
Computer, English and General
Knowledge.
I would like to take the opportunity to
thank my school for providing me the
platform without which I would never
be able to achieve this. These exams
have enabled me to think in a broader
perspective. If you have the interest to
study and learn more things in your
life I highly recommend you to take
up these exaMs. These exams will
help you in your life and make you
successful in some way or the other.
Sagar V
Grade 6 A

Yoga is an ancient art which originated in India about
6,000 years ago. Earlier people used to practise yoga
and meditate to stay healthy and strong during their
lifetime. Yoga is the most suited method of connecting
to the nature by balancing the mind and body. It creates
a synergy and harmony between mind and body. It is
a type of exercise which is performed by combining
breathing techniques, physical postures and meditation.
Yoga can be practised by anyone as an exercise on an
everyday basis so as to remain active and fulfill the
needs of highly demanding life. This is especially true
in the case of teenagers and adults. Yoga includes
pranayama and kapalbhati which are one of the best
and effective breathing exercises. Yoga is a therapy
which helps in getting rid of illnesses gradually, if
practised on a daily basis. It has some inarguable and
positive changes on the internal body. It also regularises
the functioning of our body organs.
Paridhi Tayal
Grade 6 B
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¨É¼ÀV£À ªÁAiÀÄÄ«ºÁgÀ

(¥ÀQëUÀ¼ÀÄ, PÀ®gÀªÀ, ¸ÀÆAiÀÄð£À ZÉAzÀ, vÀA¥ÁzÀ UÁ½,
ªÀÄ£À¹ìUÉ ±ÁAw, ªÀÄ£ÉÆÃºÀgÀ, EA¥ÀÄ, ªÉÆÃqÀUÀ¼ÀÄ,
zÉÃºÀPÀÆÌ M¼ÉîAiÀÄzÀÄ) £Á£ÀÄ ¨É¼ÀVÎ£À ªÁAiÀÄÄ«ºÁgÀPÉÌ
ºÉÆÃVzÉÝ, ºÉÆgÀUÉ §AzÁUÀ C°è£À ¸ËAzÀAiÀÄð £À£ÀUÉ
vÀÄA¨Á EμÀÖªÁ¬ÄvÀÄ.
¸Àé®à ºÉÆwÛ£À°èAiÉÄÃ ¸ÀÄAzÀgÀªÁzÀ
¸ÀÆAiÉÆÃðzÀAiÀÄªÁ¬ÄvÀÄ, ¸Àé®à¨É¼ÀPÁ¬ÄvÀÄ.
ªÀÄ£ÉÆÃºÀgÀªÁzÀ ¥ÀQëUÀ¼À PÀ®gÀªÀ Q«UÉ EA¥ÁVvÀÄÛ.
F ¸ÀªÀÄAiÀÄzÀ°è ªÉÆÃqÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ¸ÀÄAgÀªÁV
PÀArvÀÄ. ¨ÉÃgÉ ¨ÉÃgÉ DPÁgÀzÀ°èvÀÄÛ. vÀÄA¨Á
¸ÀAvÉÆÃμÀªÁ¬ÄvÀÄ, ªÀÄ£À¹ìUÉ ±ÁAw ¹QÌvÀÄ,
vÀA¥ÁzÀ, ¸ÀéZÀÒªÁzÀ UÁ½ ªÀÄ£À¹ìUÉ ªÀÄÄzÀ ¤ÃrvÀÄ,
D£ÀAzÀªÁ¬ÄvÀÄ. ¨É¼ÀV£À ªÁAiÀÄÄ«ºÁgÀ zÉÃºÀPÀÆÌ
M¼ÉîAiÀÄzÀÄ. ªÁAiÀÄÄ«ºÁgÀPÉÌ ¥Àæw¢£À ºÉÆÃUÀÄªÀÅzÀjAzÀ
DgÉÆÃUÀåªÁV EgÀ§ºÀÄzÀÄ.
¥ÀÈyé LvÁ¼ï
6£ÉÃ © «¨sÁUÀ
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La cuisine
« La fête de la gastronomie »
est l’une des fêtes importantes en France. Les français la
célèbre avec plus d’enthousiasme et joie.

La plupart des gens mange trois repas par jour : le
petit- déjeuner, le déjeuner et le dîner. Pour moi, le petitdéjeuner est le repas le plus important. Je prends un repas
complet avant de commencer ma journée.
MAURYA GOWDA
Grade 6 B

Il y a beaucoup de cuisines au monde entier. J’aime
manger les spécialités de tout le monde. La cuisine que je
préfère la plus, c’est le poulet. La cuisine qui me donne de
l’énergie et me met en bon humeur.
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Bheemeshwari
The next day’s trip kept me excited the
whole night of 21st December 2017.
22nd December, the day which all of
us had waited for, finally arrived. We
were asked to come to school at 6:00
am. The bus arrived at 6:20 am and all
of us excitedly sat with our friends.
We left at 6:33 am and our happiness
knew no bounds. We sung songs and
played many games while going to
Bheemeshwari. After sometime, we
arrived at the check post of Cauvery
Wildlife Sanctuary. Wearing the
caps that were given to us there, we
entered the sanctuary and saw many
deer, monkeys and wild boars. Next
we visited the Bheemeshwari nature
camp. Girls, boys and the teachers
were given separate rooms to freshen
up. After freshening up, we had our
breakfast which was hot and fresh.
Then we had an introductory talk
by Mr. Venkat who told us many
interesting facts about nature.
Trekking on a small hill at a distance
of 3-4 km from our camp was very
refreshing even though the hill
was actually steep and it was a
challenge to climb it. The hill top had
a breathtaking view and we could see
the Kaveri river from there. While
trekking down the hill, we sat for a
while in front of a very small stream.
There, we saw a Leopard’s fresh
footprint. After this, we went to the
shallow part of the Kaveri river and
played in the water. Then it was lunch

time and we enjoyed the tasty meal
served to us. We had a brief play time
post-lunch after which we proceeded
to Muttathi temple.
The peaceful vision of the God at
the temple calmed us down a little
in terms of our excitement but the
news of our time of departure at 5.28
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pm brought it back again. We sang
many songs on our way back. Finally,
we arrived at the school where our
parents were waiting to take us back
home. The trip had come to an end but
the memories will linger on forever.
Aadhya R
Grade 6 B
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Grade 7 Class Photographs
G7 A

G7 B
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Class teacher reflections
Ms. Savitha K Nayar
Class Teacher: Grade 7A
It was a great experience working
as a class teacher for grade 7A. I
had a group of very obedient girls
and mischievous boys. The girls of
my class always wanted to have a
good rapport with me. They always
wanted to have bubble time with
me. I would like to wish them all the
best in their future endeavour.

Ms. Shaefali Shetty
Class Teacher: Grade 7 IGCSE
The class of 7I was an exuberant
bunch of children that spent the
year momentously with a clever
mix of activities involving mischief,
fun, learning and commitment. I’ve
enjoyed every moment of being
your class teacher. Kudos to all of
you, children!!

Ms. Dhivya
Class Teacher: Grade 7 & 8 NIOS
As a class teacher, I feel my
students are very engaged in
the classroom and participated
in conversations without the
fear of being judged or judging
their classmates. They are
very adaptable, outspoken and
courteous at the same time. Such
attitudes have instilled a sense
of self-confidence in them. They
feel positive about themselves,
ignore the negativity and are kind
to others.

STILL I’ll RISE

NIGHT SEE-SAW

You may write me down in history
With your bitter twisted lies,
You may trod me in the very dirt
But still , like dust , I’ll rise.

Just walking in the peaceful night
Nothing but the stars seems white
Can see the stars shimmering
Can hear the crickets whining
I am living the night, the beautiful night

Does my success overpower you ?
With the certainty of tides,
Just like hopes springing high,
Still I’ll rise.
Does my confidence upset you ?
I’m a black ocean, leaping and wide
You may shoot me with your
words and cut me with your eyes,
And kill me with your hatefulness,
Still I’ll rise.

Ms. Amrutha Madhusudan
Class Teacher: Grade 7 C
My class was highly energetic,
outspoken, industrious and eager to
learn. They are active participants
in school activities. They are very
enthusiastic and love to serve
others.

Ms. Kirti B Nair
Class Teacher: Grade 7 B
“When it comes to effective learning
experience, one proactive question
is worth many proclamations.”
Including a variety of techniques and
finding out how effectual they can
be, was my experience of teaching
the batches of 2017-18.

I am always scared of insects
But they seem nice to me today
Under the tree I lay
Not waiting for the next day
Just living the night, the beautiful night
I see the sun rising
I saw the peaceful night
Now the city looks totally bright
With the morning light
I just lived the night, the most beautiful night

Rachana P
Grade 7 IGCSE

Shivani H R
Grade 7 C
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ON THE SEA
SHORE
I walk on the seashore
On the white sand so bare.
The rippling waves touch my
feet with a roar
As I take my refuge there.
I walk on the sea shore
And the warm breeze lifts my hair.
Gulls and eagles rise high to soar
And land down without a care.
I walk along the sea shore
Watching the waves in motion,
Looking for seashells,
pebbles and more
For the sea is God’s creation.
Shreya V Pai
Grade 7 B

Never let go of
education
Once upon a time there lived a
Brahmin named Rahu, he had a
small piece of land and ate a lot of
food. He did the work of a farmer,
he earned enough money to pay for
the education of his children but his
son Ram was a very naughty boy, he
used to run away from school and go
home and play with his friends. One
day his father caught him playing
with his friends, his father took him
home and told him that if he doesn’t
study he will have to work in the
fields and earn less money. But if you
study, you can live in a mansion and
have a lot of money, he then realized
that he should work hard and study
well. In the future Ram became the
richest man in his town. The moral
of the STORY is that never let go of
education and education will never
let go of you.
Midush
Grade 7 A

Living Creature
People hunt me but they don’t realise
that I am just like you a ‘living creature’.
I help by giving oxygen and paper
and I only ask of water.
Please! don’t cut me as I am a living creature.
If I were not there then you won’t be too,
as I give you air so you should give me something too.
I grow fruits and vegetables which goes to you
So give me water as I am a living creature too.
Tanisha S Y
Grade 7 A

Tiny grass, HUGE tree
In a faraway forest there,
were tiny, delicate grass
they were so delicate that
they could be compared to glass

One dark midnight
It had been a stormy day
The time had come,
When the tree would pay

as they were delicate,
easily they could be pulled out
so all the other trees
together used to shout –

That stormy night,
What the grass had told came true,
The mighty tree fell,
When the wind blew

“such tiny, tiny plants
Weak plants such as you
can be pulled out by
Applying strength very few”

The tree got its lesson
When it fell on the ground
And when it fell,
‘THUD!’ it made a sound

Listening to all this
the grass felt very sad
it pledged to make the huge
trees feel very bad

Thus others we should not tease,
Instead make friendship with ease.

Said the grass to the trees,
“I know it`s true that I am weak,
But when a very large wind blows,
Though you are huge, help you
would seek”
“you will fall hard
Once the heavy winds blow
You will be uprooted
And your weakness will show”
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A Tale of two poems

MY BONES
Bones are two hundred six,
that are mix and fix
joints are at main points
that enable us to run and walk.
the lower jaw of the skull
allows us to chew and talk.
There is cartilage in our ears
that let them to pierce.
top of it all is the
skull that is main
and has the brain

MY SCHOOL
DIS is my school
and that also has a pool.
all are my friends
who have different trends.
the boys like P.E
and girls like M.E
The teachers are humble and kind
and also have an intelligent mind
east or west
my school is the best
Khushi G Achinth
Grade 7 B

Girls are the future
A school without girls, that’s not fair !. A girl child is as precious as a gem,
who brings peace and laughter in the homes of sorrowness . But, few think
they are a burden, why? And kill them as soon as they are born, they don’t
let her live her future ! Few parents think it is not necessary for a girl child to
be educated, they make them do the household duties. If girls are educated
they may charm in the society and change the world one day. They should
be treated equally in the society. The armed forces could be joined only by
boys but now even girls join the armed forces. There are many courageous
and brave girls in the society and each of the girls should be let to fulfill their
dreaMs.
BETI BACHAO ! !
BETI PADAO ! !
Shipra P
Grade 7 C

GUILT
Guilt.... it is something that talks bad about you behind your back, a parasite that
we carry around slowly draining our lives, basically a bad feeling we don’t want to
express, not even to the ones who are closest to us. This guilt continues to increase
in size building layers upon layers creating a burden that we willingly impose on
ourselves. We never complain, never take action. We don’t even try to break away
from it. This guilt also causes us to lie and we cover these lies with even more until it
forms a tower so tall it may come crashing down any minute. It acts like a slow toxin
slowly killing us from the inside. So now that you know what guilt is you might be
thinking about how it occurs. It usually occurs when we break a rule (even a small
one like taking an extra cookie when you’re not allowed to) or if you have done
something wrong and you lock up these thoughts inside you only causing worry
and unhappiness. So I think it’s time we steer clear of this unnecessary feeling to be
more optimistic than pessimistic.
Vishnu Kishor Thampi
Grade 7 IG

ONE’S BEST FRIEND...MY BEST FRIEND
There are some “things” which can be one’s best friend also......
Veronica Roth, Stephenie Meyer, Cassandra Claire, J K Rowling all these world famous authors have “blown lives” into
these non living but fascinating things known as BOOK. Each book has taught us something new, interesting, funny
and has also introduced us to various characters who have always been beside you since you’ve started reading about
them. We have also entered different places such as Hogwarts, The Pit, The Arena, Victor’s Village where Katniss, Tris
and Harry have spent their never ending adventures. Once you start reading a book you become a part of them which is
inseparable by any method. Books can sometimes lead you towards your true identity and where you stand. For example,
you may prove to be as intelligent as our dear Hermione or as unique and brave as our daring Beatrice Prior. Another
advantage of reading books is that they increase your imaginative capacity and take you to almost every single fantastic
place you can think of. Books can prove to be your best friend without any doubt!!!
Rachana R
Grade 7 C
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MY SCHOOL
My school is probably the best school in the WORLD. I enjoy coming to school because of the greenery, sweet teachers, equal
attention towards sports and education,good environment and a ton of other things. Starting with the teachers, they are very
kind and help you with all things, suppose you are facing trouble in some subject or any other matter the teachers will help you.
They are like your second MOTHER and calling someone your mother is not a small thing.... Anyways, our School has a huge
swimming pool and you can even go to learn during school hours ( it is optional ). The school even organises a yearly trip for
each grade. From 7th onwards you get to do overnight trips!!!. The best thing about our school is that we have both annual day
and sports day. My favourite is annual day as I get to meet many new people of other grades.
PRITA
Grade 7 C

Travelogue

A travel back in time
My trip to Odisha was a dream
come true. I like history and love
visiting historical temples. The
sculptures, carvings, and the entire
structure of the temples were mindblowing!
We left Bengaluru at afternoon
and reached Odisha in the evening.
I had been waiting to visit all the
temples, but mostly to see the place
where Kalinga war had taken place.
That evening, we went to
Nandankanan zoo, which is the
largest zoo in India. Nandankanan
hosts a number of wild animals and
a variety of species. That day, we
also went to a huge art ‘mela’ where
thousands of artists were selling
marvelous and beautiful iteMs.
They were all handmade. It was
indeed the best way to start our
vacation.

We visited the Puri Jagannatha
temple that was filled with visitors
and the locals who had come to seek
the God’s blessings.
Out of all the places we visited, the
Sun temple at Konark was the best.
It was magnificent! The carvings,
the huge chariot wheels and the
sculptures were so intricate and
detailed. It is impossible to build such
temples now.
The Sun’s rays passes directly
through the temple’s main door and
falls on the God’s idol. The main part

of the temple was destroyed years
ago and the God’s idol, made of pure
gold was stolen. When the guide
was explaining the history of this
beautiful temple, I could imagine
the beauty and its glory before it
was destroyed. I felt like I was going
back in time.
I also went to see the ‘Ashokan
Edicts’ which is centuries old.
Nearby was the place where the
Kalinga war took place. I could
imagine the whole river covered in
blood.
These places are some of the most
important places in India as they
changed the history. These places
must be preserved as they are our
rich heritage and culture!
Samhita Rao
Grade 7 B
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La Fête Des
Lumières
- DIWALI
Diwali est la fête la plus
populaire en Inde. C’est
célébrée en mémoire du
Lord Rama. Ce jour- là, Lord
Rama a retourné chez lui
après un exile de 14 ans. Il
s’accompagnait sonfrère
Laxman et sa femme. De plus,
Diwali est le symbole d’amour
et de fraternité.
Les gens célèbrent Diwali avec
leur famille: amis, voisins,
parents. C’est la fête des
lumières. Tout le monde décore
la maison avec des chandelles
colorées. Les gens préparent
des bonbons et les distribuent
aux amis. Ils brûlent les feux
d’artifices. Ils font la prière au
Dieu.
Cette fête lumineuse est
célébrée en Inde avec plein
d’enthousiasme.
VAIBHAV LOKESH
Grade 7 IG
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LA TOUR EIFFEL
La tour Eiffel est le symbole officiel de Paris. Elle
est située sur Seine. C’est l’une des principales
attractions de Paris et la plus fréquentée par les
touristes du monde entier. Elle est composée
d’acier et mesure 1063 pieds de haut. C’est l’un
des plus grands bâtiments au monde. La partie
supérieure de la tour peut effectivement basculer
dans l’air.

pour les tours. Il y a environ 1665 étapes en tout. La
vue nocturne de la tour est la plus belle vue.
Il existe de nombreuses répliques de la Tour Eiffel
dans le monde entier. Il y a aussi une belle réplique
à Las Vegas aux États-Unis. Il y a même un hôtel
nommé « Paris Paris ». Je l’ai visité plusieurs
fois. J’ai aussi un souvenir miniature de la Tour
Eiffel. En tout, la tour Eiffel est un monument
très populaire à Paris qu’aucun touriste ne peut
manquer.

Gustave Eiffel est l’architecte en chef de la tour. Il
l’a construite en 1889. On l’appelle aussi « La Dame
de Fer ». Il y a des étapes et aussi un ascenseur

RISHABH KARTHIKEYA
Grade 7 IG

Mon Expérience à Disneyland
En Avril ma famille et moi, nous
avons visité «Disneyland.» Nous
sommes allés en TGV. Quand nous
sommes arrivés, nous avons vu
le château de Disneyland, c’était
tellement grand. Le premier trajet,
avec lequel nous sommes allés, était
le Thunder Mountain. Après avoir
attendu si longtemps, nous avons
eu notre tour. Le trajet s’est arrêté
au milieu et nous avons peur. Enfin,
tout va bien! Après cela, nous avons
fait un tour appelé Indiana Jones.

La course en voiture était si rapide
que mes lunettes sont tombées mais,
heureusement, je les ai attrapées.
Pour le déjeuner, nous avons mangé
de la pizza. Après avoir eu la pizza,
nous sommes allés faire du shopping
et nous avons continué à faire
d’autres manèges. J’ai vraiment
apprécié le voyage à Disneyland !
TANISHA YADAPADITHAYA
Grade 7 A
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Mon animal préféré
L’animal que je préfère le plus, c’est un cheval. Les
chevaux sont mignons et gracieux. Ils sont forts. Chez
ma grand- mère, j’ai un cheval.
Elle s’appelle Kajal. Elle est noire . Elle a les chevaux
noirs. Elle est grande, belle et douce. Quand je vais au
village, je fais du cheval.
J’adore mon cheval!!!!
MAURYA GOWDA
Grade 6B
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Grade 7 C
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Into The Nature’s Cradle

This year’s (2017-18) school trip was
to Dandeli in Northern Karnataka.
We were to report to Sangollirayanna
Railway Station in Bangalore’s city
centre at eight o’ clock, on the ninth
of November Two thousand and
seventeen. We all formed lines almost seventy of us, which were
ordered by section and were escorted

to the platform by our parents and
supervising teachers. We boarded
the train, the aforementioned train
departed soon.We all said goodbye
to our parents as this would be the
last we would see of them for nearly
four days! We spent the better part
of an hour talking, playing card
games, eating snacks, and having an
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all around good time. We barely slept
that night!
The train reached Hubli at around
four the next day - the tenth - we
piled into jeeps and set off on a four
hour long journey to the ‘ Bison River
Resort’ in the middle of the Dandeli
Tiger Reserve. All of us freshened
up, brushed our teeth, and changed
for a good part of two hours. Later,
we reported to the dining area, had
a tasty and nutritious breakfast and
were briefed on the days’ activities
(which sounded super fun). Then,
we reported to the rafting area of
the river bank, on which the resort
stood. We climbed onto rafts and
paddled with all our might and
made our way to an island in the
middle of the river. The river’s water
flowed through a depression on the
island’s surface. We took a dip and
held onto a rope suspended to make
sure that we weren’t washed away
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by the fast moving water.The water
was refreshingly cool and a nice
awakening for our sleep deprived
minds. We then rafted back, cleaned
up in the rooms to which were
allotted to us. Lunch was served
and we left for a nearby dam that
stood on the Kali river. The dam was
called ‘Supa Dam’ and we were not
allowed to record any information an
the dam. It was so high up, it left me
quavering in my boots.
By the time we got back, it was
already near sundown. A beautiful
sunset, might I add. We were told to
wake up early in the morning the
next day. We ate dinner at seven
and fell asleep before our heads
touched the pillows. The next day,
we woke up at six (it was so cold that
we were wearing layers of clothes
and drinking hot coffee and tea) and
went for a birdwatching trek through
the jungle. We came back at around
nine and got ready to leave. We got
back onto the jeeps and were on
the road until about 2 p.m. We had
lunch at a homestay in a village; we

played badminton and swung on tyre
swings for an hour. Then we were
back on the trail. At nine, we reached
our intended destination, Subhadra
Hotel in Mallapur. We then had a
tasty dinner and hit the sack. The
next day, our guide took us to look at
the plants at the hotel. We had some
healthy breakfast at the hotel and set
off to Karwar. We played in the sunsoaked, sandy beach at Karwar went
to the historic ‘INS Chapal’ which
was repurposed as a museum and
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watched an interesting documentary
on the Indian Navy. We then had a
delicious lunch in Karwar and left
for Hubli. At 9 p.m, we had dinner at
a local restaurant in Hubli. We got
to the railway station and the train
back to Bangalore left at eleven. We
arrived in Bangalore at nine thirty in
the morning. So ended our super fun
school trip.
Aditya S Rao
Grade 7 IGCSE
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Grade 8 Class Photographs

G8 A

G8 B
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G8 C
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G7&8
NIOS

Class teacher reflections
Ms. Vijayalakshmi H N
Associate Teacher: Grade 8 A
My experience as an associate
teacher of 8 A is full of wonderful
memories. The batch was a mix of
mischievous yet intelligent children.
They knew when they could afford
to do pranks and when they need to
get serious.

Ms. Umadevi U Kumar
Class Teacher: Grade 8 IG
I always considered the position
of class teacher as a position of
responsibility. I enjoyed encouraging
students to actively participate in the
learning process, be it curricular or cocurricular events. The quality circle
time, bubble time, PTM’s, interactive
sessions after assembly and the school
enterprise challenge program are the
memories that I would love to cherish
forever.

Ms. Sangeeta Siddhanta
Class Teacher: Grade 8 C
The students of 8C are very good
and co-operative. Over the year we
developed a rapport with each other.
The QCT sessions were ice-breaking
in nature and helped me to know
each child personally at the same
time it also helped the children
to open up with their ideas and
views. Deccan believes in holistic
development of a child and I am glad
that I could be a part of it.

Mr. Amit Anand
Class Teacher: Grade 8 B
Nothing can quite prepare you for stepping through the school doors as a class teacher. Will I fit in at the school? Will
the children like and respect me? Will I be a good class teacher? All these questions flood your mind with each step…
and then the bell goes. Suddenly your mind snaps into focus, and your primary concern becomes about how you can
do this to the best of your ability, helping to give children a great educational experience. As the days progressed I got
answers to all these questions- in the form of support from my loving children.
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My favourite teacher
I am happy that u are my teacher
I enjoy each lesson you teach
As my role model you inspire me
To dream, to work and to reach

You taught me not to get disappointed
At life’s minor bumps and bounces
I will never forget that because
You made me believe in second chances

I remember that day when
I failed and I cried
But you reassured me kindly
And congratulated me because I tried.

You help me fulfil my potential
And I am happy for all that you have
done
I admire you each day and I just want to
say
As a teacher you are#1.

With your kindness you get my attention
Every day you are planting a seed
of curiosity and with you generosity
to know, to grow and to reach.

Bhavana Bandi
Grade 8 A

Nature
Wake up in the morning,
Sitting up and yawning,
Looking out at the nature,
Man’s the real creature.
Watching the bright sun,
Holding a Choco bun,
Birds flying with their wings,
To remind our time, the alarm
rings.
Kids playing in the sand,
Elder children playing the band,
Finally it’s afternoon,
We are with our boxes and spoons.
Time for the evening snacks,
Then everyone rest on their back,
Now comes the dark night,
Which we never try to fight.
It’s all the nature’s beautiful
creation,
Shall we give a standing
ovation????
Jayanth
Grade 8 B

Childhood
It all starts in the cradle
as a small child, unable to waddle.
With a cute smile and a shrill voice,
All he can do is play with toys.
Then he learns to walk and run;
it is difficult but surely fun.
Off to school he goes in a bus,
At first, it seems like a fuss.
Later, he makes friends and plays,
So he is busy most of the days.
He studies well and gets good score,
His life gets better, even more.
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Study and play hard to achieve
results good,
He surely has a memorable
childhood.
Abhay Aniruddha
Grade 8 A
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The unusual gift that I received and
why is it so special?
The most unusual gift given to me was
a street cat and its three kittens. This
was when I was 10 years old I had no
idea about how I could adjust with
animal. I was extremely scared about
getting into trouble with animals
around me. My mom was an expert at
taking care of animals. She knew how
to train dogs, cats, rabbits and even
squirrels! The most astonishing part
is that my dad is quite opposite; he
was in fact scared of animals but he
would never admit it. He would just
say, “They just make me feel annoyed".
This gift of mine was given by my
mom. She said,” When you know how
to handle things in the right way, that
is when you know you’re a human”.
This is when I stared at my cat and
thought about how I could make this
understanding between us fun. My
first day with my cat was horrible,
she wouldn’t let me even touch her.
I knew I could make the impossible
possible, so I fed her and went back.
The next day I did the same and the
same ritual continued till two weeks.

And then finally one day my cat came
sat down beside me; she went and got
her kittens to come and sit next to me,
but even that was hard as the kittens
were very scared of me. I sat quietly
for at least fifteen minutes looking
at the cat. Then my cat came to me
and purred (as if she were asking
me to pat her). I went slowly near
her and finally I put my hand on her
and touched her. That was the most
happiest memory I had till now. It was
just beautiful. And now
I have four kittens and
two cats at home which
love me with all their
hearts.

your love before anything. People
rather have a wrong notion that only
a dog is loyal, but I disagree. The love
which my cats have given to me is
incomparable to what dogs could have
given and cats are and will be the
most loyal creatures to you if you get
to know them better.
ANUBHA V GOPINATH
Grade 8 B

Best piece of advice:
If a cat doesn’t want
you to touch it then
don’t because it will
only make it worse
when you do. And
please handle with care
because they are the
animals which want

Green Hackathon
GREEN HACKATHON-a
competition conducted by Reap
Benefit, held in Bellandur, was a
very nice opportunity to show all
our talents in solving simple civic
probleMs. My team comprising of
three of my classmates were selected
for the finals. We were prepared
with our models and charts and
arrived at our destination ‘RMZ ECOWORLD’.

The place was huge and there were
art installations kept which were
made of reused or recycled materials.
Each school had a stall in which they
presented their works.
There were three judges who looked
at all our models and depending
upon our speaking skill, model’s
presentation and our creativity
they marked our models. We also
had four workshops which were
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very informative and helped us in
the competition. The participants
votes decided the first prize! We also
listened to inspiring speeches and
about innovative inventions to solve
probleMs. It was a great experience
to go to the competition as we learnt
many things.
ABHIGNA D
Grade 8 A
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Bastille

La fête nationale de la France commémore le
14 Juillet 1789. Elle représente le tournant de
la Révolution Française et aussi la fête de la
Fédération. Il y a des feux d’artifices et des
défilés. Il y a un invité étranger chaque
année. Les français chantent la Marseillaise.
Vyshrav Niranjan et Fazil Gassali
Grade 8C
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CREATIVE WRITING COMPETITION

Topic: It was bright and sunny when
we began the drive to Mysore ......

I struggled to keep my eyes open.
”Move it!!!!” yelled a loud voice and
pushed me forward.
The sun’s rays blazed and burnt my
skin. We loaded the minivan with
bags and bags and more bags. Yes, my
family and I were going on a road trip
to The City of Palaces, Mysore.
I hated road trips as much as cats
hated water. Stuffed in the car with
three noisy cousins was enough to
make me sick. But that wasn’t the
only problem. Motion sickness hits
me like a wrecking ball every time I
travelled. It’s a curse. But that didn’t
stop my parents from keeping me
cooped up in a car every time we
went somewhere.
“It won’t be as bad as the last time,”
said my mother as she drove off
onto the highway and I tried to
keep myself distracted. Drawing,
colouring, talking and sleeping
went in vain. I just couldn’t ignore

the fact that my stomach was doing
gymnastics inside. Just twenty
minutes into it and I was already
throwing up. I felt asleep with
exhaustion after that. When I woke
up, the car had stopped and my
parents were missing. Wait!! I wasn’t
in a car, but in a bus.
The bus was neat and clean.
Strangers surrounded me wherever
I looked. Panic hit me like a wave.
I asked the lady sitting next to me
about where that bus was going.
Mumbai!? I almost shrieked with
shock. I tried to tell people around
me that I was in the wrong vehicle.
But these people only knew Marathi
and hence my words were not
understood. I just sat there helpless
and on the brink of tears. But mostly,
I was angry. Angry at my parents for
their lack of responsibility.
Suddenly I saw a car stop next to
my window and people in it were
screaming and shouting my name. I
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saw a woman get out of the car and
hop onto the bus. The next moment
I was hurried out of the bus and
showered with hugs and kisses. My
mother and father stood in front of
me with the biggest smiles on their
faces. As I was very tired and lightheaded, I was taken to the car and
put to sleep.
The rest of the journey went
peacefully. When we reached our
destination, I was told that that I
had boarded someone else’s vehicle
as I was dizzy and couldn’t see. My
parents searched the whole area
before finally finding me in the bus.
I was so relieved and overjoyed. “If
you keep doing this, we’re going to
mistake a village girl for you and take
her home,” chuckled my father after
seeing the expression of horror on
his face.
Mandaara Sudheendra
Grade 8 C
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LE COURS DE FRANÇAIS
À l’école, on peut choisir une des trois langues- hindi, kannada et français. Je
suis ravie que je choisisse le français. J’attends impatiemment la cloche pour
que je puisse courir les deux étages pour arriver au cours de français. Ce n’est
pas seulement parce que l’ambiance d’apprentissage est si bonne mais aussi
parce que ma classe est vivifiante.
Je me suis rendu compte qu’il y a toujours une façon
amusante d’apprendre les choses difficiles. Il faut
tout simplement faire un effort et il faut travailler
dur. Au départ, c’était difficile mais maintenant je
suis à l’aise. Même notre institutrice nous explique
si clairement que j’ai la confiance de répondre toute
seule. Mais comme dit toujours, je cite :
<< Rien n’est facile sans la pratique. »
Et comme j’ai commencé à travailler plus, il y a une amélioration considérable
par rapport à mes notes. Peut-être cet article vous convaincrait à apprendre
le français ou bien gagner l’approbation parmi les autres apprenants comme
moi. Enfin, j’adore le cours de français et j’en suis sûre !!
TAJSULTANA T
GRADE 8 C

Pourquoi
une mère est-elle
Importante?
Nous n’aimons pas tous nos mères ?
‘Dieu ne peut être partout ,donc il a fait des mères ! Cette
déclaration est exprimé par beaucoup de gens !
Une mère est une personne unique qu’elle ne peut pas être
décrite, elle joue de nombreuses rôles.
Elle fait tous pour que nous soyons heureux. Elle est merveilleuse.
C’est elle qui s’occupe de tous : la maison et la famille.
Avez-vous remarqué que nos enseignantes ne sont pas moins

J’aime ma
mère et je
sais que vous
aimez la
vôtre !

MANASA SHANKAR
GRADE 8 C
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SCRAMBLESOME!
Here are some words whose letters have been merged. Find out the words using the hint, examples and helpers. The hints
are in BLUE, examples on how the word is used in BLACK and the extra helpers in [GREEN].

OPPOSITE OF ALWAYS
NEVER EVER!
[MOSTLY USED LIKE THIS]

SYNONYM OF STRATEGY
DO YOU HAVE A PLAN?
[USED IN ACTION MOVIES, BOOKS,
ECT]

THE WORD IS USED BY A PERSON
IN NEED
HELP ME!!
[USED IN HORROR MOVIES AND
BOOKS]

USED BY A PERSON IN NEED OF
RESCUE
SAVE ME!!
[USED IN HORROR MOVIES and
BOOKS]

REPRSENETED BY YIN
BE GOOD TO OTHERS.
[ALSO REPRESENTED BY LIGHT]

REPRESENTED BY YANG
GOOD OVERCOMES EVIL.
[ALSO REPRESENTED BY DARKNESS]

SYNONM OF REBIRTH
THE PHOENIX IS REBORN FROM ITS ASHES

[A PHOENIX DOES THIS AFTER IT BURNS ITSELF]

KHUSHI B
Grade 8 A
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Grade 9 Class Photographs
G9 A

G9 B
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G9 IG

Class teacher reflections
Ms. Suma B
Class Teacher: Grade 9 A

Mrs.Nalini K
Class Teacher: Grade 9 B

Ms. Usharani V V
Class Teacher: Grade 9 IG

My journey as a class teacher for
grade 9A started in full swing as
students were very inquisitive,
bubbly and caring. It was a smooth
journey excepting one incident
where I fell ill with viral fever
and was forced to take leave
for few days. When I resumed
my duties after recovery, I was
surprised with the maturity and
wisdom displayed by my class. I
felt that they have become more
responsible, used to maintain
silence and listen to the class
completely. Surprising!

When I first got the class teachership of
9B with 33 children, I was with mixed
feelings as I had not handled a big class
earlier. I doubted whether I would be able to
connect to each and every child, but when
I started interacting with the students all
my doubts faded away. The way we bonded
gave me a wonderful experience. The QCT
sessions were ice-breakers. I understood
the strengths and weaknesses of each
and every child. I was able to successfully
solve many of their problems that comes
with adolescent age. Laughing with them,
being firm when required, engaging them
intellectually and seeing them complete
the year, grow up as responsible kids is a
wonderful journey for me to cherish.

We, as adults, usually try to
give solutions to problems
under the presumption that
we know the best. Let me tell
you that our presumption here
is outdated! This revelation
came to me when I was the
class teacher of 9 IGCSE during
the academic year 2017-18.
Witty little minds used to
speak about their challenges
and at the same time give
practical solutions to deal with
it. Wow! What was I doing
then? I became a great learner,
courtesy, my loving students.
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Purpose
“Why am I still alive” is a question
that almost everyone has asked in the
course of their lives, serious as it is, or
humorously- like when your friends do
something really stupid. If you want to
answer that question humorously, I’d
say that you’re alive because you were
born one day and you’re not yet dead.
On a deeper thought there is no simple
or absolute answer.
The way I perceive it, everyone is
here, on this planet to serve a purpose.
The purpose may be to do research
about another planet or be the reason
for the happiness of someone really
special. In the course of serving our
purpose, we stumble upon many

things like friends, school, teachers,
skills and many more things which
help or trouble us. Initially you may
perceive your purpose as something
that is restricted to your thinking
horizon, let’s say, district level football
or classical dancing but it may grow to
so much more. For some like Christiano
Ronaldo or Rukmini Devi Arundel,
it was the purpose of their life but
for some, it aids as a tool to realize
something greater. For example, you
meet someone in football coaching
who influences you take up a course
which changes your life. This was just
one simple example; there can be many
interconnected webs which leads you
to your purpose.

What if
I had a time machine?
An idea that has fascinated
mankind for eternity-Time travel.
An imagination but a question
worth asking, “What if I had a time
machine?” “Would you go to the past
or future?” Everyone loves to control
the world. What if it really was
possible?
My friends and I were discussing this
topic and we came with so many
interesting and humorous ideas.
While, we were debating on what to
choose- past or future most of us opted
for the past because it is more or less a
known path whereas going to future
could be risky.
We discussed about different things
that each of us wanted to experience.
One of my friends wanted to witness
the Renaissance- an era when
masterpieces were created to which
there is no competition even to this

date. While, the other wanted to
witness the evolution of mankind
and spend a day in the ‘World of
dinosaurs.’ I wanted to experience life
in ‘India- land of snake charmers and
flying carpets.’
The intensity of this topic came to fore
when we started re-framing the past
in such a way that we have useful and
effective social reforms, banishing
armed forces, weapons and other such
violence from the world, eradicating
the systems of the society which leads
to bias-poor and rich, black and white
and so on…
Suddenly, something struck my mind.
Every bright side has a dark side too.
Life is an adventure to explore the
unknown path. What fun would it be
if we know the path? We set alarms
without any assurance of being alive
the next day-that’s hope, we plan
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Or maybe, we do not have a single
purpose but multiple. The purpose of
my life could be connected to the lives
and purposes of many other people.
As long as you’re here, make the best
use of it. Matter to someone. Be the
reason someone smiles today (or even
cries, it doesn’t matter) or the reason
why orphaned children sleep cozily
in the night. You just need to do
something. It’s not that hard, you just
need to get off the chair while you’re
reading this and do something!
Chaitra S Rao
Grade 9 A

TWO
SHADES
Sometimes, we have to
remember that life changes like
seasons.
And your coldest winter,
Might be for the best of reasons.
I know, it will feel like all you
will ever do is freeze
But mind you,
Spring is coming and with it,
Are new born leaves.
Aisiri Iyengar
Grade 9 A

big things for tomorrow in spite of
zero knowledge of the future- that’s
confidence. What is life when big
words like ‘hope’ and ‘confidence’
vanish? A thought to dwell on.
Prakruthi S
Grade 9 B
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THE JOY OF READING
Weighing down in my arms are bundles of pages
Exuding a scent – fresh and new
And radiates inside me a familiar warmth
Bringing a smile on my face that won’t go askew.
These sheets, yellowed with age in appearance,
With contrastingly black spots to provide them company.
Spots – just afar – but up close these spots transform,
Uncovering millions of words, going hand in hand as a symphony.
Between these words is a beautiful story,
That transports me to a different dimension, world and time,
For me to befriend the characters, or live their life,
Making me undergo an experience extremely sublime.
When engrossed in reading and perusing, I feel not a moment of sadness
For why should I? Solace in adversity, I am provided with enough companionship.
My problems and loneliness, a distant and faded memory,
As through these unending pages I flip.
These exact emotions I feel for every story.
May they be with alien creatures, or haunted lands,
May they be of feelings or adventures or coping with grief,
Every book feels right in my hands.

RASHI GOEL
Grade 9 IGCSE

A Child Labourer’s Story
Thud! I fell to the floor, unable to
carry the weight of a heavy cement
sack. Being a child labourer is not an
easy task! My body is in no state to
do any construction work. My whole
body is sore from doing strenuous
work and sleeping on the cold, hard
ground as always. My clothes have
holes everywhere and my mother
says I can get new clothes only when
someone donates them. As I stare into
the windowpane of a car, I realize that
my eyes are red and swollen. Probably
because of crying last night when my
drunk father spanked me.
My throat is parched and I can hear
wolves howling from inside my
stomach. My thoughts go back to
almost a month ago, when I was

working near a fast food restaurant,
which had a red and yellow board.
The delicious aroma from there had
made my mouth water. I sigh deeply
as I think about the food I usually eat –
bland and cold.
As I reminisce about the yummy food
in the restaurant, two boys dressed in
school-uniforms pass by. I cannot help
but fantasize about myself wearing a
similar uniform and going to school
with a satchel proudly hanging from
my shoulders. I hear them telling each
other that school is hell for them and
they hate going there. If I were ever
given a chance to go to school instead
of doing construction work, I would
never complain…
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It’s high time the cries of child
labourers are heard. Why is it, in
our country that some people are so
rich, that they have to find ways to
splurge money whereas some people
are so poor, they cannot even afford
to live a decent life? Why is it that
many people whine about the issue of
child labour sitting at home but never
actually help a child labourer even
when they know that child labour
is illegal? Why do the cries of child
labourers often go unheard? Do the
lives of innocent child labourers not
matter?
Shraddha S Pai
Grade 9 A
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Brain Drain
The transfer of talent that is required
for a country’s development is called
brain drain. Our country has been
experiencing this since we won
independence. This is only possible
because institutes of our country
are of higher standard. In today’s
competitive world, India produces
many qualified engineers and doctors,
which is a matter of pride for the
nation, but on the other hand, all these
scholars are leaving the nation for the
development of other countries.
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)
accounts for around 35-40% of
engineers who go abroad to work
after they get their degrees. The
percentage is even higher in the field
of science, computer, aeronautics,
physics and operational research.
The main reason for brain drain is
that our country’s human resource

planning has not met standards of
giving employment opportunities.
Also, our scholars want to earn
their salary in foreign currency
which may be equi valent to many
times the value of Indian currency.
Reservation has reached its extreme
limit in India, where the colleges and
some companies choose reserved
candidates, which is disappointing
to deserving candidates. They look
out for greater pastures in foreign
countries, as they choose deserving
candidates and also provide good
and reasonable designations to
Indians. We hear the government
stating about how they will improve
employment rate and technology,
but most of these implementations
remain in papers or files only.

who have migrated from India. But
there were few people who used
their knowledge for betterment of
our nation, for example, Bharat Ratna
Sir.M.Visvesvaraya, Mahatma Gandhi,
Sir.C.V.Raman and many more.
These people could have gone abroad
and earned in crores but remained
in India for its development. I can
understand the sentiments of those
Indians who migrated to earn more
money and respect, but on the other
hand the government and companies
should provide opportunities for
deserving candidates and introduce
certain reforms in the employment
sector of India. According to me,
if the talent of India is used for its
betterment, then no power on earth
can inhibit India’s progress!

A major part of the world’s richest
countries depend upon those Indians

SHREYAANK M R
Grade 9 B

Garbage crisis in Bangalore
Bangalore was once a city known for
its appealing greenery. However, as
time passed, a long-lasting imprint was
left on it. Yes, this is about the garbage
cataclysm that the city is facing today.
The major cause of this is urbanization.
Urbanization refers to the migration of
people from rural areas to urban areas
in search of better living conditions.
This results in concentration of people
in cities. Due to increase in demand,
resources get used up, thereby leading
to waste generation.
Improper disposal of garbage is another
probable cause. This is because of
untreated waste discharged directly
into water. The major lakes in
Bangalore have been polluted due to

this reason. Waste accumulation has
various impacts on human beings
and the environment. Garbage often
emit foul smell on rotting. Dumped
wastes in disposal sites attract flies and
mosquitoes which become carriers of
diseases. Many diseases reported such
as Cholera, Malaria and Typhoid have
occurred in Bangalore as a result of
these dumped wastes.
This problem is posing a major threat
to Bangalore. The aesthetic beauty of
Bangalore is getting spoiled today. The
once known ‘Garden city’ has turned
into a ‘Garbage city’ now.
If we adopt the 3R – Reduce,
Reuse and Recycle strategy, the
generation of waste will become less.
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Implementation of proper garbage
segregation methods is very essential
to find a new ray of hope for the city’s
future.
Aparna R
Grade 9 A
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The bond
we share
with nature
I saw tiny white heads with green
crowns popping out from the
ground. With bated breath, I held
them by their crowns and pulled
them out of the soil. Yes indeed!
I’m talking about the short, stout,
crispy and juicy radishes from our
very own terrace garden!
It has hardly been a few months
since we started this venture of an
organic terrace garden using our
kitchen compost. The plants have
already begun to shower us with
their bounty. As I feast my eyes on
the multitude of colours, my heart
is filled with gratitude towards
the generosity of nature. All we
do is water the plants with care. In
return, they give us so much that
we can’t ask for more. Every time
we go up to the terrace, there are
surprises waiting for us! We always

return with our baskets overflowing
with fresh vegetables.

When the plants smile at us with
their freshness, we laugh with them!

Tending to a garden has taught us
many lessons. Sometimes pests claim
their share, sometimes flowers just
wither away before they get fertilized
and at times, flowers get washed away
due to heavy downpour. We tend to
get disappointed and feel helpless. But
of late, we have come to realize that
nature has its own mysteries and we
must learn to accept these twists and
turns without losing hope.

Now a days we spend many
evenings nurturing the plants in
our garden. This way we all relax
and spend time together. Not only
is our body healthy because of the
nutritious food we feed it with, but
our mind is also healthy because of
the joy we feed it with. Isn’t nature
providing us with much more
than just colourful vegetables and
flowers?

We are now so attached to the plants
that we share every emotion with them.

Mahitha Chakravarthi
Grade 9 A

Don’t panic
Every day is a struggle. Endless classes
with tuitions as a cherry on top. Only
days till the finals. Everyone is telling
me how important this is. My future
is my performance in this exam. The
numbers on the score card are all I
need to put effort in. This test decides
if I am a failure or not.
Regret clouds my mind as stress
takes over. The one mark I know I
lost due to a silly mistake may have
cost me a seat in a college. Slapping
myself because I forgot to write
one definition that can result in the
disappointment of my loved ones. My

mom and dad work so hard for me to
shine. But I am as dull as the sky on a
rainy day. Is it my fault I can’t match
their expectations?
The cardboard sheet in my hand
made my heart and mind weak.
I kept telling myself there was
nothing to worry about. My mom
waited patiently for me to read out
my life. My dad was pacing back
and forth. One step. About turn.
Repeat. I slowly looked down and
read out my hard earned scores.
Tears streamed down my face as I
apologised to my parents for these
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scores. I am the biggest failure to
walk on the Earth.
I am happy. I have topped my class
now. I love what I am learning. The
college I wanted to join was indeed
not the right one. This one is. I realise
now all those days I spent buried in
stress and struggle was such a waste.
I shouldn’t have spent time drowned
it anxiety and worrying about the
future. I should have spent that time
living life while I could.
Mallika Vellat
Grade 9 IGCSE
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Conspiracy theories and fake news
- the whats and whys?
*Conspiracy theories are the ideas that
explain events as being the results
of the plots by powerful people,
celebrities or organizations and that
many political events or economic
or social trends are the results of
secret plots that are largely unknown
to the general public.* The question
is why so many people believe in
them- even the most absurd ones
and why they are so appealing to the
people. There are so many conspiracy
theories floating around: Obama’s
birthplace, fleeing of the Nazis to the
moon after the second World War,
Princess Diana’s death, the 2016 U.S.
Presidential elections, NASA faking
the moon landings, the Illuminati and
secret brotherhoods actually run the
world and many more. And some
of them mentioned above are really
ridiculous. These conspiracy theories

are appealing to the general public
because they are framed in a way to
what the public wants to hear instead
of the actual truth. Even the most
absurd ones like that Jesus married
Mary Magdelene and that vaccines
are harmful to our body are believed
by many. Conspiracy theories can also
be linked to fake news. Even though
we have information at our fingertips,
we still believe in fiction. Many media
companies are trying their best to
provide trusted or to say ‘true’ news
and information, many fact checking
services are verifying the facts and
information sold or provided to the
public but the problem still persists.
Some are sponsored fake propagandas,
powerful people pay huge sums of
money to promote fake propagandas.
Some “maybe” true but the chances
are almost null. They are spread

possibly to stand out from the crowd
or to gain publicity. Some try to spread
them to get people to their side on
various disputes. They spread theories
and fake news that people want to
hear and thus become successful in
their deeper plan. A person with
scientific bent of mind is less likely
to believe in conspiracy theories and
fake news. Human mind is free and
mostly irrational and man will believe
what he wants to believe irrespective
of the fact whether the information or
the belief is true or false.
*Definition compiled from the
Internet
Anirdesh Y S
Grade 9 A

School is cool
School is a daily routine for us,
In the morning, we’re sure to make a fuss,
Even when the sun is still not up,
Here we are awake with milk in our cup!
We feel that school is such a bore
We feel that school is such a chore
Parents say, “School’s great! Now go!”
We say, “Well, what do you know?”
We reach school and see our friends
Immediately, the torture ends
We have a chat and go with the flow
Then the bell rings, it is time to go.
Some may see school as torture chamber,
Some cannot wait for the holidays in December
But it depends on how we look at school,
Honestly and positively school is cool!

SIRI K S
Grade 9 A
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The exploration of outer space
Outer Space is the endless, black,
infinite abyss which lies beyond the
atmosphere of our planet. All planets,
planetary systems, solar systems,
galaxies, the universe and other
parallel or conjoined multiverse
known or unknown to mankind lies
in the vacuum called Outer Space.
Outer Space exploration is an
immense arena with space agencies
such as NASA, Roscosmos, CNSA,
ISRO etc. trying to look at all the nook
and crannies of our solar system.
These space agencies have all
launched rover missions to the
planet nearest to Earth, that is, the
‘Red Planet’-Mars. NASA which is
the space agency in the United States
of America, has launched a satellite
called ‘Juno’ which orbits Jupiter,
takes photos of the biggest planet
in our solar system and sends them
to the Earth to be viewed by the

NASA scientists and make analytical
observations. This supremely
advanced space agency has even
managed to send satellites to
Interstellar Space. Interstellar Space
in the part of Outer Space which lies
beyond our solar system. The twin
satellites ‘Voyager 1’ and ‘Voyager
2’ captures and sends photos of the
surrounding planetary systems in
‘The Milky Way’ and tells us how
our solar system looks from Outer
Space.
Ever since the launch of ‘Sputnik
1’, the first artificial satellite in
1957, Space Agencies have been
expanding their knowledge of Outer
Space, through satellite photos and
have explored Outer Space to an
enormous extent.
Man’s knowledge of Outer Space has
grown ever since Neil Armstrong set
foot on the moon in 1969. Ever since

Alan Shepard performed the first
Outer Space activity when he played
golf on the moon, the Outer Space
market has swelled to include many
private entities which are trying
to explore space for themselves.
For instance, Elon Musk’s SpaceX
launched Falcon Heavy in February
2018. Falcon Heavy, developed
by SpaceX is world’s second most
powerful space rocket after Saturn
V. Falcon Heavy is a reusable rocket
and carried a cherry red Tesla
Roadster to Outer Space.
It has been 60 years since the launch
of the first artificial satellite and man
has been able to send satellites all
the way to Interstellar Space. Who
knows what man can explore in
the years to come? What lies in the
endless infinity called Outer Space?
Amogh Ananda
Grade 9 B

Français et moi
Si on essaie d’apprendre sans avoir de
passion, c’est impossible. Si on essaie
d’apprendre sans voir ses utiles, c’est
impossible. Si on essaie d’apprendre
sans chercher des parties de sa vie,
c’est impossible- la curiosité, l’intérêt
et le respect aident beaucoup en
apprenant une nouvelle langue,
culture.
Le deuxième week-end de février
nous a aidé à apprendre français
différemment- les idées fous, être
en pleine d’anxiété, et les crêpes au
chocolat. Entendez les autres parlant
en français sans les sous-titres. Quelle
belle expérience !

Nous avons préparé un mash-up de la
chanson française <Un, Deux, Trois>
par Catherine Ferry et la chanson
kannada <Santhoshakke> par S.P.
Balasubrahmanyam, et nous avons
commencé pratiquer vraiment trois
jours en avance.
Notre première peur : c’était la
chanson kannada- si personne ne le
sait, ce sera un fiasco!
Notre deuxième peur, c’était la
chanson kannada- si tout le monde
oublient la chanson française en
entendant cette chanson kannada, ça
poserait un grand problème !
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c’est un festival assez célèbre partout,
non? Heureusement, il n’y était pas
de problème- tout le monde s’est
beaucoup amusé en écoutant la
mélange de deux chansons.
C’était une expérience superbe, et
nous sommes reconnaissants à notre
école pour nous donner l’opportunité
de célébrer ces deux cultures avec des
étudiants comme nous.
Sammita Hullemane
GRADE 9 IGCSE
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Whose fault?
She covered her face as she went out;
Which often spoke out loud
She recalled that very day she met her fate
That very day she was told that she looked great
Great, to the eye to that person
With whom her story had just begun
He was rejected
He was affected
Being a man of short temper
Planned a revenge for everyone to remember
The young lady had just started a new living
That’s when he cut off her wing
She just stood there confused
As it happened, she had been abused
She had lost her face
She had lost her grace
It led into a phase so cruel,
Hatred and fear were the only emotions that
began to dwell

Her beauty was blamed for igniting love and revenge in him
What could she do in a society whose mind is lit so dim?
But she, only she stood up strong
To tell all acid attack victims
“Live life you were not wrong
She who held you in her womb
Did so, so you could bloom
Take revenge
Win to avenge
Let your song be sung
Let your victory whir and be rung
He threw acid on your face, not your dream
& together we’ll be a beam
Blind him with that light
Let us start the fight
YOU ARE NOT A VICTIM, YOU ARE A SURVIVOR”
Saying that, she threw the scarf off her face
As it wasn’t her fault; but his!
Gitanjali S Reddy
Grade 9 A

The Iris Recognition
Iris recognition is an automated
method of biometric identification
that uses mathematical patternrecognition techniques on video
images of one or both of the irises of
an individual’s eyes, whose complex
patterns are unique, stable, and can
be seen from some distance.
The iris of the eye has been
described as the ideal part of
the human body for biometric
identification for several reasons.
It is an internal organ that is well
protected against damage and wear
& tear by a highly transparent and
sensitive membrane (the cornea).
Many commercial iris scanners can
be easily fooled by a high quality
image of an iris or face in place
of the real thing. The scanners

are often tough to adjust and can
become bothersome for multiple
people of different heights to
use in succession. The accuracy
of scanners can be affected by
changes in lighting. Iris scanners are
significantly more expensive than
some other forms of biometrics, as
well as password and proximity card
security systeMs.
Aadhaar began operation in 2011
in India, where the government is
enrolling the iris patterns (and other
biometrics) of more than one billion
residents for the Aadhaar scheme
for entitlements distribution, run by
the Unique Identification Authority
of India.
In March 2015, India’s Andhra
Pradesh state has launched an iris139

based identity management solution
developed by IriTech for enhancing
pension distribution system.
At the end of 2015, Microsoft
launched two Lumia phones (Lumia
950 and Lumia 950 XL) featuring iris
scanning as a way to authenticate
the user. Technology seems to be
advancing very fast and becoming
very exciting too.
Jayanth.J
Grade 9B
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Science Seminar
Report
When we are given the opportunity to do
the explanation which teachers would rather
do, especially in a seminar, it completely
flips the scenario. When 13 students face off
for the glory and title with quirky scientific
facts and explanation about topics, one as
good as the other, it’s an adrenaline rush for
the crown. So be ready to give it your all.
Hats off to all of this year’s participants for a
marvelous Science Seminar.
Jayanth J
Grade 9 B
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Math
Seminar
Report
Math as a subject, has no bounds
and, what better way to get the
picture of it than in a seminar. With
a showdown between 16 students,
and topics, one participant walks
away with all the fame. Nothing
short of their best should be
given by the participants in a toe
crushing, edge of the chair contest
such as the extravagant Math
Seminar.
Amogh Ananda
Grade 9 B
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Jim Corbett-Nainital-Delhi Trip Report

Day 1: On 16th January 2018, 28
students of class 9 reported to school
at 12:30 am. When the rest of the city
was sleeping soundly, these students,
in the front gate of our school, were
surrounded by an atmosphere of
anxiety, but mostly excitement and
anticipation, for they were about to
embark on a journey to the north of

our country, where few had never
ventured before.

and we were finally en route our
destination.

After everyone had arrived, we made
our way to the airport where we met
our tour guide. At the airport, mostly
everything went smoothly, from the
check-in and security check to finally
boarding. At 5:30, the plane took off

Once we landed at Indira Gandhi
International Airport and claimed our
luggage, the rest of the day was just
travelling in a bus all day to reach Jim
Corbett. But it wasn’t all that bad. We
found a lot of ways to spend our time,
from singing along to the songs playing
on the speakers and playing a game
of antakshari against our teachers to
looking out the window and chatting
with our friends. In the evening, we
finally made it to our hotel, where we
recharged for the upcoming day.
Day 2: We reluctantly woke up
at 4:30, but only to get to the main
attraction of Jim-Corbett – the safari.
We boarded our respective jeeps.
Travelling at full speed, we felt the icy
wind piercing our face, but the rest of
our body was somewhat protected by
the multiple layers we had donned.
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The safari through the reserve did not
quite fulfill our expectations. While
we did see deer, barking deer, whopper
bird, an elephant, a monkey and a lot
and lot of trees, we couldn’t see even
a single tiger. We did see tiger paw
prints and its scratch marks. After this,
our time was up, so we made our way
back, freshened up, got our luggage
and headed for Nainital. In the middle
of the journey, our group had to split
up into cars so we could manoeuvre
through the curvy roads up the
mountains. The view was magnificent,
instilling a feeling we were on the
top of the world. Our hotel was even
more magnificent, with beautifully
cozy rooms and even an activity room
where we could play foosball, air
hockey, table tennis and board games
to spend the rest of the day when there
was nothing planned.
Day 3: We got up pretty quick and got
ready. After a hearty breakfast, it took
us 15 minutes to reach Nainital Lake.
We visited a Gurudwara and Naina
Devi temple, paying our respects to

the Gods. After this we looked down
on the entire area, watching from
the cable cars we stood on that was
slowly moving to take us to the snow
view point. At this destination using
powerful binoculars, we could see the
Himalayas covered in a layer of white
snow at an aerial distance of 120 km
from us. Here, we also got to shoot at
some bottles and cans to test our aim.
On yet another cable car ride, we went
back and headed back to the hotel for
lunch. But we did return, so we could
go boating on the Nainital Lake. We
could feel the fresh cool air hitting our
face, and feel the splashes of water as
we roamed around the lake in wooden
boats among other tourists and ducks
and swans.
We also had an entire hour dedicated
to shopping on Mall Road, where we
went around the shops laid out on an
entire road, with souvenirs, and mostly
woolens for the people to protect them
from the winter. The items most of us
bought were the scented candles – the
gift of Nainital. We went back to our
hotel and wrapped up the day with our
peers singing for us during dinner.
Day 4: After checking out of the hotel,
the majority of the day was spent
travelling to Delhi. It was as fun as the
rest of our bus rides. Once we reached,
we attempted to shop here, but after
being overwhelmed by the traffic and
crowd here, we gave up and decided to
go to the hotel. At the hotel, we finally
got to relax after a day full of travelling.
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Day 5: This day was very jam-packed.
We checked out of our hotel and went
to the Red Fort. Among the throng of
tourists, we saw the magnificent red
walls of this fort and many museums
connecting us with our history. We
also spent a little time in the souvenir
shops here. After this, we went to
the Qutub Minar, where we left in
awe of the pillar that was making its
way to the sky. We also explored the
numerous tombs built around the
Qutub Minar. We also had a thirst
to read the plaques about them to
find out more. We also saw the iron
pillar, a monument that, despite being
subjected to a lot of harsh weather, has
not rusted at all.
We had a filling lunch and then went
to the India Gate. We couldn’t go very
close, as it was closed for the republic
day preparations. But we did get to see
a lot of military tanks, also preparing
for the parade. Soon after this we saw
from our bus, the Rashtrapati Bhavan,
Parliament building and the residences
of a lot of VIPs.
We then made our way to the airport
where right after check in and the
security check we boarded the plane.
We were finally on our way back
to Bangalore. This provided solace
to everyone who was homesick and
missed all the Kannada that was
replaced by Hindi.
RASHI GOEL
GRADE 9 IGCSE
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Grade 10 Class Photographs
G10 A

G10 B
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G10 IG

Class teacher reflections
Ms. Poornima Ravishankar
Class Teacher: Grade 10 A
I came across this bunch of 34 energetic children on the cusp of becoming adults who I had to handle in a friendly
yet sometimes firm manner. A remarkable change which I think I have brought in them is to cultivate the habit of
reading newspaper. This habit though took some time to catch on with the non-readers brought in drastic changes in
everyone including the non-readers. This habit eventually served as a platform for discovering their area of interest
which became a foot board for their potential careers.

Ms. Shanthi Raman
Class Teacher: Grade 10 B
The batch of 2017-18 showed what
friendship is all about and how
united they stand!
The interactions I have had from
varying controversial topics in QCT
and the solutions they suggest, peer
teaching, collaborative learning are
all part of the wonderful journey that
I have had with this
batch of 10 B.

Ms. Kavyarani N
Class Teacher: Grade 10 IG
It was a great pleasure being the
graduating class 10 IGCSE’s class
teacher. I feel proud of the students
as they have been an academically
oriented batch and they portrayed
best behavior with peers and
teachers. My warm wishes to them
for a bright and enlightening future.
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Ms. Vedavathi
Class Teacher: Grade 9 & 10 NIOS
Being a class teacher for 9 and
10 NIOS was a unique yet great
experience. As a class teacher,
I could nurture and encourage
my children to tread the path of
learning. My mantra was to focus
not just on the subject but also on
the child so that children reach
their goals.
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The land of rain
The north-western part of
Karnataka lying in the Western
Ghats is popularly known as
‘Malenadu’ in Kannada, ‘The land of
rain’. This beautiful Ghat is mother
to many species of animals and
plants. It has given birth to various
poems, novels and even plays. One
such marvelous novel is ‘Malegalali
Madumagalu’, written by the award
winning author Kuvempu.
The book captures the beauty of
‘Malenadu’, people’s lifestyle, their
joys, tragedy, romance and sorrows.
This book was converted into nine
hour long play almost eight years

back in the Rangayana campus of
Mysore. The huge campus provided
the natural beauty and open-air
stages required to bring Kuvempu’s
words to life. I had the honour of
witnessing this eight years back.
Though I don’t remember much
of it, it has always had a special
place in my heart. So, one can only
imagine how excited I was to find
out that after eight long years the
play was happening again, here in
Bangalore.
The play happens overnight over
four open-air stages with over
seventy artists from all over south

The Mentalist
Well, fascination! It’s a feeling of
inspiration and attraction. I experienced
this feeling when I started watching
crime shows! I’m well aware that it is
dangerous but what’s life without a bit
of exciting adventure? It took time for
me to understand some things because
when I started watching them, I was
only eleven years old.
Even though I was young, I slowly
understood and started loving them.
From then onwards, I watched
only English detective shows. I was
fascinated by the suspense in the
stories, the mysteries, suspicions and
crime! There was this one show which
really inspired me and with that
inspiration, I knew what to do in my
future, my career was decided!...
The show was called ‘The Mentalist’.
A mentalist is a person who reads
minds, reads people and understands
every action done by a person. A
mentalist can also be called a psychic.

It is, of course, fictitious. But the
show portrayed characters such that
it revealed many phases of life and
showed actions and reactions of people
in different situations, a lot of things
about human minds and human
psychology.
I was awestruck with the show! Till
date ‘The Mentalist’ is my favourite
show even though it ended three years
ago. I then decided that I would study
psychology I future. When I researched,
I found that there are many branches
under psychology. I found one such
branch which was perfect for and got
me really excited and that was ‘Forensic
Psychology’!!
I was so happy that I finally could put
my detective skills to test and could deal
with crime and criminals. I really want to
know why the mind does what it does…..
Laya Sundeep
Grade 10 B
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India. Laughter, joy, romance,
sorrow, anger and mystery fill
the air the whole night. Cuddled
up in four layers of warm clothes
watching the play is a great
experience. In the biting cold the
admiration for the artists who
perform, in their single layer of
costume, just keeps growing.
The play manages to transport
one to the Western Ghats, just
the way Kuvempu’s writing does.
The experience is something I will
always cherish.
Aabha Shiggaon
Grade 10 A

Irrationality
The one that loves,
The one that leaves,
Are but two sides of the same leaf.
A heart that’s broken,
Is but a token,
To have our souls out in the open.
It takes not age,
To awaken love’s rage,
Only a soft mind and feelings
uncaged.
In the very end,
With no time to lend,
Our eternal slumber can make no
amends.
Sthaman Kamath
Grade 10 A
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My Uniform
It’s time to say goodbye. I never
realized how important this is in my
life. I am obviously talking about
“UNIFORM”. I have spent the last
ten years wearing the same boring,
monotonous piece of clothing.
Everything changes with time but
the only thing that didn’t is my school
uniform. But it is also the only thing
which decided to stick with me
throughout my school life. It is hard
to think about a weekday without it
because over the years my uniform
has become a part of my life, a major
part to be precise.
Every morning instead of me being
my mother’s main focus, my uniform
is. The time my mother spends on
cleaning and ironing my uniform
exceeds the time she spends on
thinking about her only daughter.
It is said that the most pure feeling in
this world is hatred . In my case it is
true except the fact that my hatred is
not towards a person but a object in
my wardrobe. It is a bit embarrassing
to confess but I have always envied
my school uniform. I mean a boring,
dull piece of clothing has so much
importance in the world. In school
your academic performance or your
behaviour is seen later but first

you are judged on the basis of your
uniform.
I have always cribbed about my
uniform being boring, dull, old
fashioned and the fact that it made
me look fatter. But now when it is
time to say goodbye I realize that I
will no more be able to wear it. The
truth is that my uniform is a part of
my personality. Every time I look at
it, millions of memories flash in my
head.
My uniform makes me confident,
it ensures that everyone looks the
same, it brings out equality and unity.
I no more will have a reason to crib,
hopefully my mother will now spend
more time worrying about me and
now I will realize how beautiful my
friends are. The only thing I will miss
is this blue uniform. After all it is the
only thing which stuck with me and
never left me alone. I would also like
to thank my uniform for tolerating my
tantrums for so many years.
I did not even imagine that one day
I would spend half an hour writing
about that boring piece of clothing.

French
spellbee
feedback
The French spell bee was a brand
new experience for me, as I had
never taken part in one like this
before. It was an international
level competition consisting of
three rounds and we had a lot to
learn. The vocabulary list was
intense and by the end of the
competition I not only knew
more french spellings but also a
lot more about the French culture
like their cinema, literature and
dances! I hope we get more such
opportunities in the future to the
explore the marvelous and vast
land of the French language.
Avantika
Ananthakrishnan
Grade 10 IGCSE

Varuni Tripathi
Grade 10 A
The French spell bee was
indeed a great experience
that I will not forget. The
challenging vocabulary helped
me race through the beauty of
the language and the French
culture. It helped me widen my
vocabulary to a great extent. The
ability to challenge myself and
strive for better was another great
achievement this competition
gave me.

अिधक धन का परिणाम

Pavan R Kashyap
Grade 10 IGCSE
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Mahathma Gandhi House

Nada lyrics for the song
`` ¸ÀÄAzÀgÀ ªÀÄ¼É’’
F ªÀÄ¼ÉAiÉÆ
EzÀgÀ ¸ÀÄAzÀgÀ PÀ¯ÉAiÉÆ
F ªÀÄ¼ÉAiÉÆ
EzÀgÀ ¸ÀÄAzÀgÀ PÀ¯ÉAiÉÆ
¨Á ¤Ã ¨Á
¨ÉÃUÀ£É ¤Ã ¨Á
¨Á ¤Ã ¨Á
£À£Àß ºÀwÛgÀ ¤Ã ¨Á
F ªÀÄ¼ÉAiÉÆ
EzÀgÀ ¸ÀÄAzÀgÀ PÀ¯ÉAiÉÆ
F ªÀÄ¼ÉAiÉÆ
EzÀgÀ ¸ÀÄAzÀgÀ PÀ¯ÉAiÉÆ

¨Á ¤Ã ¨Á
¨ÉÃUÀ£É ¤Ã ¨Á
¨Á ¤Ã ¨Á
£À£Àß ºÀwÛgÀ ¤Ã ¨Á

F ªÀÄ¼ÉAiÉÆ
EzÀgÀ ¸ÀÄAzÀgÀ PÀ¯ÉAiÉÆ
F ªÀÄ¼ÉAiÉÆ
EzÀgÀ ¸ÀÄAzÀgÀ PÀ¯ÉAiÉÆ

¨Á ¤Ã ¨Á
¨ÉÃUÀ£É ¤Ã ¨Á
¨Á ¤Ã ¨Á
£À£Àß ºÀwÛgÀ ¤Ã ¨Á

(ªÀÄºÁvÀäUÁA¢ü «¨sÁUÀzÀ°è
PÀªÀ£À gÀZÀ£Á¸ÀàzsÉðAiÀÄ°è
«eÉÃvÀªÁzÀ PÀªÀ£À.)
SONG: Nature has many

F ªÀÄ¼ÉAiÀÄ
D ¹r®Ä
CzÀgÀ ªÀÄÄAzÉ
PÁªÀÄ£À ©®Äè

¨Á ¤Ã ¨Á
¨ÉÃUÀ£É ¤Ã ¨Á
¨Á ¤Ã ¨Á
£À£Àß ºÀwÛgÀ ¤Ã ¨Á

F ªÀÄ¼ÉAiÉÆ
EzÀgÀ ¸ÀÄAzÀgÀ PÀ¯ÉAiÉÆ
F ªÀÄ¼ÉAiÉÆ
EzÀgÀ ¸ÀÄAzÀgÀ PÀ¯ÉAiÉÆ

¨Á ¤Ã ¨Á
¨ÉÃUÀ£É ¤Ã ¨Á
¨Á ¤Ã ¨Á
£À£Àß ºÀwÛgÀ ¤Ã ¨Á

F ªÀÄ¼ÉAAiÀÄ
F ºÀ¤AiÉÆ
EzÀÄ AiÀiÁgÀ
PÀtÂÚÃgÉÆ

ªÉÄÃ°gÀÄªÀ F ªÉÆÃqÀªÉÇ
AiÀiÁgï ¸ÉÃ¢zÀ ºÉÆUÉAiÉÆ

manifestations. The most
beautiful one being the
manifestation being rain
This song goes over
the beauty of rain and
describes that rain is the
nature’s work of art. À

C¤Ã±ï £ÀªÁ°
10£ÉÃ vÀgÀUÀw (IG)

To infinity and beyond
I know the title is clichéd, but I’m
sure what follows is something
different. Interpreting the title, you
can all guess that this article has
something to do with the stars and
moon. Well, it is! From a young girl
going to kindergarten to a tenth
grader, my ambitions have been
fluctuating a lot. When I was in
kindergarten, we were taken to a
fire station for a field trip. Seeing
the way they prepare when a siren
rings made me want to become a
fire-fighter. Then, in second grade, I
wanted to become a teacher because
I liked grading students’ papers. I
know, it’s weird. Now, probably,
you will be expecting me to want to
become a doctor, then an engineer
and on and on. Well, it starts right
here when I make my mind.
Sixth grade, we had a chapter on
Sunitha Williams in our English
textbook. The chapter was about how
she studied, worked hard and became
one of the most successful women in
NASA. Reading this, I decided that
I wanted to become an astronaut.
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During my kindergarten and primary
school days in the USA, we used to
frequently go to the nearby Caltech
Planetarium on our field trips. I used
to love seeing the presentations and
some of the scientists explaining to us
the solar system and stars. I always
used to show interest in my science
classes when we learnt about lunar
and solar eclipses and solar systems
in the chapters. But, it wasn’t until
sixth grade I realized that I have
this love for space. Not only Sunitha
Williams’, but even Kalpana Chawla’s
story has inspired me a lot.
Last year, during my ninth grade
summer vacations, my friend Sanjana
( who is a space enthusiast like me )
and I had joined a space camp, known
as “Cinderbay Nature Camp,” a sixday camp, held at IISC. That was my
most favorite week of the summer
vacations. We had scientists, who
had work experience in NASA and
ISRO giving us amazingly interesting
one-hour lectures. We even got the
opportunity to interact with ISRO’s
chairman, Kiran Kumar. Sitting in a
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room with 64 people having the same
love and passion was a feeling I can
never forget.
Becoming an astronaut not only
shows my respect to organizations
like NASA or ISRO, which I will work
for, but also to do some good for the
whole of humanity on Earth. I want
to be part of missions which involve
searching for possible life away
from earth, which I’d like to call, my
ultimate duty.

Of course, becoming an astronaut is
a bit far-fetched, because immense
hard work has to be put in. Not to
forget, a lot of sacrifices have to be
made, because no one can actually
predict anything that might happen
to an astronaut. As we all know, they
walk on a very fragile line. But these
things do not scare me. I am willing to
make sacrifices and work immensely
hard and would definitely not let this
passion to dissolve away. I want to
be happy in life and going out there

into that huge universe, exploring,
would make me happy. Lastly, with
my parents’, teachers’ and friends’
support, I’m sure I can reach out
there into that INFINITE SPACE and
BEYOND!
MANASA S K
Grade 10 B

Sirsi - Yana Trip Report

In Jan, DIS had taken its students
of class 10, 11 and 12 for a school
excursion by train to Sirsi and Yana
from Jan 15th to 19th. I was pretty
excited as it was my first trip from
this school and it was something
different, amidst the enchanting
nature and greenery which we
hardly get to see in the cities these
days.
First day we went to see the gigantic
rocks of Yana, a black beauty indeed.
It was a feast to our eyes. Later, we
went to see the massive Unchalli

Falls, by then most of us were
exhausted due to the hot sun but
this waterfall truly mesmerised and
made us forget all our exhaustion.
The next day, early in the morning
we went to Sahastralinga, the coldwater gushing over our feet, felt like
heaven. Then we drove for a long
while and finally reached the Jog
Falls, it was quite disappointing as
there was hardly any water. Later
that day, we went to the Gerusoppa
forest camp. Then, we were taken to
the Sharawati backwaters, later on
we were let free to enjoy the beach
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and the magnificent sunset. That day
we also learnt about the Sharawati
valley, and the condition of the forest
officers and the peculiar species of
flora and fauna found there. That
night we had bonfire and a few of
us also got a chance to sleep in the
tents. The last day we went on a 3km
trek amidst the forest. As it wasn’t
too long, it wasn’t too tiring for first
timers like me. I enjoyed it, as I had a
very good company during the trek.
We were also taken to a Jain temple
in the end, and this is how our trip
was.
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Apart from this the food,
accommodation made us feel at
home. The guide, the teachers,
friends everybody were extremely
friendly and understanding. It
wasn’t just a fun trip, but also an
adventurous and an informative
trip. So, my first trip in DIS, the
best school trip I’ve ever been to.
Memories to cherish forever. I’d like
to extend my heartfelt thanks to the
management and the teachers for
having made this possible.
Charvi Dev
GRADE AS level
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Grade 11 & 12 Class Photographs
G11 & 12
ISC and CIE

Class teacher reflections
Ms. Radhika Rao
Class Teacher ISC 11/12

Mrs.Malathi.J
Class Teacher : Grade AS/A

Being a class teacher is like a second
mother to the children. It was a
group of 16-17 year olds. Being one
among them, giving them emotional
support along with academic
support was a challenge. But the
students were very loving and
cooperative. It was a smooth year.
What a moment it was when they
said, “Ma’am we will miss you” with
tears in their eyes.

My journey as the class teacher for the academic year 2017-18 is filled
with a pile of good memories. But the most memorable of them is the
one which I had with the students during the QCT sessions. QCT topics
were chosen by students which was followed by a good discussion. Such
discussions lead to deeper understanding among the peers and also they
developed the attribute of respecting different opinions given by diverse
group in the class. It created curiosity as well as a longing for the QCT
class which happened only once a week. I was happy to know that a great
amount of sensitivity was developed amongst the peer group, which I am
sure is a great learning for their life.
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On Feminism
Feminism means the advocacy of
women’s rights . This movement
seeks to provide educational and
professional opportunities for
women equal to those for men. It
also encourages women to have a
voice - of their own, to represent
the unprivileged women that brings
about gender equality.
But, over time has the essence of
equality got diluted? Do you think
that some women, in the name of
feminism are taking advantage of it?
Are they using it as a tool to cover
their drawbacks ? Sadly so ....it calls
for a moment’s serious reflection.
Women are faking helplessness.
We want equality in pay, work and
rights. Why shy away from equal
duties and equal laws then? We are

we getting opportunistic aren’t we ?
On the contrary , even today, there
is no law to consider sexual abuse
against men in India.
Additionally there are instances
where men are blamed and punished
under the excuse of feminism. Many
a time, man has lost his self-respect
and dignity by being proven guilty
time and again even when they are
not; and women are proven innocent
even when they are not.

Feminism was a boon to the female
gender, let it not end up being a bane
to any other gender. Lastly, I’m a girl
and I strive for equality not profeminism laws. I’m a girl and I’m not
against feminism. I’m just against
the guilty men and women who get
away with selfishly doctored –'isms'.
I am for only one thing and that is
equality – hope it prevails.
Charvi Dev
Grade AS level

We need to therefore, strengthen
the weak and provide a level playing
field where life is more of individual
choice , rights and duties that brings
out the best in each of the genders
and fosters mutual respect.

Why Movies?
I’m a self-proclaimed movie
enthusiast, a movie-buff,a cinephile, a
filmophile - whatever one would like
to call it. I, however am not limited
to modern coming-of-age movies

for adolescents, rom-coms or any
such genre one would assume I’m
interested in.
Movies are not merely for
entertainment but are very
effective in popularizing and in
the advancement of action against
social evils and probleMs. Starting
with the basics, films have been
the trailblazers of the advocation of
basic civil rights, against oppression,
empowerment of women in films
and have also showcased marvellous
ingenuity in creating awareness about
lesser known but equally important
problems
such as ill-treatment
of prisoners,
substance abuse
and addictions of all
sorts.
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Be it Lagaan, the poster child of
socially relevant Hindi cinema or
Greenmile , a film encompassing the
real life experience of a prison guard,
or even Zootopia , a film for children
crafted delicately and entertainingly
around battling bias, oppression and
discrimination, even in the animal
kingdom - howsoever preposterous
that sounds to our ears.
The point is, movies collect, and
in turn, mould public opinion and
perceptions in the present age- an age
when it is of utmost importance to
tackle our issues outright.
Chanda S
AS level
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Rani Laxmi Bai House

Nada

Oh, I
I wanna spend all my summer times with you,
'Cause everything gets better,
'Least I thought they do,
Over summer

After summer,
When the rain and the pain in my brain will be drained,
And I'll be okay,
When it ain't summer.

Oh, I
I wanna spend all my summer times with you,
'Cause everything gets better,
'Least I thought they do,
Over summer, (REPEAT CHORDS)
And then it's all new,

Oh, I'm sittin' and wastin' the days like a fool,
Just waitin' for school,
After summer.
Oh, just I'm bored and I'm dying, I'm lost and I'm cryin',
Just waitin' for you,
Growin' number

Oh I
I wish I never knew that behind the summer times,
The coloured lines go blue,
That either way, I'll be spendin' all my sunshine sans vous
Every summer.

(Oh, I
I wanna spend all my summer times with you…)
Oh, forget the sun and the breeze and the beach and the moon,
I'm just waitin' for monsoon,
After summer,
When the rain and the pain in my brain will be drained,
And I'll be okay,
When it ain't summer.

Oh, the days go cold without you,
In the summer,
Oh, the sea's like snow wherever I go,
Life's a bummer.

Oh, I'm sittin' and wastin' the days like a fool,
Just waitin' for school,
After summer.
But now school and the friends ain'tgoin' so well,
Save me from this hell,
Come back, Summer

Oh, I'd do anything for a little fun,
I'm growin' dumber,
Just tryin' to find some warmth away from the scorchin' sun,
This summer.
(Oh, I
I wanna spend all my summer times with you…)
Oh, forget the sun and the breeze and the beach and the moon,
I'm just waitin' for monsoon,

(Oh, I
I wanna spend all my summer times with you…)
Samana Hullemane
GRADE A Level

An impish ploy
“I have no regrets .” she sobbed as she
rocked back and forth , back and forth.
She sat in the darkest corner of the
room and bawled her eyes out.
“I have no regrets anymore” she cried
out in desperation. Desperate to justify
what she had done , but there was no
one to hear her.

In her thoughts she knew, her actions
are what had caused everything , she
was the one to blame, the only one.
“She regretted everything “ she
thought out loud - as she leaped onto
the box and devilishly devoured
every last bit of her brother’s
scrumptious chocolate, leaving her
conscience behind - buried beneath
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the pile of chocolate wrappers!
All that was left now, was to dispose
of all the evidence. She amusingly
thought to herself , as she got up and
walked out of the creaking door, with
a mischievous grin on her face!!
Malawika Gopinath
GRADE AS level
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Getting started
So .. what is motivation? It is usually defined as your general willingness to
do something. According to me every choice has a price, but when we are
motivated, it is easier to bear the pain of every inconvenient action or step
we take in life.

Usually motivation is gained when one gets
inspired. The choice of the inspiration can be
a very powerful motivator. So we should first
make a move in choosing the right motivator.

Pressfield once said, “At some point, the pain of not doing something becomes
greater than the pain of doing it”. In other words it is easier to change than
to stay the same. This, I think is the essence of motivation. In any decision of
life, right or wrong, it is really important to maintain constant motivation in
yourself. It will help you come over any choice you made.

Thus, motivation is a cause of every decision
as well as a way to come over the decision
one makes.
Preksha Hemanth
Grade 11 ISC

Self Help @ DIS
There are a number of books available in the market about self-help. However, the children of DIS, believe in doing
things themselves. As a result, they identify the problems they commonly face, find solutions to them on their own
and spread their discovery for the benefit of other Deccanites. So here you go…...

Egging on
How many times have you
enthusiastically started a new diet,
a subscription to the nearest gym,
started learning a foreign language,
only to stop after a while?
How many times have you completely
stopped working on a new project just
because your mind isn’t motivated
enough?
Sometimes, it’s like a continuous cycle
where we are motivated for a period
of time, fall out, and then have to build
things back up again.
To build things back up again, what
is most essential is keeping a positive
attitude. There is nothing more
powerful for self motivation than the
right attitude. To provide a base for a
positive, healthy attitude, easing your
mind and developing mental steps,
and utilizing them regularly will be
handy and will boost your morale to
the highest platform possible.

Here are 6 steps to inculcate a healthy
outlook and motivate ourselves:
Step 1: Start simple:
Keep motivators around you to get
your initial spark going. Encourage
yourself every chance you get.
Step 2: Keep good company:
Make regular encounters with
positive and inspired people. Indulge
yourself in healthy discussions.
Step 3: Keep learning:
Read, read and read. Learn, unlearn,
and learn again. The more you learn,
the better. Read books that bring
about the passion in you.
Step 4: Stay positive:
See the good in the bad, try and
appreciate the sour moments you
encounter, Introspecting your bad
days will help you in the long run as
well.
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Step 5: Stop thinking: Just do. If
you lack motivation in a particular
subject, project try a different
approach. Build confidence, step by
step.
Step 6: Know yourself:
Keep notes on when there is a
motivational slump and when you fell
most motivated. This way, you create
a pattern for yourself that you can
always look back upon and improve.
So, in conclusion, keeping yourself
self motivated is the most vital part
of growing as an individual. It takes
time, perseverance, indulgence, and
ultimately, confidence to determine
how self motivated you are. The more
you believe in yourself, the better
human being you become.
Bhoomika S
Grade 11 ISC
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How to study effectively?
Exams are fast approaching! Studying
for exams is dreaded and feared by
most. Here are the top study tips to
equip yourself with to make studying
much easier!
• First, pick a distraction-free,
comfortable and quiet place to
study.
• Study a little bit every day from
the beginning to avoid last minute
cramming. Believe me, studying
just the night before the exam is
not enough!
• Make mind maps, flash cards and
notes consisting of all important

•

•

points and definitions in a chapter.
Honestly, just reading a science
lesson like a story may not help
you remember all the points
during the exam!
Take small breaks of five minutes
every thirty minutes while
studying to help your mind refresh
and register what you’ve learnt
Make study goals for each day to
stay organized and stress-free. ’
Shraddha S Pai
Grade 9 A

How to stay strong?
I’m sure most of us looked at
the black dot and not the white
background. White is more than
black! Isn’t it? It’s the same with all
our lives no matter what amount
of good deeds we do, one single
mistake or a wrong deed
of ours covers up all the
positivity. That is the
power of a single mistake,
a single black dot.

But, this doesn’t mean that we
shouldn’t commit mistakes! It’s just
about the intentions behind our
mistakes. And if we are innocent and
commit a mistake without any bad
intentions then the thing that should
change is people’s mentality and their
view of seeing you.
So, don’t be disheartened when you
are being criticised for your mistakes
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as you know what your intentions
are and you know what is right or
wrong. Mistakes are what make us a
better person. And criticism is what
makes us stronger. So, consider
every experience good or bad as a
lesson and learn from it.
Charvi Devprakash
Grade AS Level
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Pursuit
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Balloon Release Celebration of sporting success at DIS

Alumni's Tug of War-Who is stronger- You or me?

DIS Sports Torch: A symbol of light, life and passion to win

Get..Set..Go......

Healthy body leads to healthy mind

Hooping it out happily!!

Hooping makes them happy

Jumping or Soaring!!!
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Parents and Teachers trying their hand at hoola hoop

Reaching the finishing line

Sports Coaches-the backbone of DIS Sports success

Throw it like a pro!!!

Why is everyone chasing me?

Yoga-Life is better when you bend

Medals-made out of sweat, grit and determination
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Deccan Sports Stars

KUSHI VISHWANATH / 12th ISC
TABLE TENNIS
NATIONALS AND INTERNATIONAL

PREKSHA H / 11th ISC
ATHLETICS (Shot put)
ASISC NATIONALS

ANIRUDH S TUPSAKRI / 10th B
ATHLETICS (DISCUS)
ASISC NATIONALS

KRUTHIKA M / 10th A
VOLLEYBALL
ASISC NATIONALS

CHAHEL P CHOPRA / 10th A
VOLLEYBALL
ASISC NATIONALS

RAHUL SHAJI / 10th A
ATHLETICS (400mt)
ASISC NATIONALS

P ROHITHA CHOWDRY / 10th A
ATHLETICS (Triple jump, long jump,
100mt hurdels)
ASISC NATIONALS

KEERTHI P V / 9th B
BASKETBALL
ASISC NATIONALS

TEJAS P RAMESH / 9th A
SKATING
JUNIOR OPEN NATIONALS
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SIDDHARTH PADIGAR / 9th IG
SWIMMING
JUNIOR OPEN NATIONALS

KARRUNA G / 7th A
TABLE TENNIS
SUB JUNIOR OPEN NATIONALS

ASHMITHA CHANDRA / 6th B
SWIMMING
SUB JUNIOR OPEN NATIONALS

NISHA S JAIN / 7th B
KARATE
SUB JUNIOR OPEN NATIONALS

ADITHI B / 10th A
VOLLEYBALL
ASISC NATIONALS

AMOGH R GUPTA / 12th ISC
SWIMMING
ASISC NATIONALS

DSS AWARDS YEAR 2017 – 2018
SL NO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

NAME
Kushi Vishwanath
Preksha H
Anirudh S Tupsakri
Kruthika M
Chahel P Chopra
Rahul Shaji
P Rohitha Chowdry
Keerthi P V
Tejas P Ramesh
Siddharth Padigar
Karruna G
Ashmitha Chandra
Nisha S Jain
Adithi B
Amogh R Gupta

Grade

SPORT

REPRESENTATION

12th ISC
11th ISC
10th B
10th A
10th A
10th A
10th A
9th B
9th A
9th IG
7th A
6th B
7th B
10th A
12th ISC

Table tennis
Athletics (shot put)
Athletics (discus)
Volleyball
Volleyball
Athletics (400mt)
Athletics (triple jump, long jump, 100mt hurdles)
Basketball
Skating
Swimming
Table tennis
Swimming
Karate
Volleyball
Swimming

Nationals and International
ASISC Nationals
ASISC Nationals
ASISC Nationals
ASISC Nationals
ASISC Nationals
ASISC Nationals
ASISC Nationals
Junior Open Nationals
Junior Open Nationals
Sub-Junior Open Nationals
Sub-Junior Open Nationals
Sub-Junior Open Nationals
ASISC Nationals
ASISC Nationals
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Sports Team @ DIS

ATHLETICS JUNIOR BOYS

ATHLETICS JUNIOR GIRLS
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ATHLETICS SENIOR BOYS

ATHLETICS SENIOR GIRLS
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BASKETBALL BOYS' TEAM

BASKETBALL GIRLS' TEAM
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FOOTBALL SENIOR BOYS' TEAM

JUDO TEAM
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SWIMMING TEAM

THROWBALL GIRLS' TEAM
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VOLLEYBALL BOYS' TEAM

VOLLEYBALL GIRLS' TEAM
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Athletics National Level Participants

Football House Match-Rani Lakshmi Bai House vs Tipu Sutan House

Junior Football Team
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WINNERS OF INTER SCHOOL SPORTS COMPETITION IN 2017-18
5th Judo Championship Held on 11/1/2018 at Vibgyor High Kadugodi.
GIRLS

Boys
Sl No. NAME
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Zuber Mohammed
Vivan Meharvade
Advay P Kotegari
Eeshan Poojari
Haveesh
Zaid Mohammed Shariff
Daksh Meharvade
Anirudh Anoklekar
Pravith P
Abhishek Karthikeya K
Arvind B R
Anirudh A Gupta

GRADE

PLACE

1C
1C
2B
4B
4B
3B
4A
4A
4C
7C
5C
7C

III
I
I
III
Participation
III
I
II
III
III
III
II

Sl No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

NAME
Namrah K Navada
Nidhi Hitali
Jnanada Bhat
Disha K
Parinithi Krishna
Samanvi P Shetty
Shivatmica K S
Disha Arvind
Vineetha L G
Nikitha C
Dhruvi Jain
Thanvi Jain
Nidhi S Karanth

GRADE
2A
2A
2C
2C
2C
2C
4B
4B
4B
4C
5C
8B
7

PLACE
III
III
Participation
I
II
I
III
Participation
III
III
I
I
II

1st Junior Inter School Judo Championship Held on 20-1-2018
at Najeeb Aga Judo Academy
Sl No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Boys Under 8 year
NAME
GRADE
Zuber Mohammed
1C
Meet Akeshawat
2A
Vivan Mehawade
1C
Jayant S T
2A
Advay P Kotgiri
2B
Kartik Sathish Kannan
2A
Om Jiragal
2A

PLACE
II
III
I
III
I
I
I

Sl No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Boys Under 10 year
NAME
GRADE
Guru Shreyas
4B
Mehul Kankaliya
3B
Akshat Vijay
3B
Eeshan Poojari
4B
Maharshi
3B
Raghav S Naidu
3B
Haveesh R
4B
Pragun M Appaji
4C
Daksh Mehawade
4A
Chirant R
4C
Chirag S T
4B
Tarun Kumar
4A
Anirud Ankolekar
4A
Veer P Chopra
4A

PLACE
I
Participation
III
Participation
III
Participation
III
II
I
I
III
Participation
III
III

Sl No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Girls Under 8 year
NAME
GRADE
Namrah K Navada
2A
Nidhi Hithali
2A
Prateeksha D
2C
Sidhi Joel
2A
Dhruthi L
2C
Manvi Hatwar
2C
Disha Kadiyal
2C
Parinitha Krishna
2C
Samanvi P Shetty
2B

PLACE
II
I
I
III
II
II
I
I
I

Girls Under 10 year
Sl No. NAME

GRADE

PLACE

1.

Tanvi Ravi

3C

I

2.

Shivathmica K S

4B

I

3.

Disha Arvind

4B

II

4.

Sanvi Satvik

4B

III

5.

Neethu V M

4B

III

6.

Amruth R K

4C

III

7.

Shreeya S

4C

Participation

8.

Nikitha C

4C

Participation

Boys & Girls Under 12
Sl No. NAME
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GRADE

PLACE

1.

Dhruva S Chakrad

4C

I

2.

Dhruvi Jain

5C

III

3.

Nidhi S Karanth

7

I

4.

Tanvi Jain

8

I
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KISA BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT 2017
Our practice started a month and a
half before the KISA BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT. We had a strong
team. We learnt many things in those
special morning hours of practice.
We went to the tournament on
15th July, 2017 to BGS Residential
School, Chickballapur. This was a
great tournament. We defeated three
teaMs. In the qualifiers we lost to
Christ Academy. We lost to them by
10 points. It was a great journey that

we went through during the two days
of the tournament. We learnt many
things from our mistakes done in the
tournament.

have been working on it to improve
ourselves. Our coach, Mr. Varun was
very supportive and also helped us to
reach the qualifiers.

We enjoyed these two days
thoroughly but never forgot our
responsibilities. We tried our best to
win the tournament but we saw that
we were not the best and had to strive
to become the best. We analysed
our weaknesses and flaws and we

I sincerely thank my school and Mr.
Varun to give me this opportunity to
take me in the basketball school team.
It is a great honour to represent your
school in front of other schools.
Anish.R
Class 10 ‘B’

List of Sports Tournament Winners
Sl.no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Student Names
Chahel P Chopra
Aditi Bharadwaj
Kruthika. M
Rohitha P Chowdary
Vaishnavi S
Maanasa
Saanya
Varsha K
Nischitha S
Aisiri S
Prita C
Dhanushree

Sl.no Student Names
1
Krish Gulecha
2

Kritesh Gulecha

3

Anirudha M

4

Darsh Kuhad

5

Maurya Gowda

6

R V Jeevan

7

Prakyath P Kashyap

8

Prithvi V Setty

9

Amogh Desai

10

Nischal D Math

11

Manith Dev

Volleyball Team
Grade
Name of the Tournament

10

KISA

Basketball Team
Grade
Name of the Tournament

Prize

Runners

Prize

6

Vidyashilp Academy

5
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ATHLETICS
Sl.no Student Names

Grade

Name of the
Tournament

10

Prize

1

Rohitha P Chowdary

Hurdles-Gold | Long Jump-Gold | Tripple Jump-Silver

2

Preksha H

Isc 11

3

Rahul Shaji

10

4

Anirudh S Tupsakri

10

5

Yashas S

8

6

Michael Aishan R

Isc 11

Hurdles- Bronze

7

Roshini

Isc 12

Javelin-Bronze

8

Sohan S

10

800Mts-Bronze

Shot Put-Gold
400Mts-Silver | Long Jump-Bronze
Kisa

Discuss Throw-Gold
Hurdles-Gold

| 100Mts-Bronze

ATHLETICS
Sl.no Student Names

Grade

Name of the Tournament

Prize

1

Aditya Raj

9

Shot Put-Gold

2

Rohitha P Chowdry

10

High Jump-Gold

3

Aishwarya Raj K

6

Shot Put-Silver

4

Krishna Dutta

8

Long Jump-Silver

5

Gurushankar

AS LEVEL
A LEVEL

|

Long Jump-Gold

High Jump-Silver
School
Olympics

6

Malawika G

High Jump-Silver

|

Long Jump-Bronze

7

Preksha H

ISC-11

Discuss Throw-Silver

8

Michael Aishan R

ISC-11

High Jump-Bronze

9

Hanan R

A LEVEL

High Jump-Bronze

10

Bhumika S

A LEVEL

Relay-Bronze

11

Chanda S

A LEVEL

Relay-Bronze

|

Shot Put-Silver

| 1500Mts -Bronze

ATHLETICS
Sl.no Student Names

Grade

Name of the Tournament
Budda

Prize

1

Rohitha P Chowdary

10

Long Jump-Gold

2

Aditya Raj K

9

3

Adikeshav Kalyani

4

Yashas S

5

Abhimanyu Kalyani

6

Samitanjai

7

Shot Put-Gold

7

Aishwarya Raj K

6

Shot Put-Gold

7IG

High Jump-Gold

Shot Put-Gold

9IG
8

|

High Jump-Gold
Deccan Athletic Meet
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Hurdles-Gold
Hurdles-Gold

|

High Jump-Gold
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The artists and
their magic wands

Aniketh M Appaji, Grade 2 C

Hamshasri B S, Grade 4 B

Anushkaa, Grade 2 C

Himaja Manju, Grade 1 A

Hitha Jnana, Grade 1 A
Dipin S Naik, 7 C
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Jaanya Akhawat, Grade 4 A
Jaswanth E, Grade 6 A

Kavana, Grade 10

Jasmitha E, Grade 9 A

Keesha R, Grade 6 C

Khush Sony, Grade 10 NIOS
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Dattatreya B S, Grade 2 C

Deekshitha R, Grade 7 B

Deepthi Shekar, Grade 8 A

Labdi M, Grade 1 C

Manish M, Grade 9 A

Mahesh Babu, Grade 3 C

Palak Jain, Grade 7 A
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Pravda M, Grade 1 C
Samanvi P Shetty, Grade 3 C

Sanjana Kikkeri, 9 IGCSE

Manasa Ranganath, Grade 8 C

Pravith P, Grade 4 C

Mrunalini K Gowda, Grade 10 B
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Mishti Jain, Grade 4 A

Sara, Grade 4 A

Saketh Athreya, Grade 5 A

Rohan R, Grade 4 B

Sharvari S Tupsakri, Grade 2 A

Shreyasi Rao, Grade 4 B

Shipra P, Grade 7C
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Sumukh S Bharadwaj, Grade 6 B

Tanweer T, Grade 4 A

Trisha Arvind, Grade 8 C

Nila B, Grade 9 B

Vivin V B, Grade 7 C
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Ojasvi Desai, Grade 7 A

Shivani B S, Grade 6 B

Srividya V, Grade 2 A

Siddhi Goel, Grade 2 A

Vishruth Aithal, Grade 3 C

Vandya Nayak, Grade 7 B

Srishti Chowdary, Grade 7 B

Tiya R Jain, Grade 6 A
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The wind beneath
students' wings
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Best practices @ DIS
The teachers at DIS strongly believe in
self-observation and reflecting on their own
teaching and class management practices. Instead
of reinventing the wheel, they have tried,
tested and discovered what works for them and
what does not. The predominant objective of
all teachers @ DIS is to get the best out of their
children. We are very happy to share few of our
best practices through our school magazine as we
feel that it helps in building effective partnerships
with parents.

Best practice category:
Skill Development and Pedagogy

Best practice category:
Discipline

Best practice category:
How to get the best out of students?

Name of the teacher:
Ms. Shanthi Raman
Grade: 10 and A level
Subject: Chemistry and Biology

Name of the teacher:
Ms. Shubha Jagadeesh
Grade: 1 B

Name of the teacher:
Ms. Shobha Amarnath
Grade: 1 , Subject: EVS

Description of the practice:
Ms. Shubha Jagadeesh, a Grade
I B teacher feels that a teacher
should walk the talk and lead by
example. She says: “As a teacher, it
is important to walk by the values
that we want our students to
imbibe. I like to carry myself as a
role model and let children observe
and absorb. Constant reinforcement
of “Golden Values” and “Voice
@ DIS” helped my children
understand this.

Description of the practice:
Ms. Shobha Amarnath, Class I EVS teacher
believes that frequently, students should be
given pockets of time to work with whoever
they are comfortable with. She shares her
classroom best practice as follows: “In the
recent reading comprehension assessment,
I gave my students the liberty to read what
they are best at. I was happy to see the
results. As they love to talk to their friends
all the time, I let them sit with their friends
but gave them a specific topic (healthy food)
to discuss. It was wonderful to see them
happily sharing their thoughts with one
another”.

Description of the practice:
Ms. Shanthi Raman, a high school
teacher has been effectively
practising peer teaching and
rainbow grouping strategies in her
classroom. Both these strategies
are LEARNER-CENTRED and not
the conventional teacher-centred
pedagogy.
Outcome:
I have been observing a great deal
of improvement in my children's
listening and interpretation skills
with an openness to understand
the other's point of view. They
learnt to do this without stepping
on each other's toes.

Outcome:
I have been noticing sustained
positive behaviour in my students
as they know every small good
behaviour or gesture of student is
appreciated and applauded.
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Outcome:
I have noticed that many of my students
have increased self-confidence now and
social skill sets which are emerging at a
good pace.
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Best practice category:
Pedagogy

The first C is Choice:
Activities using the multiple
intelligences were written on the
board and students could choose the
activity which they will be doing in
that 40 minute period.

Name of teacher: Renu B Rao
Grade: Grade 4
Subject: Maths
description of the practice:
It is said that ‘Great teachers love to
teach and love to learn.’ I use the ‘No
Bag Day (Wednesday)’ to do a variety
of activities and maintain consistency.
I tried using the 6 C's recommended
by research based teaching
techniques.

The second is Collaboration followed
by communication, creativity, critical
thinking and problem solving and
lastly caring.

different activities including English,
Math, Science, Art and Music using
the multiple intelligences and guided
them and saw to it that they used all
the C's.
Outcome:
Every child in the group had
participated and they wanted to win.
Through caring, they saw that all the
students in their group had completed
the activity.

These C's which I have emphasized
were used during group learning. I
acted as a coach and collaborated in

Teacher's Repertoire
A proud and unforgettable moment
My role as the School Coordinator is varied. Apart from looking after the academics,
I am also responsible for the conduct of the assembly in the absence of the Principal.
Students of different classes stage various programs on all days of the week. The
assembly schedule is made and all classes are given an opportunity to put up a suitable
program on one day of the week.
But Wednesday is a special day. On this day the whole school assembles and the
National Flag is hoisted. Normally the School Principal hoists the flag and the National
Anthem is sung by all.
On one such Wednesday in the absence of the Principal, I was given the honor to hoist
the National Flag. I had never imagined that I would ever get an opportunity to do this.
This was the very first time in my life I had the honour of hoisting our National Flag.
As I hoisted the National Flag, I was overwhelmed by an intense feeling of pride and
patriotism. I had goose bumps and my hair stood on edge, as I was hoisting the National
Flag and my hands had a tremor, such was the intensity of my emotions. I sang the
National Anthem with fervour. I felt proud to be an Indian.
I have since then, had couple more opportunities to hoist the National Flag and every
time I do this, I have the same surge of emotions and feelings. It is indeed an honor to
hoist the National Flag and I feel I am blessed to have this honor.
These moments will live in my memory and I will cherish them for ever.
Mrs. Rita Sreekantamurthy
School Coordinator
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Different Strokes
An assorted pack of students in a cubical box,
nearly arranged sitting in threes,
Not knowing how to share,
drawing lines as to fence themselves.

There are a few students in the cubical,
Who neither wear fashionable wrappers nor are strong
in their learning,
Still they manage to stay in the assorted box,
Slowly getting picked and chosen as favourites.

In the box there are a few,
who melt and stick to others,
they mingle well and learn from others
and in this way we see an overall development
liked by all.

And as the leader of the assorted pack,
I enjoy the company, colour and fragrance of every
chocolate,
Trying to guide them, correct them, giving value and care
to every taste,
Bringing to you all the best, tastiest, complete and
creative assorted pack
Of students in a cubical box as a gift for the next.

There is yet another variety in the box,
Neither very appealing nor chosen by the others,
They may not have beautiful colours but have the most
taste packed inside them.

Mrs. Renu B Rao
Faculty
Junior School

Another kind of student in the assorted pack,
may wear the latest fashionable clothes,
But don’t have the best qualities,
They may be the beauties with little brains.

From Counting Beans to Making Beans
The stereotypical depiction of an
accountant in movies or theatre
plays is that of a tired man crouching
amidst stack of files and crunching the
numbers on a calculator or filling up
columns on a big ledger book. This is
how an accountant's job has always
been perceived by people all over
the world: a humble desk job which
requires the accountant to keep a
record of all the transactions that have
been taking place in his organization.
There were times when accountants
were hired by businesses reluctantly,
only because the law required them
to file their annual returns or income
tax returns. However, the constantly
evolving business environment
and dynamic global scenarios have
dramatically changed the entire job
profile of an accountant now. He is no
more the bean counter rather his role

has enlarged so much that now they
are the business advisers.
An accountant offers real value to
his clients or employer- apart from
keeping accurate business records; he
also interprets the records that he has
maintained-highlighting the areas
which require more focus from the
management end; identifying the key
business drivers; headlining the Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) of the
business and the way forward if any
corrective action is required.
They have plunged into greater roles
and taken up bigger responsibilities
by offering a whole assortment of
management support in designing and
analysing business strategies; tracking
risks and devising tactical plans to
overcome them.
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It is said “money makes the world
go round”. Money is important for
everyone, for both individuals as well
as businesses. Counting money and
managing it judiciously has always
been the forte of an accountant.
Whether it is a small business; a
medium one or a large conglomerate;
everybody needs to keep track of the
money they are making and generate
more money. Businesses all around
the world always look for candidates
with good analytical skills at their
disposal to provide more commercial
insights and take advantage of data.
This is where an accountant comes
in handy. This is where commerce
graduates have an upper hand over
other graduates.
Mrs. Roopa Nagaraja Rao
Faculty
Commerce Department
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Indian English- The flavour of India
English continues to function as a
lingua franca in one of the world’s
most linguistically diverse nations
– India. Seventy words originating
from Telugu, Urdu, Tamil, Hindi and
Gujarati languages and chiefly used
in Indian English have been added to
the Oxford English Dictionary in the
latest update, to sit alongside the 900
or so items already covered by OED
and identified as distinctive to Indian
English.
Lexical innovations in Indian English
demonstrate how its Indian speakers
modify an adopted language in order
to accommodate the traditions, values,
and norms of their local culture. India
is a vastly multilingual nation and the
many Indian words updated give a
flavour of this linguistic diversity, as
they originate from some of India’s
most widely spoken languages: Hindi
(bapu, chup), Marathi (vada), Bengali
(didi), Panjabi (jhuggi, tappa), Tamil

(anna), and Urdu (abba, gosht). Some
expressions even come from two
different languages, like mirch masala,
which is a combination of mirch, the
Hindi word for pepper or chilli, and
masala, the Urdu word for ingredients
or spices. The word dadagiri, which
pertains to the use of one’s power
and authority to intimidate others,
is formed by adding –giri, an Urdu
combining form denoting activity, to
the Hindi word dada, which means an
older brother but is also used to refer
to a gang leader.
In the year 2017, Oxford Dictionary
included 70 Indian words.
The list of newly included words has:
abba, achcha, anna, bachcha, bada
din, bada, bapu, bas, bhindi, chacha,
chakka jam, chamcha, chaudhuri,
chhi-chhi, chup, dadagiri, desh, devi,
didi, diya, dum, funda, gosht, gulab
jamun, gully, haat, jai, jhuggi, ji, jugaad,

keema, kund, maha, mata, mirch
masala, mirch, nagar, nai, namkeen,
natak, nivas, sevak, sevika, surya
namaskar, tappa, timepass, udyog,
vada, ek dum, speed breaker, blank
call, hydel, lunch home and popular
Indian dal, chana dal also made
its entry along with ghee, masala,
bhelpuri, chutney and papad.
The above list is truly symbolic of the
true Indian spirit of unity in diversity.
Are there more such words from our
country that have been given room
in the prestigious Oxford Dictionary?
T.S. Eliot said “For last year's words
belong to last year's language. And
next year's words await another
voice.” So, let us keep watching!
Mrs. Usharani V V
Faculty
English Department

Teachers’ Trip Report
The most awaited day of the year, yes
the teachers’ trip was finally here.…..
DIS teachers were taken to ‘Talakadu
and BR Hills’ on the 1st and 2nd of
September 2017. We set off early
in the morning and stopped for
breakfast before hitting the highway.
Teachers were extremely excited as
it was finally time for an outing with
the team. We kept singing songs in
the bus till we reached the venue.
We had a guided tour of the 14th
century Vaidyanatheswara temple at
Talakadu.

After the long trek in the sand bed
and visiting the temple, we were
taken to the banks of the river
Cauvery. Here we took coracles rides
that sent us on a spinnnnn…. We
played in the water and the games
went on forever. This was followed
by a hot and yummy lunch that was
specially arranged for us.
Most returned to Bangalore late
in the evening while some of us
continued on for an overnight stay at
a guest house in B R Hills. The next
day's early morning forest trek left us
speechless. Watching exotic species
of birds, elephants, deer and some
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other wild animals at close quarters
brought us closer to nature. Post
breakfast, a visit to the tribal village
was an amazing experience.
We had a fantastic team bonding
experience amidst nature. We are
thankful to the management for
organizing such an exotic nature
trip. We look forward to more of the
same :)
Mrs. Ruchira Kale and
Mrs. Rajani Namburi
Faculty
Early Years
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Sharpen
It’s not enough if only students
are taught 21st century skills.
In order to make students ready
for the challenges posed by 21st
century, teachers also need to
be equipped adequately. DIS has
always recognised this need to equip
teachers with the contemporary
teaching strategies and requirements.
This year too, many teachers
despite having the mandatory B.Ed
qualification were chosen to sharpen
and re-skill themselves to improve
the quality of education that our
students receive.
The Teacher's Foundation is a leading
organisation in India with their forte
being diagnosing the gaps in teachinglearning processes. The following is
the list of teachers who successfully
completed the training conducted by
The Teacher's Foundation, Bangalore:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)

Amrutha Madhusudan
Dhivya
Gayathri Hegde
Hemalatha E R
Lakshmi Prasanna
Lata P Kate
Leela P
Meeta Mehta
Padmavathi D
Poornima Pote
Ravishankar Sharma
Raziya Tabassum
Savita Nayar
Sharada A
Shubha Jagadeesh
Sumana R Rao
Prathima D K
Keerthana S
Roopa Nagaraja Rao
Sangeeta Siddhant
Venugopal S
Srividya G M
Amit Anand

24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)

Rajani Gururaj
Kirti Babu Nair
Behra Latha
Shaefali
Rita Girish
Bhargavi
Tanu

Besides the training offered by
TTF, there were many others who
successfully completed the certificate
level training offered by Cambridge
Institute of Examinations (CIE) in their
respective subjects. Here is the list:
1) Anuradha Anekal
2) Ganapathy C M
3) Deepika Jayagopal
4) Pradeep H R
5) Surekha Rao
6) Nalini K
7) Umadevi U Kumar
8) Poornima Ravishankar
9) Shanthi Raman

Touchstone Training
TTF had organised a ten day
‘Touchstone workshop’ on teaching
and learning practices from 21st July
to 22nd December, 2017.

activities in teaching and learning.
Many group activities were taken up
to make the workshop interesting.

Several interesting modules like
Multiple Intelligence, Differentiated
Instructions of Learning, Dimensions
of Learning and Designing Learning
were covered during this period.

These were centered around
preparing concept/mind map, lesson
plan, designing worksheets, using the
blackboard effectively and designing
challenging homework assignments,
apart from others.

The main objective of this workshop
was to equip teachers with various

The workshop has expanded our
understanding and helped us to
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incorporate the techniques and
suggestions in the classroom.
We thank the management for the
opportunity to enrich our learning
and contribute to the betterment of
students.
Ms. Rita Girish
Faculty
Junior School
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Musically inclined - An
interview with
Pramatha B
Pramatha B, a student of class 10
IGCSE has shown great talent and
enthusiasm in the field of music. His
dedication to this field is inspiring.
Here is an interview with him to gain
an insight into his passion.

Rabindra Bharati
music exam. I intend
to pursue music as
my career and want
to be enrolled in a
prestigious music
school.

When did you start learning music?
I started learning music at the age
of four. The music enrichment
classes in my school provided me
knowledge of Carnatic music and
I also took tabla classes with Kiran
Godkhindi.
How many instruments can you
play?
I can play around 8 to 9
instruments. These include the tabla,
drums, bongos, djembe, and many
more. I also treat these instruments
without disparity and attempt to
play and practice them equally.
What were the difficulties you faced
while learning and playing?
Well, the hearing problem did not
bother me in the slightest. I did
not even consider it as a hurdle for
a second. I would say the biggest
difficulties were adapting to the
fingering techniques and adjusting
to the temp speed, which took lots of
practice to overcome.
What are your achievements and
future aspirations with regard to
music?
I have received my first diploma for
a Masters in music after taking the

Who are your
inspirations?
A lot of great
musicians inspire
me. My first role
model was Ustad
Zakir Hussain.
After viewing his
work, a sudden
spark of interest
in music flared in
me. But I have to say, I am grateful
to my parents for supporting me.
The school also encouraged me by
allowing me to follow my passion.
What advice would you give to the
budding musicians of our school?
I have had the opportunity of
mastering a number of instruments.
This has made me understand that
practice is the key. Every chance I
got, I revised and practised again
and again so that my fingers become
more dexterous. I also go to a lot of
concerts. I check the newspapers
for updates and any opportunity
lying in those frail pages does not
go to waste – I book tickets to all
shows I can witness. I also reserve
my time to meet famous musicians,
such as Anandan Sivamani, Rakesh
Chaurasia and Hariprasad Chaurasia.
I try to learn as much as I can from
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them. I have also met Zohar Frasco.
I love learning new forms of art,
such as Konokkal, the South Indian
rhythm language from Vidwan
B.R.Somashekar Jois. I am also
learning the flamenco rhythm, a
folkloric music tradition of Spain.
What I do is incorporate what I
previously learned to the different
instruments I play.
Pramatha winds up the interview by
saying that any musician needs to
have lots of patience. Perseverance
and practice are the two tools that
can take one ahead. He further adds
that a budding musician should never
compare himself to those who have
many years of experience behind
them as it can bog one down.
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What goes inside the mind of a
champion table tennis player?
Kushi Vishwanath of our school has
done exemplarily well in the game of
Table Tennis.
Let us see her interview to know more
about her.
Why did you think sports was the
best choice in your life?
I would never say sports is the best
choice as I feel India is still largely
unorthodox and people are obsessed
with producing engineers and doctors.
Who is your inspiration?
I don’t have any inspiration. My
parents wanted me to have physical
activity so they put me into Table
Tennis. I hated it at first but started
enjoying it eventually.
How long have you been playing?
I have been playing since I was eleven
years.
What are your achievements
and where are you standing
internationally?
My best world ranking was 69 in
Jan 2018. When it comes to my
achievements, there are many. One of
them is, I stood state number 1 in the
year 2011. I have participated in The
India Open, twice in Tunisia , Jordan
and Thailand and many other places.
Do you have any particular strategy
while playing? If so, what?
My strategies depend upon my
opponent. So it differs from match to
match.
What are you planning to do for the
future?
I have not planned anything for the
future yet.

Did you have any difficulty in the
past 11 years?
I faced a lot of difficulties. There will
always be difficulties in sports. It’s
very uncertain. It’s not like studies.
In studies, if you work hard, there is
a guarantee of a good result. But in
sports, it is not like that. There can be
only one winner and many people
fighting for that position.
Can you tell us about one major
difficulty you faced in your life?
In 2011, I was state number 1 and I
was standing at an India rank 12 in
the ‘Under 12 category’. But then, I had
to play the “Under 15” category in the
following year (2012). I think that time
was the hardest because after being the
state champion in the previous year,
I struggled to even come into the top
8 in the state (my final state ranking
was 8 at the end of 2012). I wanted to
stop playing at that time because I had
worked really hard and the results
weren’t favouring me. It is hard to
have one good year(2011) and then
have a bad year(2012) because I always
expected to do better than the previous
year. My parents encouraged me a lot
at that time. I told them I would quit
the game but they convinced me and
made me work harder. My performance
started improving from 2013.
You have been away from school for
a long time, how did you cope up with
your academics?
I just study a month or two before the
final exams. I study 6-8 hours a day. If
I don’t understand something, I read
it a few more times and I eventually
understand. The school was also very
supportive. They have supported me
from when I was nothing to what I
am now. I don’t think I could have
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achieved so much without the support
of the school and of course, parents
and coaches. The teachers were always
approachable. I could always go to
them for clarification of my doubts.
They would also give or suggest a few
books or guides for helping me out
with my academics.
How did you feel when you faced
people internationally?
There is no difference in what I feel
during the match actually. The person
who stands opposite the table is just
my opponent, that’s all. I play to win. It
doesn’t make a difference from where
that person is or how old she is.
Do you want to give any message to
all the budding sports players of DIS?
I would just want to tell all the
students of DIS that they are very
lucky that they are studying at DIS.
The school provides a supporting
environment for children who are
inclined towards sports. The school
helps you successfully balance both
your academics as well as sports. The
support which I received from the
school in terms of holidays, extra
classes, coming in late to school or
leaving a little early for practice, all
these have made me what I am today.
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RECONNECT
DIS Alumni Network consists many of
our versatile students who have achieved
significant success in whatever field they have
chosen. They are our brand ambassadors who
always remain attached to their roots. Through
this section, they have made an attempt to share
their wealth of experience and exposure to the
outside world with the current set of students.

What do breakfast and
whales have in common?
Living in a landlocked city, I don’t
know much about the ocean and how
it works. It is mysterious and beautiful
and blue (my favourite colour).
So I was ecstatic when a group of
fifteen of us decided to travel to
Sri Lanka. One of the items on the
itinerary was whale-watching. On
a bright Tuesday morning after an
enormous complimentary breakfast
buffet, we headed to a dock in the
tourist town of Mirissa, where dozens
of ocean liners were parked. When
we got there, we discovered that one
of these liners would take us two
hours into the ocean where whales
are frequently spotted.
I knew that I don’t frequently
experience motion sickness, but
suddenly the bacon didn’t sit right in
my stomach anymore.
Our ocean liner was double-decked
with rows of seats like a concert hall
on either level. We were seated on
top along with a family of four from
Eastern Europe and a 19-year-old girl
from Germany. Apparently, whale

and dolphin watching is an extremely
popular tourist activity in Mirissa.
The journey started and at first, we
were all mesmerized by the ocean;
how blue it was and how it looked like
diamonds were strewn carelessly over
it. The water was rough, but it was a
novelty for us to stand at the prow of
the liner and hold on for dear life as
the waves crashed against us.
After a while, though, the bright
sunlight sucked the energy from us.
I was so tired that I just wanted to
return to the hotel and sleep, whales
or no. The constant motion of the boat
didn’t help. The ocean was something
ordinary now, because it was all one
could see for miles and miles. This
excursion was starting to get boring.
If only nothing continued to happen.
A, who had partied too much with
us the night before, didn’t even make
it to the side of the liner before all
his undigested food spilled onto the
floor. His mother attended to him, but
he still had last night’s prawns in his
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stomach, so he just spilled it into the
ocean. He remained crouched over
the railing for the entire duration.
Thankfully, he was seated in the
bottom level, so I just went upstairs to
avoid his mess.
A while later though, the sea-sickness
bug travelled up the stairs. Soon
(surprisingly soon), there was a chain
reaction of people throwing up, each
person taking inspiration from the
last. Thirteen out of our group of
fifteen were affected, all in the first
hour of our journey.
There everyone was, retching and
heaving into their respective plastic
bags. Each loud rumble of their
tummies and burps set my teeth on
edge and made me cringe. I could see
the other family and the German
girl curling their lips in disgust every
time my friends asked for new
plastic bags. As if this foul cacophony
wasn’t enough, A’s stomach made the
loudest noises of the lot, and it almost
harmonized with everyone else’s.
Where were the whales? Did they see
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the colour of the water on A’s side and
swim away?

During this time, my thirteen friends
oh’d and ah’d between heaves.

Suddenly, there was a flurry of
activity among the crew, and one of
them shouted “Whalewhalewhale!” It
was a pod of four blue whales, dipping
in and out of the water. Once, twice,
thrice, and the final time the fluke
would appear. Every time this would
happen, the crewman would say
“Taletaletale! Picture you take!”

The main objective for our excursion
was fulfilled. Now, there lay a twohour journey back to the shore. There
was no safe space left for me. All
around me were puke bags and the
people filling them, and their noises
drowned out that of the ocean’s. I tried
the back, but A’s sister and mother
had it barricaded with their bags. The
port side had the beautiful vista of A
changing the colour of the water, and
the starboard side was occupied by
the Eastern European family (I had
the feeling that they didn’t want to
be around more Indians, puking or
not). The front was too sunny. The
lower level hadn’t been cleaned after

We saw eight pods of whales of
varying sizes. One of them came so
close to our boat that the water turned
turquoise just a few metres away.
This excitement with the whales did
not last for more than half an hour.
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A’s fiasco. Seeing and smelling and
hearing all the things that I did set my
stomach churning, but I forced myself
to stay strong. My own sister gave in
just a few hundred metres from the
shore. I would not be called “one of
them”.
Once we docked and mercifully
set our feet onto solid ground, we
greeted our tour guide at the entrance.
He asked the German girl how the
experience was. She said, “We saw
eight sets of whales, and a whole
bunch of breakfast.”
Aditi Kumar
Batch of 2015
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My true calling...
Every year, thousands of teens sit
down and try to figure out what they’re
going to do with the rest of their lives
– cue panic attack. This was me two
years ago, and believe me, I did not like
having to choose. Not a strong point
of mine at all. But then I did have to
buckle down and do exactly that at
some point, seeing as I had to apply
to colleges and write every other
entrance exam. At that point, I was
torn between career choices ranging
from tattoo artist to quantum biologist
(not kidding). While I recognised that I
couldn’t possibly do every single thing
I wished to, I still wanted to learn as
much as possible and get into a field
that allowed me that freedom. It was at
this point that I realised that there was
one option I had that could possibly fit
the bill – architecture.

that it is a lot more than that.

A harmonious blend of science,
engineering and art that is
somehow more than the sum of its
parts – this is what architecture
means to me. It appeals to my logical
sensibilities as well as giving me an
effective creative outlet. While this
was one of the main reasons that led
me to this profession, I now realize

The fact that architecture is such an
extensive field automatically entails
many sleepless nights perfecting a
design, or resolving some obscure
problem in structure, and so on. Endless
hours working on a single sheet of
paper, multiple reviews from multiple
people each with a different opinion
– it can all get quite exhausting. But

Our surroundings are something
we take for granted – but the built
environment is one of humankind’s
basic needs. The buildings we live in
influence our lives in a much more
significant way than we realize –
how we think, our lifestyles, and in
the larger context, our culture and
behaviour as a group.
As I delve deeper into the field, I realize
how much of an interdisciplinary
profession architecture is. On a personal
level, it allows me to enjoy everything
from math, physics and psychology to
art and writing, while allowing me to
do my favourite things as a part of my
career – things like travelling and being
able to constantly learn something new.

the pros far outweigh the cons – the
satisfaction of a design problem solved
right, or a new piece of information
clicking into place and bettering one’s
understanding of the world – and that
is what makes it all worth it!
Looking back, I can clearly see the
significant changes in the way I
perceive the world around me – and
this comes after a mere two years
into architectural education. The
thought that I have learnt so much
in such a short span, and that there
is still a whole ocean of knowledge
yet to be explored is both humbling
and empowering at the same time.
Choosing a field that throws new
challenges your way every single
day while also letting you make your
hobbies a part of your career is crucial
to allow you to grow and learn without
cutting you off from what makes you
happy – and this is what I have found
in architecture.
Anagha Arunkumar
Batch of 2014

An anatomy of grey
Celebrating anniversaries are
fun. You’ve probably been best
friends with someone for the last
ten years, or you’ve slogged at
work bravely for five long years,
or built your dream home 2 years
ago. All of these make a great
cause for celebration. Sometimes,
people celebrate anniversaries
of events just to gain a sense of
accomplishment. And it’s all good.
As it were to happen, last February,

I too completed an entire year of
something and was extremely
proud of myself for having been
committed to it for that long. One
consistent year of a lifestyle change
seemed to be an anniversary
worthy of acknowledgement. It
had been a year of having adopted
a “Monochromatic Lifestyle”. Quite
a fancy term for a lifestyle that is
everything but fancy.
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A monochromatic lifestyle, in its
broadest sense, would mean a
wardrobe choice where a person
would choose to consistently adhere
to a particular choice of clothing
every single day. Don’t you always
picture Steve Jobs in the same
black turtleneck and a pair of Levis
501? Have you ever noticed that
Mark Zuckerberg always wears
the same grey t-shirt? It did seem
boring and dull to stick to the same
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colour, but what intrigued me was
why two extremely successful
individuals who changed and are
still changing the world as we know
it, adopted a similar way of life. So,
I looked deeper into this seemingly
mundane fashion protocol. There
were a lot of perspectives about the
psychological and social effects of
adopting a monochromatic lifestyle.
I too decided to try it out as a social
experiment.
Before I went monochrome, I had
a conspicuous and retarded sense
of fashion. I packed all of those
clothes and stuffed them at the
back of my wardrobe and went out
to buy denims of evidently dull
colours and a bunch of identical
charcoal grey polo-neck t-shirts.
And thus, I embarked on a journey
I did not know would stick around
with me for long. For someone as
commitment-phobic as me, the
thought of investing a great deal of
money to something that I might
not even hold on to for long made
me hesitant about it all the more.
Yet, the desire to experiment
and experience something new
was strong enough to tide over
hesitations and gave me strength
to make a decision that completely
changed my life.
The after effects of embracing this
lifestyle came in different shades
of grey. The initial few days went
by, with me excitedly explaining to
people that I did own multiple grey
shirts and that I washed them. The
one question I was expected to know
the answer to, but I didn’t, was why I
took on the monochromatic lifestyle.
I didn’t know the answer then, but
as time passed, I slowly understood
why, and now I like to think I have
more than just a vague idea.

The adoption of the monochrome
was primarily, an attempt to
optimize my daily life by removing
all possible redundancies. And this
encompassed a whole lot more
than just my clothes. For starters,
restricting my choices for clothing
– in my case, having no options –
would automatically cut down on
the average time I would spend
choosing the clothes I’d wear on a
day to day basis. And not just time;
the equation of clothing involves
so many variables, especially when
your wardrobe looks more like
a disorganized heap than a well
organized stack. This added more
complexity and hindered me from
being able to make a quick decision.
A part of our subconscious mind is
allotted purely to make a decision
on our clothing since it is a daily
affair, just as most frequently used
information for computations in
the ALU are stored on the higher
levels of cache. At this point, the
monochromatic lifestyle was a way
to reroute my circuits by effecting
a permanent decision on aspects
that practically had no relevance or
impact on my daily life instead of
consciously spending energy and
time to make an informed decision
every time and this potentially frees
up the brain power for anything
relatively more useful.
The affairs of grey followed through
on these lines during the period that
I interned at Siemens. I still followed
what I like to call the grey code.
Wearing the same clothes at college
was an attempt to save time and
use time and resources for making
more important decisions. At work,
the uniformity of attire gave me an
added sense of discipline. And in
the time that I was given to adjust
to the new environment, I tried
many new things, like following a
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strict breakfast and lunch and coffee
schedule, maintaining a steady diet
plan till the point that I’d literally
eat the same dish for every meal.
The uniformity, the order and the
discipline yielded results because
I had been more focused on work
and learning than before. I soon
realized that the monochromatic
lifestyle had escalated from being
a simple lifestyle choice to a way of
life that psychologically optimized
my capabilities. However, towards
the end of my work term, something
else happened that further
strengthened my resolve to sustain
it.
I had just purchased a cycle to
commute to college during my
semester. It soon made sense to
continue wearing the grey t-shirts.
I perspire a lot and travelling to
college everyday wearing a plain
grey t-shirt would mean the damage
to other shirts and colours would
be mitigated. I have been cycling
for over a semester now, and it does
feel extremely convenient to having
maintained a constant wardrobe.
The grey intrigued people about
my character, and that led to people
see the kind of person that I am.
It brought in friends, humour and
faith back into my life. It brought
in a new sense of accomplishment
and satisfaction that I never had
before. Maybe that is why, while
a lot of people have associated the
colour grey to sadness, dullness and
monotony, for me, it is the colour
that taught me to stand strong, to
have faith in myself. And no matter
how things are going on in life
right now, deep within, I know I am
honest when I tell people I’m happy.
Karthik K R
Batch of 2013
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Even Parks Need Makeovers
On 27th main road, right in the
middle of Banashankari 2nd Stage,
lies a park called Vanaranga Park
that has become quite dear to some
of the neighbourhood’s residents.
However, it didn’t always look the
way it does now. A few “regular
walkers” made it their mission to
turn the 20,000 square feet walking
space into a place that could own
up to its name. Now, clean and
encompassed with neem trees,
almond trees and flowers of almost
all colours of the rainbow, Vanaranga
Park has definitely done so.
For the first five years since the park
was set up, it was left unmaintained
by the BBMP (Bruhat Bengaluru
Mahanagara Palike), according to
Subramanya Srikantapuram, the
current Secretary of the Vanaranga
Park Trust. A lot of illegal activities,
including underage drinking and
smoking would take place in the
evenings, and the broken lights added
to people’s apprehensions about
the park. Unable to see what the
park- which had so much potential,
was reduced to, a couple of regular
walkers took charge and lodged a

complaint with the BBMP. After
further negotiations, these eight
to ten people began to monitor the
park themselves, cleaned it up, and
finally managed to slowly upgrade
it. Then, they formed a trust for the
park. The trust contributes whatever
little they can towards the parks
maintenance and makes sure no one
misuses it. Although the BBMP hires
the gardeners and cleaners, they
contribute to their earnings whenever
they do extra work. “The BBMP has
to take responsibility. Sometimes they
are careless and ignorant, which is
quite upsetting” said Shivadeva, who
has been walking in this park for the
past 17 years, every morning every
day.
Apart from a lush, verdant park
emerging out of their efforts, they
have also formed a close-knit friends
group. Comprising of regular walkers,
these men and women of different
ages and from different backgrounds
have bonded over the growth of the
neighbourhood park. What started
off with just two or three people has
now grown into a group of twenty
walkers who share common interests.

Mohan, an interior designer who
has been coming to this park for
the past ten years, says he loves the
fact that he gets to have discussions
with knowledgeable people right
after his morning walks. There is a
small enclosure in the park, where
these friends sit on the benches
and discuss pressing issues in their
lives or the world at large after they
walk. They discuss problems and
come up with solutions they can
afford. Ravi, another walker since
two years, considers the park as one
of his friends. “The morning walks
improve my health. The greenery and
freshness that is there, thanks to the
efforts of my friends, gives me the best
start to my day.” Apart from morning
walks, once a month they all also go
out for breakfast together, and go on
tours occasionally.
Other than walking and chatting,
people have the liberty to exercise
and do yoga in the park. One feature
that almost everyone I spoke to loved
about the park was the fact that it is
sloping. “Walking four rounds here
is equal to ten rounds in other parks”,
said Shivadeva.
Parks are wonderful places that
allow you to do so many things, from
meeting new people to improving
your overall health. When people
contribute to the upkeep of their local
park, they are investing in something
that has no negative returns. If
those residents of Banashankari 2nd
Stage hadn’t taken the necessary
initiative that they did, the entire
neighbourhood would have been
deprived of such a lovely park.
Nayana S
Batch of 2015
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The Stimulators

Early Years Staff
(Head mistress)

Junior School Staff
Usha Rani
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Middle School Staff
Amrutha

High School and Senior School Staff
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Office Staff

Behind the scene
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The Shutterbugs of DIS who make even the
most mundane things of life interesting!!!

Aprameya MS
Grade AS Level

Bhavish M
Grade X B

Deepak Prasad
Grade X B

Vikhyathraj Shetty K
Grade X B

Photographers and their muse

Deepak Prasad
Super blue blood Moon
Location – From my house Terrace
The Sun wathches what I do, but the moon knows all my
secrets.

School premises

Kindergarten Playstation
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Anirudh N Rao , 7IGCSE
Clicked during school’s trip to Dandeli

Vikhyathraj Shetty K, X ‘B’

VED HITALI, 7 IGCSE
Clicked during school’s trip to Dandeli

Vikhyathraj Shetty K, X ‘B’
Taken during our educational trip to APD
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Chaithanya D S, 7 IGCSE
Clicked during school’s trip to Dandeli

Bhavish, Grade X

Aadya Chidanand - A Level
Clicked during school’s trip to Sirsi @ Gerusoppa camp
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